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PREFACE 

In the year 1840, England, turning to account the invention of 
Sir Rowland Hi l l ,  was the first to introduce prepayment of 
letters by the employment of postage-stamps. Scarcely half 
a century has elapsed since this revo lution took place , which, 
modest as it seemed, has been nevertheless so fruitful in 
its effects, that it would now be d ifficult lo calculate the mar
vellous advantages gai ned by the civi lized world i n  the 
circulation of t.hese tiny pictures. 

If  the man of business is now en abled, at a trifling cost, 
to keep himself in constant communication with h is agents 
dispersed throughout the most distant l ands ; if it is easy for 
the scholar to exchange thoughts \\·ith those who in far-off 
countries are interested in  the same studies as himself; if the 
poorest people can, ·without any great sacrifice, converse 
by letter with relations and friends from whom fate has 
severed them, - it is lo the immense facilities afforded to 
correspondence by the employment of postage-stamps that 
these benefits are due. 

Most people, it is true, profit by these numerous advan
tages without considering the source from whence they f low. 
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Postage-stamps have shared the lot of all things that have 

become matters of daily and necessary use. We employ them 

continually, we should miss them greatly if they were not at 

our disposal, but we hardly ever think of appreciating the 

services thev render us. 

If this is the general practice, we must, nevertheless, admit 

that there are some exceptions. 'vVe do not all of us profess 

indifference to those humble scraps of paper which have 

no sooner performed their mission than they are thrown 

into the waste-paper basket along with the· envelope they 

decorate. 

A few years after the appearance of the first stamps, there 

were persons who found a pleasure in collecting and classi

fying these many-coloured labels; and the occupation proved 

so attractive, that it was not long before this kind of collection 

came much into vogue. 

Not only is a feeling of cmiosity gratified by the inspection of 

such vnried subjects as are presented by the stamps of differ

ent countries; not only )s an artistic interest awakened in us 

by a gallery of these liltle pictures, drawn generally by the 

best artists; but the study of postage-slam ps is connected 

with a thousand other studies; it demands verv varied 

knowledge; and those who have hnd no experience in the 

subject, cannot. well imagine how much is to be learnt by 

handling ancl arranging these scraps of paper. 

Competent wrilcrs have often defended stamp-collecting 

against unjust allacks, and shown Lhat there is nothing puerile 

about it, as is too generally thought. Quite recently, a cleverly 

written book admirably summed up the advantages of this 
study (1). 

(i) J!·anuel de /'amateur de timbr·es, by D• A. Legrand (O• �fagnus). Paris, i89q. 8°, 
<196 pages. 
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A younger sister of Numismatics, Phi lately presents numer
ous points of contact with that science . Although very inferior 
lo coins, through their fragility and the comparative worth
lessness of the substance of which they are made, postage
stamps resemble coins in most other respects .  Like them, 
they teach us the history of each nation by revealing to 
us ,  through the changes in the effigies or legends they 
bear, the succession of the different Sovereigns ,  and the 
political Yicissitudes of all the States of the globe.  As 
Dr Legrand apt.Iv remarks, they even sometimes retain the 
trace of events "-hich are too fugitive to allow time to be 
spent in recording them in bronze or s i lYer; and one has 
seen in certain countries that Pretenders to power have 

printed postage-stamps before they have been able lo assume 
au thority and coin money. 

There is no reason why the Philatelis t  should not be 
something of a philosopher while pursuing his study. The 
mere inspection of a postage-slam p often suffices to indi
cate the character of  a people or a government .  Thus, a 
more or less advanced state of civilization wil l  be shown 
by a greater or less degree of perfection in the artis tic, 
work . Republics are easily recognized by their symbolic 
devices ,  or by portraits of their great men ; and Monarchies 
by effigies of their Sovereigns, or by the arms of reign ing 
families . It can even sometimes be surmised by these latter 
badges what is the extent of the royal power in a 
country. Where Monarchies are constitutional , the repro
duction of the features of the king or queen is generally 
reproduced on the stamps, as in England, Belgium and Spain; 
while with nations that have preserved absolute power, or 
have remained more deeply attached to monarchical insti
tutions, there is a repugnance to subjecting the august 

b 
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effigy of the Sovereign to be marred and smudged in the 
Post-office, as is seen in Russia and the differen t German 
States. It ·was on this account that the late King of Naples 
would only allO\V his portrait to appear on stamps on con
dition that the obliterating mark should not deface his fea
tures (1) . 

Geography, like history, is closely bound up  with the study 
of postage-stamps, necessitating the acquisition of much infor
mation upon the subject which would o then"'._ise be neglected. 
The smallest countries have their places marked in the 
collector's album ; and there are certain colonies, and certain 
little Republics, whose position, whose name even, he would 
be ignorant of, if he did not see with his own eyes the 
stamps they have issued . 

Moreover, not only must the stamp-collector know the 
geographical position of the different nations ;  he must also 
familiarise himself "-ith their institutions and languages ; he 
must master their mode of reckoning, and learn their monet
ary system and their weights and measures . 

\Vhere countries use the European languages, it is not 

very difficult to read and understand the mottoes inscribed 
upon their stamps, but it is not the same when we come to 
Eastern lands. The alphabet i tself requires serious study ; 
and those for whom the stamps of Asia have no secrets 
may be regarded as really learned men . 

Nor will i t  suffice that the Philatelist be equipped with a 
knowledge of history, geography and languages. To these 
must be added heraldry, if he would find his \rny through 
the maze of devices which enter into the composition of the 
armorial bearings with which stamps are so frequently 

(1) See in the Timbre-paste for 1866, number 40, pp. 27 and 28, an article entitled : les 
Timbres-paste au Senat franrais . 
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adorned . He must also possess some technical information 
about the raw materials employed in making stamps and 

the way they are used. The collector must be able to guard 
carefully against the imitations which are offered to him ; 
and this he can only do by gaining an exact knowledge of the 
elements which go to make up a genuine stamp .  

To  this end, an  examination of  the design and inscriptions 
is nol sufficient. He must also be able to distinguish between 
the different kinds of engraving and printing. 

He will know, for instance, that in copper-plate engrav

ing where the drawings are traced by incisions made on a 
sheet of metal by an engraver, or by aqua-fortis, the ink 

that has sunk into the hollows is deposited in relief on the 
paper, heavy pressure having been applied to this paper by 
means of a roller ; and he will not confuse the result thus 
obtained with that produced by relief engraving. In the 
latter method,  the parts only of the plate on which the draw
ing is made are spared by the engraver, and they thus alone 
remain in relief. These reliefs, charged with greasy ink, 
are conveyed to the paper, all the other parts of the plate 
being hollowed out. The result is that , when pressure is 
applied , the portions of the paper destined to remain 
white , penetrate into the hollows, and form, on the reverse 
side, a sort of embossing. 

Lastly he will recognize the effects of lithographic print
rng. In this case, the subject having been drawn upon a 
special stone with a pencil or lithographic ink, and fixed by 
means of an acid , there is no relief, and the design, which is 

reproduced on the paper, gives it a somewhat glossy appear
ance, resulting from the pres�ure between the smooth sur
faces of the stone and the roller. 

As postage-stamps vary in different countries, their 
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history is necessarily made u p  of a series of monographs 
devoted to each nation . 

The official texts relative to the issues made by a govern
ment, and which constitute, so to speak, the civil status of 
each s tamp; the detailed description of the design with its 

motto; the particulars concerning the artists commissioned 
to produce the different types of stamps; the mode of manu
facture chosen for carrying out the artist's designs ; the paper 
on which the stamps have been printed ; the colours that 

have been applied to them : such are the principal d ivisions 
of the plan that may be traced for such a monogra ph, -
to which should be added the examination of certain acces

sory points, such as the reimpressions that may have been 
executed , or the obliterations that have been employed 
at the Post-office to cancel the stamps.  

It is in a treatise of such a kind that we \You ld attempt to 
deal with early Swiss stamps. Their history gives a pecu
liar interest to the modificatio ns that have been introd uced 
into the Constitution of the Helvetian Confederation since 
the introduction of stamps in to Swiss territory . 

Employed first in Zurich , Geneva and Basle, at a period 
when the Swiss Cantons enjoyed an almost complete auto
nomy, and each had i ts own postal administration, the 
earliest stamps of this country present an exclusively local 
character .  

In '1847, after the war of the Sonderbund, in which the 

league of the Catholic Cantons had the upper hand in its 
struggle with the Pro testant Cantons, centralisation was 

developed in the Republic; a Constitution was elaborated , 
which was promulgated in the following year, giving to the 
Federal element a much more important  part in the 
government. 
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In  addition to the Council of the States ,  formed by the forty
four Cantonal deputies, a National Council was instituted , 
composed of.the representatives of the nation, - the execu
tive power being confided to seven members of the Federal 
Counci l .  A certain number of public services were taken over 
by the Federal government, ins tead of being left in the hands 
of the several Cantons. 

We readi ly see that these new tendencies are faithfully 

reflected in the stamps .  
From being Cantonal , the Pos tal Sen·ice became Federal , 

and the stamp system \Vas extended to the whole of 
Switzerland . But the reform which \Vas going on in all 
branches of the administration , could not be established at 
once. Its organization required a certain amount of time ; and 

to that transitional period belongs the production of those 
provisional stamps which , after some time, gave way to 
Federal stamps properly so called. No more striking example 
could be found to show to what an extent the study of s tamps 
necessitates a thorough knowledge of the history and in sti
tutions of a country .  

Before the reform of '1848 , the twenty - two Cantons 
composing the Helvetian Confederation did not employ a 
uniform coinage ; and, i n  order to study their stamps, i t  is 
necessary to review their different monetary systems. But, 
as Zurich , Geneva and Basle alone used their own distinct 
stamps ,  we will l imit ourselves to explaining the value of the 
coins which were in circulation in those three Cantons. 

There is  no difficulty about Geneva . The French monetarv 
system was employed there, then as now, - the franc and 
centime having the same value as at the present clay. The 
sole difference consisted in the divisions of the Genevese 
copper money ; the coins were of 1 ,  !j, to and 25 centimes. 
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At Zurich , rappen, shil l ings and florins were used . The 
florin, correspond ing to 2 fr. 29 cts of French currency, 
was equal to 40 shill ings, and the shilling to 4 ra ppen : 
thus the rap pen represented 0 fr. 0143; the shilling, 0 fr. 0572; 
so that the 4 rappen stamp ·was "\Yorlh a little more than 
G centimes and a half, and the 6 rappen stamp, about 8 cen
times and a half. 

The unit of money in Basie was the franc, or quarter of 
an « ecu neuf )) (the new crown) ; but it was the Swiss franc, 
which also circula ted in the Cantons of Argovie, Bern , Fri
bourg, Soleure, Vaud and Valais, and was equal to 1 fr .43 cen
times of French currency . 

Ten batzen, or mo rap pen , went to the Swiss franc ; from 
which it is easy to reckon that the batzen would be equival
ent to 14.3 centimes, and the s,Yiss rappen to about one cen
time and a half. The stamps of 2 rappen and a half, issued 
at Basie , were thus vvorth , in French money,  0 fr . 0357. 

I n  1850, a Federal law extended the Genevan currency -

i. e .  the French monetary system - to the whole of Swi tzer
land ; but this law did not come into force until the 1st of 
January 1852. And here it is important to re_mark, in order 
to prevent confusion, that in adopting a coinage representing 
in value that of France, S"\Yitzerland retained in its monetary 
terminology the word rappen; but instead of preserving the 
value which it had in Zurich and Basie, the word became 
synonymous with centime. It must thus be borne in mind 
tha t, dating from the issue of 1852, rappen has not the same 
signification as it formerly had, and simply means centime.  

In order to complete these preliminary notes, it is  well to 
define the terms applied to weights and measures which we 
shal l  meet with in the documents relative to the Swiss postal 
services . 
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In the system adopted by the Federal law of December 

23rct, '1851 , and which became obligatory in all the Cantons 

from January 1 st, 1857, the unit of weight is the French pound, 
- about half a kilogram (1 ). The pound is subdivided as 
follows : 1/2, 1 /4, 1 /8, 1 / 16, 1/32 ; and these two last weights 
have special names : the ounce and the lath . The pound is 
thus equal to 16 ounces or 32 loths .  

The history of Swiss stamps has already been the subject 
of a considerable number of publications, as may b� seen on 
reference to the append ix .  Some among them are of consi
derable importance , Yiz. the articles by Schulze on ancient 
Swiss postage-stamps published in the Timbre-paste and the 

Philatelist�· the catalogue prepared by Dr Legrand for the 
French Societe de Timbrologie; the monograph of M .  de 
Reuterskiold on the Cantonal stamps, and that of M .  Sanson 
on those of Geneva . But notwithstanding the merits of these 
studies, many points remained obscure, and many questions 

remained unanswered ; hence a need was felt of a treatise 
which should embody a more thorough investigation .  

I t  was a t  the meetings of  the Lausanne Societe de Tim

brologie, presided over by M .  Blanchard, that the idea of 
the present book was conceived. By carefully reading the 
official documents preserved in the Archives, and by atten
tively examining various periodicals ,  together with long 
researches among the principal collections, M M .  Cheneviere , 
Mirabaud, and de Reuterskiold have been enabled to gather 
a considerable amount of unpublished information which 

justifies this new publ ication.  Although they do not flatter 
themselves with having achieved perfection ,  although more 
than one gap remains to be filled up,  they nevertheless hope 

(!) A kilogram equals 2.2 English pounds. 
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that, in s tating as exactly as possible the present position of 
the science, this book \Vill prove serviceable to amateurs, 
and will , possibly, be a stimulus which wil l  lead to new dis
coveries. In  this attempt, which they are far from regardin g 
as absolutely final, t hey have endeavoured s imply to state 
what seems to them to be the truth . If in dealing with some 
of the many difficul t  questions which they have had to elucid
ate, they have erred, they wil l  gladly welcome any corrections 
communicated to them, and wil l  seek to profit by references 
to texts or facts which may have escaped their observation . 

In dealing with postage-stam ps, no  description can supply 
the p lace of the inspection of the object itself. lt is impos
sible to give the reader an idea of what a stamp is like, 

unless an exact reproduction of it is  placed before him. 
Hence it \Yas thought  necessary to supplement this book with 
carefully executed p lates . £yerything has been done to 
make these illustrations, both i n  drawing and colour ,  faithful 
representations of the original stamps.  

By means of expensiYe and complicated processes, a 
satisfactorv resu lt has been obtained . At the head of each 

" 

article devoted to a separate issue of stamps,  is p laced a 
plate offering to the eye the same impression as would be 
conveyed by a page from the album of a choice collection .  
The very exactness of these reproductions, has made i t  ne
cessary to take great precautions lest the attempts of forgers 
should be involuntarily abetted . Only the exact number of 
copies required for the book have been printed from the 
engraYed plates; and , when done with , the plates have been 
broken up .  Further, c<  to make assurance doubly sure )) , a 
specially prepared paper has been employed, \vhich could not 
possibly be confused with that of the original stamp .  

\Ve wish to convey our thanks to l\I . L .  Le Grand , who 
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has occupied himself with the bibliographica l  researches, 

and to all the collectors who have alhwed us to examine 
and reproduce the rare specimens contained in their 
albums. vVe hope that other collectors wil l  communicate 
to us any additions and corrections the perusal of this book 
may suggest. In conclusion , we have especially to thank 
Dr Legrand, who has obligingly opened to us the doors of 
his rich philatelic library. 

P .  :\ImABAUD. A. DE HEUTERSIGOLD. 

c 



DIVISIONS OF THE BOOK 

The divisions adopted in this book \Yere dictated by the nature of the 
facts with which it deals .  The first three parts will treat in turn of the 

STAMPS ISSUED BY THE CANTONS, the TRANSITIONAL STAMPS which appeared 

after the Confederation took over the conlrol of the Post-Office, but 

before the issue of Federal stamps, and, finally, of the STAMPS ISSUED BY 

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.  A fourth part will be devoted to a subject 

common to the three periods - a description of OBLITERATIONS. 

In the history of the different slamps, a uniform plan will render 

research easy. First, will be given a short history of the issue of the stamp 

and its official circulation ; then, in extenso, and printed in smaller type, 

the texts bearing upon that information ; and, finally , a description of 

the type adopted for the stamp, together with such details concerning its 

manufacture as ·we have been able to obtain, viz. the number of stamps 

issued, re-impressions, and other details. The dimensions of the different 

parts that form the design of each stamp having been carefully indicated 
in the work of M. de ReuterskiOld, ''"h ich is in the hands of every 

collector, it has been thought unnecessary to repeat those observations 

which are only of use in the detection of forgeries .  The plates we give 

will, moreover, furnish very precise means of verification. 

It may be useful to note here that variations of size may be found in 

different specimens of the same stamp, caused by the stretching produced 

by fixing them on letters. This is especially noticeable in strips consist
ing of several stamps. 



PART I 

Cantonal stamps, properly so called, 

that is to say, issued by the Cantons 

before the Confederation took over the control 

of the Post-Office. 
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Sta mi:;_>,s of the Canton of Zurich 

STA:II P S  I S SUED BY TIIE" CANTON OF ZURICH 

CALLED « 4 and 6 of Zurich » 

March 184.3 

Among the S\viss Cantons, Zurich was the first to use Issue 
of Zurich stamps 

postage-stamps. \Ve should have l iked lo give here some or1, and6Happcn 

details upon the enquiries which preceded the definite adop- Ma��:u1t843, 
tion of this new method of prepaying letters ; unfortunately, 
the Cantonal Archives of Zurich are very incomplete on  this 
head ; and we have on ly been able to discover the following 
information relative to the issue - i . e .  the official putting into 
circulation - of Zurich stamps. 

On the 13111 of August 18�2, the Postal Department laid before 
the Council of State a report showing how the postal organ
ization could be simplified ; and, basing it u pon the system 
of prepayment recently introduced into England,  proposed 
that the Finance Department should undertake the manu
facture of postage-stamps. According to this report, the rates 
were to be reduced to two for the interior of the Canton ; 
namely, 4 rap pen for letters circulating within the district 
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of any one post-office - called the local c< rayon J) and 

6 rappen for the Cantona l  c< rayon n, or letters addressed to 
p laces in the Canton belonging to a d istrict other than that in 
'vhich they were posted . 

This proposal "-as considered and a pproved by the Council 
of State in its sitti ng of January 2l8t, 18'13; and was reported 
upon as follows : 

EXTRACT FRO\! THE MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL OF STATE OF THE CA'.llTOX 

OF ZURlCH DATED THE 2I5l OF JANUARY, 1843. 

Approval of a resolution of the Postal Department for the simplification 

of letter rates for the Canton of Zurich. 

In its report, dated August 131\ the Postal Department notes lhaL \\·hen, 
relative to the in 1836, the letter rate was regulated, two categories or rayons were 

issue of the 4 and 

6 rappen reso!Yed upon for the internal serYice; namely: 

of Zurich. 5 rappen for a distance of 4 leagues (lieues) 

and 8 rappen for a greater distance. 

The town of Zurich imposed upon letters delirnred within its district a 

supplementary rate of 1 rappen for the wages of the letter-carrier; so that, 

instead of the two rates, there were really three, of 5, G and 8 rappen, 

which en tailed considerable difficulLy in keeping the accounts. 

The department therefore thought it well Lo take into consideration a 

simplification similar to that already introduced into several of the great 

States. IL 'vas necessary, on the one hand, to avoid too great a reduc

tion of the postal rate, and on the other, not to compel the public, by loo 

high charges, lo seek other means of forwarding letters. A single 

Cantonal rate could not be adopted, on account of the importance of the 

internal correspondence of Zurich, Winlerthur and other populous places. 

In consideration hereof, the Postal Department determines: 

'1° That the present distance-rate for the internal service of the Canton 

of Zurich be suppressed, and replaced by a uniform rate of 6 rappen 

for single letters, that is to say for letters weighing less than one lath 

('15g''.62), without any supplementary payment to the letter-carrier. 
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2° That for registered letters an a<ldilional charge be made of 

10 rappen for the cost of entry : these 10 rappen to be paid by the sender, 
who is authorized tp require a receipt from the Post-Office; all arrange
ments, however, ma�le with other postal administrations being maintained. 

3° That a Local Post, with a rate reduced to 4 rappen, be established in 
order lo facilitate the serYice "-ithin the district of any one post-office. 
All places in which the letter-carriers of a post-office can delirnr 

letters direct, are to be considered as belonging to such post-office district. 
4° The letters, notes, etc., carried by the Local Post may be prepaid by 

means of stamps sold by the postal administration. It shall also manu

facture G rappen stamps, with which letters can be prepaid to their des
tination in the Canton. 

5° That, for the present, no changes be made in the rates of lelters 

lo be delivered outside the Canton, saYe that the charge for the wages 

of the letter-carrier shall be abolished. 
The Council of Stale further decides that lhe Postal Administration be 

authorized to give effect to this yesolulion, and to inform the public 

thereof by such means as may be found desirable (1). 

The resolution of the Postal Department was soon after put 

into execution .  Although the exact date when the public 
were suppl ied with Zurich stamps is not known, it is  certain 
that they were in circulation by the beginning of March, 1843, 
since a letter bearing an obliterated stamp of the 2nd of 
that month has been found. 

The Zurich stamps were manufactured at Zurich by Messrs . Description of 

Orel l ,  Fussli and Co.  They are lithographed in black on the 4and6 Rappen 
� of Zurich. 

white paper ruled with red lines . 

The design is of the simplest. I n  the centre of the stamp is 
a large figure,  4 or 6,  representing i ts  value .  This figure is 
placed upon a trellis-\vork ground formed by oblique lines 
in groups of four, presenting a diamond-shaped pattern . The 
whole is surrounded by a rectangular border inclosing the 
inscriptions and ornaments .  

(1) Schulze, i n  his article on Anciens timb1·es suisses, quotes several passages of this 
order of the Postal Department (le Timb1·e-poste, 18ii, N° ii, p. 22). 

Their mode 
of manufacture. 
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The inscriptions are upon a ground ruled with horizontal 
lines. At the top of the stamp is the word « Zlirich )) ; at the 
bottom , c c  Local-Taxe >>, for those of 4 rap pen, and « Cantonal
Taxe >> for those of 6 rappen.  The right and left sides of the 

border are filled up with curved ornaments upon a vertically
l ined background . Of these curves. there are six and a half on 

each side ; the seven th, of which there is only a half, is at the 
top on the left side, and at the bottom on the right. They are 

separated by litt le f lowerets (onzements) not unl ike the upper 
part of a fleur de lis ;_and each one encloses the top of a l i ttle 
floreated ornament of the same kind , which is cut by the cen
tral portion of the stamp. Each half-curve contains only one 

of the leaves of this floreated ornament. In the four corners 
of the stamp are fhe black dots upon a checker-work ground . 

These stamps are separated from one another, upon the shee t ,  
by a th in  black line, ·which sometimes shows only fragments . 

I t  was long thought, according to A .  Schulze, that the Zurich 
stamps were printed in sheets of twenty, arranged in four 
horizontal rows of five ('1); hut  it is now certain that these 
sheets  contained a hundred stamps placed in ten double 
rows of five . 'vVe are acquainted with a horizontal strip of 
ten adhering specimens of the 6 of Zurich , and also the 

types 3, 4, 5, 1 and 2 of the 4 of Zurich, li kewise adhering 
in the preceding order.  This arrangement determines the 
width of  the sheet. Moreover, there must have been a hundred 

stamps to the sheet ; for we have discovered , as wil l  be seen 
further on, that a re-impression of the Zurich stamps 'vas 
executed in 1862, by order of the Postal Authorities; and the 
sheets of this re-impression, which were produced from the 
original plate, contained a hundred stamps . 

(f) Sec lhe article by:\. Schulze on Anciens timb1·es suisses in the> Timb1·e-poste, 1877, 
N° 171, p. 22. 
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The plate which was used in printing these sheets was pre
pared as follows . A drawing was first made representing five 
stamps in  a horizontal l ine; and these five stamps were repro
duced upon the l i thographic stone the necessary number 

of times. As an artist , however skilful he may be, does not 

reproduce absolu tely the same drawing several times, i t  can 

be easily understood that five different varieties are met with 

in the stamps thus manufactured , always occupying the 
same places on each sheet. and distinguished by certain details 
of execution. The form of the figure

. 
rnries, and the inscrip

tions present slight differences in the size of the le tters, in 
the punctuation ( 1 ): e tc .  On the \Yhole, the simplest way 

of recognizing these varieties; is to examine the oblique lines of 

the ground. These lines are placed differently in each type of 
stamp .  The two following tables show how they are grouped : 

1° Oblique lines running from right to left, counting from the top 

left-hand corner. 

4 rappen. 

Type I. line, 15 groups of 4 lines, 3 lines. 

II. 0 16 0 

III. 0 1 6  0 

IV. 3 15 1 

v. 2 15 2 

6 rappen. 

Type I. 2 lines, 15 groups of 4 lines, 2 lines. 

II. 1 15 3 

III. 0 ·15 <> .::. 

IV. 0 1 6  0 

v. 2 15 

(1) Les Timbres de Zurich, by D' i\lagnus, in the Timbroplzile, 6'h year, rn10, p. 506-
507. - See the arUclc by Schulze, already quoted. 
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2° Oblique lines from left to right, counting from the top 

right-hand corner. 

4 rappen. 

Type I. 0 line, 16 groups of 4 lines , 0 line. 

II. 0 16 0 

III. 3 15 2 
IV. 2 15 3 

v. 2 15 3 

6 rappen. 

Type I. 0 line, 16 groups of 4 lines, 1 line (1). 

II. 3 15 1 

III. 2 ·15 3 

IV. 15 3 

v. 16 0 

As i t  sometimes happens that one of the corners of  the 
stamp is covered by the obliteration , \Ye think it useful to 

give below a description of the upper and lower borders of  
each type . 

Type 

4 rappen. 

I. Upper border: 7 lines , one of which passes under the word 

Zurich without touching any one of the letters ; the R 

and the I almost touch the outer border. 

Lower border : 8 lines, none of which pass under the word 

Local-Taxe; there is a full-stop after Local-Taxe, in this 

type only. 

(i) In the 6 rappen type I, the eighth line is double. 
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Type II. Upper border : 6 lines, none of which pass under Ziirich. 

The U and the I almost touch the outer border. 

Lower border : 8 lines, none of which pass under Local

Taxe. 

Type III. Upper border : 6 lines, the letters of Zurich are all equal 

and exactly fill the space between the first and sixth lines . 

Lower border : 8 lines, one of which passes under Local

Taxe. 

Type IV. Upper border : 7 lines, one of which passes under Zurich. 

Lo\Yer border : 9 lines, one of which is very close to the 

outer border line; two lines under Local- Taxe. 

Type V. Upper border : 7 lines, one of which passes under Zilrich. 

Lower border : 9 lines, two of which pass under Local and 

only one under Taxe. 

2° 6 rappen. 

Type I. Upper border : 8 lines, one of which is very near the inner 
frame line and passes under Ziirich. 

Lower border : 8 lines, one of which is Yery near the 

inner frame line. O ne line passes under Cantonal- Taxe ,  

touching the X only. 

Type II. Upper border : 8 lines, one of which passes under Zilrich. 

This type alone has a full-stop after that word. 

Lower border : 8 lines, one of which passes under Cantonal

Taxe. 

Type III. Upper border : 8 lines, one of which passes under Ziirich . 

Lower border : 8 lines, one of which passes under the inscrip

tion. There is a full-stop after Cantonal- Taxe. 

Type IV. Upper border : 8 lines, one of which passes under Ziiriclz . 

Lower border : 8 lines, one of \Vhich passes under the 

whole of the inscription , except under the T of Taxe; 

there is a full-stop after this word . 

Type V. Upper border : 8 lines, two of which pass under Ziiriclz . 

Lower border : 9 lines, one of which passes under Cantonal

Taxe; there is a full-stop after this word. 
2 
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It should be noted that, in the 6 rap pen plate, a stamp of the 
3rd type, the transfer of which was faulty, has been retouched 

bv the enaraver. A specimen of this varielv is in the Castle " 0 • 

collection , in London (1) . 
As we said aboYe. the Zurich stamps were printed on paper 

showing alternately single and double faint red lines . These 
lines are either horizontal or vertical according to the way 
in which the sheet has been put under the press . \Ve may 
remark, howeYer, that in the 4 rappen stamps they are more 
often vertical ; while the contrary is the case with those of 6 rap
pen . I t  is possible, that through some error, the workman 
sometimes used a sheet of paper which had not been impres

sed with the red lines ; but this can have occurred but rarely, 
and we shall see farther that most of the Zurich stamps 
« without lines >> (as they are called) that are found in collec
tions ,  are reprints on a paper thinner than the original one .  

Various essays \Vere submitted before the adoption of the 
definite type. Among others ,  was that sent in by M .  Esslin
ger, l ithographer. I t  differed from the model which was 
executed, by the addition of the date, 1843, the four figures 
of 'Yhich \Yere placed in the four corners of the stamp (2) . 

The Timbre-Paste ( 1865 , n° 32 ) also mentions ,  without 
guaranteeing their genuineness, two trial-stamps preserved 
in an English collection , with the date in the corners of the 
stamp.  The value was given in German : vier rappen, sechs 

rappen; and the checkered ground of the 4 rappen had an oval 
border with the value and the words Local-Taxe at the sides. 

\Ve have found in the Federal Archives interesting and, 

( i )  This  type has been retouched three times ; but lhe last touches are lhe most impor
tant. See for this, article by Castle. The retouched l i lhography of the 6 rappen of Zurich. 
London Philatelist. Jan. 1897. 

(2) See Schulze, Timbre-Paste, IS"i l ,  :"1° 173, p. 39. 
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we believe, unpublished documents upon a reprint o f  the 
Zurich stamps. 

In  September 1862 , the French Embassy having requested 
the Swiss General Post-Office to supply it with some old Swiss 
stamps, the Zurich authorities 'vere asked to send a certain 
number of specimens of old Zurich stamps . On the 30 th of 
September, a reply came from Zurich to the effect that there 
was not a single old stamp left ,  but that the lithographic 
stones that had been used in their manufacture , were sti l l  in 
existence in the Archives .  The General Post-Office Authorities 
ordered, on the 6 1h of October, that these stones should at 
once be destroyed. _In a letter from Zurich, dated the 1 2 th of 
October, it was pointed out that the wish of the French 
Embassy might be complied with by printing a few sheets 
of stamps from these stones before destroying them. 

The reply from Bern , on the 141h of October, vvas as follows : 

In order to comply w ith the request of the French Embassy for a 

supply of specimens of early s tamps, we authorize you , in reply to your 

letter of the 1 2 1h inst., to work off a proof by means of the lithographic 

stones which are in your keeping, and to send some of the specimens 

to the French Embassy ; the remainder to be sen t lo our official collec

tion. After that, the stones must be defaced and sold, in accordance 

with our order of the 6 1h inst. 

According to a notice dated October 18 1\ 1862, a reprint 
was made of 120 stamps of  4,  and of 400 of 6 rappen : 

4 rp. 6 rp. 
Sent to the Embassy . .  . . 6 6 

To the official collection . . . 20 20 

Ad acta . 94 374 

1 20 400 

The explanation of the difference in the number printed of 

the two kinds of stamps, is as follo"ws : four sheets of stamps 
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of each value were reprinted ; and, as the entire plates were of 
a hundred stamps, four hundred of each kind should have 
been obtained . If the reimpression of the 4 rappen did not 

reach this number, as in the case of the 6 rappen , the reason 
was, doubtless, that, owing to the wear of the stone, only that 
part of it could be employed which (in addition to the first ten 
ro\vs of five stamps) comprised the types 1 and 2 of the ten 
other rows . The number printed off in ,1862 could only deal 
with the ten rows of three stamps, corresponding to the 
types 3, 4 and 5, in other words, thirty stamps for each 
sheet and one hundred and twenty in all . 

The, official collection of the General Post-Office has, unfor
tunately, disappe.ared . We have , however , found in the 
Postal Archives part of one of the 6 rappen sheets .  These 
stamps are printed, as was directed , upon a thinner paper 

than the original, and have no red lines ; the impression 
is also more or less defective , and is of a greyish lone .  
Some time since, several of  these stamps were submitted to 
us for verification , and we pronounced them genuine , 
remarking that we thought they had been cleaned with chem
icals to remove the red lines from the paper. \Ve now 
kno\v that those specimens \Vere some of the reprints, a 
portion of \vhich had come into the hands of the public. 

The l i thographic stones of the 4 and 6 rappen, after being 
defaced, according to a note in the Federal Archives, were 
sold, in October 18621 to M .  Fretz, lithographer, of Zurich . 

RE:sm1E: OF THE STAMPS OF THE CANTO:-: OF ZURICH 

l\Iarch 1843. 4 rappen, black (5 types) on paper ruled with red lines, 

either vertical or horizontal. 

6 rappen 
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Stamps of the Canton of Geneva 

FIRST STA'.\I P ISSUED BY THE CA:\T ON OF GENEVA, CALL E D  

« The Double Geneva » 

October 1st 1843 

The Canton of Geneva issued its first postage-stamps some Issue 
of the « Double 

months later than the Canton of Zurich .  It is to ;\l . de Can- Geneva >>. 

dolle, a member of the Grand Council, that is  due the honour October 1••, 1843, 

of promoting this postal reform, the advantages of which 

he showed in an interesting speech addressed to the assembly 
to which he belonged, on the 22 n<l of May 1843. 

The reform which M .  de Candolle advocated , was twofold, 
viz .  the establishment of new pos t-offices in the town of 
Geneva, and the manufacture and sale of t ickets or stamps 

for franking letters. 
The Finance Department, to which these proposals were 

sent, did not consider the former of them practicable ; but 
was in favour of the creation of postage-stamps. 

This preavis having been adopted by the Council of 
State, a project for the employment of stamps and en
velopes was prepared by the Finance Department, and on the 
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1 3 th of September 184.3, after haYing heard a report made 
by Councillor Barde: the Council decided to haYe stamps 
made of one Yalue (5 centimes) . One of these stamps was to 
suffice to prepay the letters of the Local Post, while two 
stamps would be necessary for the carriage of letters from 
one commune of the Canton to another. Letters sent in num
bers of not less than twenty were to pay half the charge . 

The first GeneYa stamp was issued on the 1 st of October 
1 84.3, and sold at the post-offices of Geneva and Carouge . 

The following are the documents relative to the issue of 
this stamp .  

EXTRACT FRm! THE RECORD OF THE SITTINGS OF THE GRAND COUNCIL 

Sitting of �\fonday, May 2 2 "", I843. 

IndiYidual 'proposals . 

:\I. de Candolle proposes that the prepayment of letters be facilitated liy 
the two following means : 

·1 ° By opening in the town of GeneYa one or two offices where letters 

can be prepaid, as at the Central Post-Office ; 

2° By manufacturing, for the Cantonal Post, as is done in England for 

the General Post, marks or stamps to be sold at the single letter rate, 

and which, when affixed to the letter, shall replace the payment of car

riage. 

This proposal being supported, its author enlarged upon it as fol

lows : 

Gentlemen, 

The administration of the most commercial city in the \Vorld, the 

country which best understands the Yalue of time, has recently entirely 
changed its Postal System. 
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I was present, in 1839, when the ideas which led to the method that 

has been adopted, were promulgated ; and I have followed its develop

ment with all the interest that a bold and ingenious plan is capable of 

inspiring. The results are known, for the system has now been in force 

for nearly four years. It has had the advantage of destroying certain 

abuses, and facilitating correspondence. On the other hand, it cannot be 

ignored that it  has deprived the United Kingdom of a considerable 

revenue, and that, to make up the deficit, it has been necessary to have 

recourse to taxes which are, perhaps , more burdensome and more 

unpopular than was the cost of postage. 

But if the benefit of the system is, on the whole, a somewhat doubtful 

one for England, and if the difference of our position prevents our contem

plating its introduction in its entirety, there are, it seems to me, certain 

principles and certain d�tails which we might do well to adopt. 

A fundamental idea of the English system, an idea which appears to be 

of universal application, is the facilitating of the voluntary prepayment of 

letters. It is evident that prepaid letters are never a loss to the adminis

tra tion that carries them . Even those that go to the Dead-Letter Office 

have been prepaid . The Post also profits by the time saved by the le tter

carriers who have to obtain payment for unpaid letters, and also that 

which is spent in keeping accounts, which are always more complicated, 

when the postmen haYe to collect payment, than when it  is made in 

advance. \Vith regard to individuals, prepayment is an advantage when 

it  does not entail loss of time. There are a great number of cases in which 

the person who writes the letter ought, as a matter ofjustice, to pay the 

carriage, while there are but few cases where this should devolve upon 

the recipient. A moment's reflection shows this. Every one writes more 

letters in his own interest, or for his own satisfaction, than in the interest 

and for the satisfaction of another ; consequently, if it were as easy to 

prepay a letter as to post it, a general feeling of delicacy and justice would 

cause the number of prepaid letters to be in excess of that  of unpaid letters. 

The new English system has given a proof of this ; for it is not only on 

account of a slight difference of cost ( 10  to 20 centimes) that, all at once, 

prepaid letters have become as numerous as hitherto they were rare. The 

public must have thought it  just to prepay the greater part of their letters, 

as soon as the act of prepayment became so simple . 

It is evident that with the old system, in which prepayment is not very 

easy, personal inconvenience is often caused ; persons are compelled to 

impose upon others the payment of letters for which they feel they ought 
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themselves to pay ; and the consequence is that a great number of letters 

are conyeyed by seryants and travellers, or, when they are of no pressing 

importance, delayed. In order to increase the number of letters, and 

thereby the postal revenue, it  is desirable to facilitate prepayment by 

every possible means. 

I propose two methods : one relative to letters to be conveyed beyond 

the Canton ( 1 ) ; the other, the more im portant of the two, relative to the 

« Petite Poste » within the Canton . 

It has often happened that I have kept back letters, or delayed writing 

them, because, as I live in a quarter which is not very convenient for 

communication with the lower part of the town, I have not cared to go 

to the Post-Office myself, or to send a servant there . The new Post-Office, 

it must be admitted , is somewhat remote from some parts of the town , and, 

consequently, those who live, for instance, at Longemalle, at Rive, or at 

Bourg-de-Four, avoid, when they can, sending there to frank their letters . 

Besides, many people prefer prepaying their letters themselves to leaving 

it to servants, and one often wishes to know the cost beforehand . The 

distance from the Post-O ffice deprives the inhabitants of Rive and of the 

upper part of the town of those facilities which are a desideratum, and 

which would no doubt increase the number of letters. 

It would be easy, it  appears to me, to have at the Hotel de Ville a 

means of prepaying letters, without even providing an additional office. 

The clerks of one of the present offices, or the porter, could, perhaps, 

for a small payment, be employed in this business. If this method seems 

inconvenient ,  I would recommend the system which has been long adopted 

in London, by means of which prepayment is rendered easy to all the 

inhabitants, more so than in Paris or in any city I know. It consists in 

placing boxes in the front of shops whose O\Vners inspire full confidence 

(and there is no difficulty in finding such in any quarter), and in com
missioning these persons to receive the postage. When you wish to prepay 

a letter, you enter the shop, pay the rate shown on a tariff table, and 

when you see the shopkeeper mark the letter with the franking stamp, 

you have all the security you need. It would be difficult to find more 

economical and trustworthy servants. Before the introduction of the new 

system, there were a great number of these receiving shops in London, 

(1) ... a l't!tmnga, literally « for foreign parts ». But this phrase would be misleading. 
The reader will bear in mind that a Swiss Canton is not like an English county, but 
is an almost independent Republic (Translator's note) . 
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scattered throughout all the more important streets, and I never heard 

that the method had any drawbacks. 

It will perhaps be objected that difficulties in prepayments would 

arise for some countries (Germany and I taly, for instance), on account 

of the different rates resulting from the postal agreements with these 

States. This objection does not seem to me to have much force. 

Morever, it might, perhaps, be surmounted by simplifying the postal 

rates. Could not the Administration, while retaining in its relations 

with the services beyond ils own boundaries twenty different rates for 

twenty German States, fix a single rate, so far as Geneva is concerned, 

for any letter destined for Germany ? And, for Italy, one could have a 

single rate, or two rates, so as to simplify prepayment .  

The second change I propose i s ,  I think, o f  more eYident utility. 

The following method is adopted for home purposes in England, and 

could Yery read ily be imitated for our cantonal postage system . The 

Administration causes marks or labels to be manufactured, which can 

be fastened like wafers on a letter. These labels cost the same amount 

as the prepayment of the letter ; and the cost of prepayment is uniform 

for the whole of the three kingdoms, as it  might be with us for a Can ton . 

Such labels are sold at the post-offices at 10 centimes (a penny) each ; 

and, when required to do so, stationers fasten them beforehand upon 

envelopes, which they sell plus the cost of the ticket. People keep them 

ready to hand, just as they do their pens and wafers. i\lany are lost ; 

but this is so much profit to the Post-Office. Moreover, one uses 

them more readily than money. 

By this very simple means, almost all letters are prepaid. It causes 

a saving of time to the Post-Office servants and to the recipients of let

ters. One no longer hesitates before writing a letter to a poorer person 

than one's self, or in one's own interest, when it is not necessary to send 

to the Post-Office to prepay i t ;  and this greatly increases letter-,vriling. 

When the stamped letters are received at the Post-Office, the label 

is so obliterated that it cannot be used a second time. 

Letters above a certain weight can be franked by means of a blue 

label which costs double. This arrangement would be a needless 

expense in Geneva. It would be a saving to allow two labels to serve 

for a double letter, or one for every ounce. 

The only difficulty I see, arises from there being two rates : one for 

letters delivered in the commune in which they are posted, another 

for letters to be conveyed from one commune to another. Letters now 

3 
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cost 5 centimes in the former case, and 10 in the latter. But i t  is clear 

that one could adopt a uniform rate for the whole Canton by selling the 

labels at an intermediate price, say at 8 centimes (8 francs a hundred) . 

This would cause a loss of 3 centimes in prepaying for the interior of 

a commune ; but there would be a gain of 2 centimes in prepaying le tters 

sent from one commune to another, and these latter are by far the 

more numerous. In  England, unpaid letters are taxed double, because, 

it is said, they give more trouble to the letter-carriers, and complicate 

the Postal accounts. In Geneva, the difference between 8 and to cen

times would be reasonable .  

But  I do  not insist upon these details, which are of  secondary impor

tance . 

The « Petite Poste » or Cantonal Post seems lo me to be  destined to 

receive twice or three times as many letters as at present ;  but  in order 

to reach that probable increase, the reduction of the rates, which are 
already moderate, does not  appear to me to be the chief means. The 

aim will  be more certainly attained b y  accerleating the delivery of let

ters, and by enabling everybody to prepay them without going out  of 

his way for the purpose. I hope the Administration will consider the 
suggestions I have had the honour of submitting. To facilitate their 

examination, I deposit specimens of the labels and envelopes in  use 

in England . For these I have to thank Judge Prevost and his brother, 

Mr L .  Prevost, Swiss Consul in London. The last named gentleman is 

so placed that he can give all such information as may be desired, and 

this he would no doubt furnish with the enlightened zeal he brings to 

bear upon the business affairs of his own country. 

The honourable member deposits on the table two letter envelopes, 

with the stamps used in England . 

Finance Department. - Sitting of June 1 J•h, 184]. 

Having considered the proposal made by Professor de Candolle to the 

Grand Council as to the facilities lo be introduced into the Postal service 

for the prepayment of letters, which proposal was sent to the Department 

for examination ; 
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Having considered the letters addressed to the Department upon the 

same subject, and upon the carriage of letters in the interior ; 

Having considered the « preavis » of the Postal Section, and that of 

the Finance Commission ; 

The Department resolves to reply to the Council of Slate : 

1 °  As to the establishing of post-offices for prepayment of letters in 
different quarters of the town : 

The process of prepaying letters des tined to be conveyed outside the 

Canton is very complicated and very difficult, requiring great experience 

and much surveillance, in order to avoid errors and overcharges .  

I t  would be impossible, o r  a t  least very difficult,  t o  find a person 

engaged in business who could and would undertake the task ; and the 

appointment of special employes who would haYe l i ttle to do, and who 

would yet be paid according to their capacity, would entail heaYy expen

diture. 

In both cases, and especially in the former, the Administration would 

be committed to a responsibility, without being able to exercise an 

adequate control. 

On these accounts, the Department cannot recommend the introduc

tion of this measure. 

2° As to the employment of stamps and envelopes which, representing 

the Cantonal postage, would give a rigllt to the gratuitous carriage of 

letters the destination of which is limited to this Canton : 

The Department, without judging i t  necessary lo s tate the reasons for 

i ts opinion , sees nothing that is not most beneficial in this measure, 

which is in vogue in England and a t  Zurich . It proposes to the Council 

of State to adopt the principle, and to prepare a plan for carrying 

it out. 

3° As to the conveyance of letters within the Canton,  or the cost of 

stamps for prepayment : 

There is no protest  against the tax of 5 c�n times fixed by the Council 

of State for letters whose destination is the city of Geneva . But various 

requests have been made, some lending towards the introduction of a 

uniform rate for the whole Canton, - 5 centimes, in place of 10, for the 

rural communes ; others towards the suppression, or the reduction to 

5 centimes, of the charge upon the letters posted outside the Canton 

for the various communes. 

The « Petite Poste » produced in 1842 : 
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fr.  

45,478 letters from outside the Canton for the communes. . 4,547,80 

69, 190 from the town for the communes. . . . . 6,919 ,, 

289 from one commune lo another. . . 28,90 
7.653 from the communes for the town. . 765,30 

12,261 )) 

On the other hand, the expenditure was 1 1 . 351 francs. 

By reducing the rural postal _rate to 5 centimes, and thoroughly 

carrying out the principle of uniformity, that is to say, by the total sup
pression of the extra charge upon letters from outside the Canton which 

letters for the town do not incur, the revenue would be reduced lo 

3,851 fr. 60. 

There are, however, two equally defensible principles : uniformity of 

rate, and an increase of wages in proportion to increase of work. 

With regard to the first, the reduction of revenue amounting to 

8,400 francs could never be met by the certain but limited increase which 
would result from this low rate ; but wishing to propose to the Council 

of S tate that all surplus income be applied to improvements in the 

Hural Post : 

The Department proposes that for the present there shall be no change 

in the ra tes of the « Petite Poste » ,  and that the introduction of stamps 
shall be limited to those sold at 5 and 1 0  centimes, representing the 

charges that would be levied upon letters. 

The Postal Authorities will continue to be empowered to frank at the 

office, at half the usual rate, packets of letters exceeding twenty. 

EXTRACT FROM THE REGISTERS OF THE COUNCIL OF STATE 

OF JUNE 1 91\ 1843. 

The Finance Department reports upon the proposition made by M. de 

Candolle to the Grand Council, at the sitting of ;\lay 2"2•d last, upon the 
subject of introducing into the Postal Service facilities for the prepayment 

of letters, which was referred to the Department for examination : 

a .  That i t  cannot recommend the establishment of offices for prepay

ment in the different quarters of the town, seeing that the working of this 

arrangement would be very complicated and very difficult, and that it 

would constitute a heavy charge upon the S tate. 
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b .  Seeing the advantages of this measure as practised in England 

and at Zurich, it proposes to the Council to adopt the principle of using 

stamps or envelopes which, representing the cost of carriage, would 

confer the right of gratuitous conveyance of letters to be delivered in 

the interior. 

c.  That no alteration be made at present in the « Petite Poste » rates. 

The total suppression of the extra charge on foreign letters, and a uniform 

charge for home letters would cause a reduction of about 8,400 francs 

in the postal receipts, so that the revenue would be far from covering 

the cosls. 

D .  0. The Council adopts the cc preavis » of the Finance Department 

as to the three above-mentioned propositions, and commissions it to 

prepare a scheme for the use of stamps and envelopes for home letters. 

Signed : RIGAUD, chief Syndic. 

EXTRACT FROM THE REGISTERS OF THE COUNCIL OF STATE, 

SEPTEMBER 131\ 1843. 

The Council of State, 

After having considered a report made by Councillor Barde, in the 

name of the Finance Department, upon the mode of carrying into effect 

the decision of June 19th last to adopt a postage-stamp for the prepayment 

of cantonal letters, resolves to approve the proposition that a stamp be 

made of the value of 5 centimes ; two such stamps to be used when 

letters have to be conveyed from one commune to another, the rate of 

carriage being ten centimes, and one only when they are for the same 

commune. These stamps will be sold in various offices and authorized 

dep<>ts . 

Signed : RIGAUD, chief Syndic. 

Finance Department. - Sitting of September 26th, 1843. 

Being informed by the President that the stamps for the prepayment of 

letters to be delivered within the Canton are ready ; 

The Department resolves to inform the public through the Feuille 

d'avis that these stamps will be sold at the post-offices of Geneva and 

Carouge and will be available from the 1st of October next. 
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Feuille d'Avis OF THE REPUBLIC A:-iD CANTO:-! OF GE:"i:EVA ( 1) .  

Year 1843. Wednesday, September 21". 

Letter Post. 

The F inance Department, authorized by the Council of State, informs 

the public that, in order to facilitate the prepayment of Cantonal letters, 

it has caused stamps to be printed representing the two Cantonal postage 

rates. 

These stamps will be sold, from September 301\ in the post-offices of 

Geneva and Carouge at the following prices : 

5 francs per sheet of fifty double stamps ; 

50 cen times per row of five d illo ; 

10 centimes per double stamp ; 

5 centimes per single stamp. 

The postmen will be instructed lo supply, at the above prices, sheets or 

strips to persons who ask for them . 

These stamps must be moistened and affixed lo one of !he corners or 

the letters to be prepaid . 

Two stamps placed together will frank a letter weighing less than an 

ounce, sent from one commune of the Canton to another. 

A single stamp will frank a letter posted at an office for the interior of 

the commune, - for instance, at Geneva for Geneva, at Carouge for 

Carouge, etc. 

The Administration continues to grant the righL previously accorded of 

prepaying at half price, for the Canton, packets of letters of not less than 

twenty posted at a time. 

Geneva, September 25", 1843. 

The Councillor of State, President of the Finance Department, 

Signed : A .  BARDE. 

(1 ) See Schulze, A nciens timb1·es suisses, in the Timbre-poste for 18i7, N° ti4, p. 44, 
where this extract from the Feuille d'avis is given under the dale of September 30th. 
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The first Geneva stamp was thus issued on the 1 st of 
October, 1843 . It is known as the « Double Geneva >> . As the 

name implies , it is formed of two stamps joined together, 
which served for the Cantonal postage, as stated by the 

inscription : - '10. Port cantonal. cent. - which is placed 
above the two stamps i n  an oblong rectangle .  

The two half-stamps are the same, save certain details i n  
the engraving. A glance at the fac-simile we give, will enable 
the differences of size and design to be easily detected . 

In the centre of each. is a shield (escutcheon) enclosing the 
arms of Geneva. This shield is surmounted by a streamer 
bearing the motto : Post Tenebras Lux, and the letters J H S 
in a radiating oval . Surrounding these armorial bearings, 
are the following i nscriptions : in the upper part, PosTE 
DE GENEVE ; at the sides of the shield , the price (the 5 being 
to the left, and the c to the right) ; in the lower part, the 
words « Port local )) ,  indicating the use to which the single 
stamp is to be put. 

These stamps are lithographed in black on green paper. 
They are framed on the sheet with a thin black line, separating 
them from one another. 

As was stated in the notice of September 25 th , reproduced 
above , these sheets each contained fifty double stamps, 
arranged in ten rows of five (1 ) .  

As  these stamps \Yere usually sold i n  sheets which the 
purchasers cut up themseh·es, ,ye can understand that this 
operation often caused errors ; and we occasionally meet 

(1) Schulze quotes hereupon an inscription which he says was at the top of the sheets 
of the « double Geneva ». There must be some mistake here, since the text he gives, 
states that a single shield suffices to f1·ank a letter add1·essed ft·om one commune of 
the Canton to another. This inscription, as we shall explain further on, is found on the 
sheets of the Geneva stamps called « Large Eagle »; but it could not apply to the 
« double Geneva » which could only be used as a cantonal stamp when the two shields 
forming the whole stamp were employed. 

Description 
of the « Double 

Geneva » .  
Its manufacture. 



Heraldic 
description of 

the arms 
of Geneva. 
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with cc Double Geneva >> stamps in which the respective 
places of the two shields are reversed, the person who used 
them having inadvertently cut with his scissors between the 
two halves of the same stamp,  instead of dividing t\vo sets 

of double stamps .  
An important  collection also possesses specimens of this 

stamp composed of two right or left-hand halves, one above 
the other, which have passed the Post .  

The following is  the heraldic description of the arms of 
Geneva, which appear upon the stamps of this Canton (1) : 

Pale or, an eagle demiated sable ,  crowned with an antique 
crown , allumee (eyed) beaked langued and membered gules, 
a key in pale, wards up, wards to the sinister in the form of 
a cross, the ring lozenge-shaped, knobbed . 

It should be noted that : 
1° The crown should be placed on the head and not 

hover above it ; 
2° It is usual to put on the eagle seven large feathers 

between which very fine fillets are drawn ; 

3° The body should be bare ; 
4° The ring of the key need not be joined to the party line. 
Inseparable from the Geneva arms are : 

a .  The Crest ; 
b .  The Motto . 
a .  The Crest. A sun formed by the monogram of the Christ 

(I H S) ,  radiating. These letters are of gold, and surrounded 
at a certain distance with rays,  also golden . They are 

the initials of the words Iesus Hominum Salvator, or, it 
may be, 'I"flcrou� 'Hp.wv �w-r·!,p . The first letter is I and not J ;  the 
third may be a Latin S or a Greek �.  They must be surmoun-

(1) The description is a rendering of that given by M .  Lade. 
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ted by a sort of circumflex ; and below, a dot is usual : rq-s. 
b. The Motto : Post tenebras lux, on  a small scroll .  There 

are no fixed rules for its colour, or for tha t  of the inscription .  
Black letters are generally placed upon a gold  scroll. 

The Motto may be put above or below the shield. 
The half-eagle of Geneva is the dexter half of  the imperial 

eagle, hut shaped as when i t  was adopted by Geneva, and 
not such as it has become in process of time, under the in

fluence of the heraldry of the Court of Vienna, and as we have 
been accustomed to see it on coins, etc . ,  from the seYen
teenth century to the present day. The usual imperial eagle 
has only one crown for the two heads, and this cro,yn is 
closed . Besides this, each head has a nimbus, while the 
imperial eagle of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries had 
an antique crown and no nimbus .  

The Geneva stamps were printed by the lithographer 
Schmidt . The entries of that firm show that six hundred 
sheets of a hundred stamps of the « Double Geneva )) were 

printed, making sixty thousand stamps in all (1 ) .  
The first Geneva postage-slam p did no t  come, at once, into Reduction o r  the 

Yery general use, many persons preferring to send their 
letters unpaid. This  was not satisfactory to the Postal Autho-
rities ,  ''"ho had, at once, realized how greatly prepayment 
by stamps would simplify the service . The point was now 
how to lead the public to prepay their letters . The simplest 
course was, clearly, to lower the rate ; and this the Finance 
Department determined upon. The 10 centime stamps were 
sold at 8 centimes, and those of 5, at 4 centimes, while the 
rate for unpaid letters remained unal tered . 

On the 6111 of February 1844, the Finance Department 

( l )  See Histoire des ti111b1·es-poste de Geneve, b y  Edouard Sanson (Bull. de la Soc. 
f1·a119. de timbl'Ologie, 1883, p. 2 1). 

4 

let tcr rate. 
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proposed this reduction . I n  the minu te-book of the Depart
ment is the following entry : 

Sitting of February 6111, 1 844. 

The Department haYing examined afresh the means whereby the 

employment of stamps for the prepayment of Cantonal letters may be 
facilitated, 

Resolves 

To propose to the Council of State to sell the 5 centime stamps at 

4 cen times and the '10 centime stamps at 8 centimes. 

\Ve haYe not been able to find anywhere the ratification of 
this resolu tion. There is, ho,YeYer, no doubt that it was 
adopted ; for "\Ye read in a report from the Postal to the 
Finance Department (March '15\ 1845) the following extract 
concerning the income of the PettJ' Post in 1844 : 

5,383 Geneva letters bearing the double stamp of 10 centimes (at 8 cen

times), 430 fr. 60. 

Besides, in a letter from the Postmaster General to the 
President of the Finance Department, dated December 23rct, 
'1844 (1 ) ,  the following paragraph shows that the rate for 
letters not prepaid by stamps,  remained at 5 and to centimes . 

!' intend, from January 1 st, 1845, to separate the letters prepaid by 

stamps, and to make a distinct category of them, seeing that they only 

bring in 8 centimes instead of 10. As the year 1 844 began with the ordi

nary price of 10 centimes a letter, I haYe ended it  without alteration ; 

(1) See Strcehlin, Documents 1·elatifs a la creation des Pastes de Geneve, in the Revue 
philatelique suisse, -1'1 year, 1891 , p .  26. 
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however, as a separation has been made in the day-book, I extrC1 cl the 

total as hereunder : 

March 1844 

April . .  

May. 

June . 

July . .  

August 

September. 

October _ _  

November . . . .  

TOTAL . 

427 

437 

492 

501 

519 

607 

647 

555 

618  

4,703 letters 

stamped during nine month s.  (\Ve can also deduce from the number 

(5,383 letters) indicated above, that, in December '1844, 680 letters were 

paid for by means of postage-stamps.) 

This list shows that the proposed reduction must have 
come into force on the 1st of March 1 844. I t  a lso shows us 

that the number of prepaid letters was almost without excep
tion on the i ncrease .  



THE « Sl\IALL EAGLE ll OF GENEVA 

S E C O N D S T A M P  I S S U E D  B Y  T H E  C A N T O N  O F  G E N E VA 

C AL L E D  « Small Eagl e  » 

April 1 s1, 1845 

At the sitting of the Council of State of the H1h of January 
1845 , Ex-syndic Barde made Yarious observations upon 
the letter rate of the « Petite Poste )> , both foreign (1) and 
Cantonal . Requests had been repeatedly made to the Admin
istration to reduce this rate . The intervention of J\I . Barde 
determined the Council to ask the Finance Department to 
report upon a reduction that might be applied to the rate for 
delivering letters with in  the Canton .  

This report was submitted on  the 61h of  March, and approved 
by the Council of State on the 1 41h. According to this decis
ion, the letter rate was, from the t st of April, rendered uni
form for the whole Canton, and fixed as follows : 

Letters not exceeding one ounce . 

From 1 to 3 ounces. 
Above 3 ounces. . . . . . . . . . . 

5 centimes 

10 centimes 

10 centimes 

The reduction of the postal rate necessitated the manu
facture of new stamps .  As  those of 5 centimes sufficed for 
the prepayment of letters throughout the Canton,  they re
quired the inscription  « Cantonal _ delivery ll , and not << Local 
delivery J> , and the double stamp was no longer needed. 

On the 121h of March 1845, M. W.  Pasteur, Postmaster 
General , proposed to the Finance Department that an 

(1) See note to p. 16. 

Issue of the 
<< Small Eagle •> 

of Geneva. 

April 1'', 1845. 
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order should be sent to �Iessrs . Schmidt, l ithographers, for 
new stamps of a similar design to those formerly manufac
tured, but a little larger .  They were made "\Yithout delay ,  for 
we find, in the Federal of the pt of April , a notice that they were 
on sale .  In order to promote the use of stamps, those of the 

nominal Yalue of 5 centimes were, as hitherto , sold at 4 cen
times. As to the old stamps remaining in the hands of the 

public, they could still be used at face value. Thus a single 
half of the « Double Geneva >> could, from the 1st of April '1 845, 

prepay, within the l imits of the Canton, a letter under an 
ounce in weight, and a whole « Double Geneva )) sufficed for 

a letter weighing from 1 to 3 ounces. 
The following are the documents relative to this reduction 

of the rate , and to the issue of the second Geneva stamp : 

Finance Department. - Sitting of March 61\ 1845. 

HaYing considered the decision of the Council of State of the 4'h of 

l\•larch, 'vhich requires the Department to make a proposal concerning 

the Rural Post with a view to reducing· the cantonal rate ; 

Having considered the Postmaster General's report of March 1•1, from: 

which it appears that the revenue from the Pelty Post in 1844 was as 

follows : 

'1 ° 47,395 le tters received from outside the Canton. 

81 ,045 letters received from lhe Canton. 

128,440 letters al 10 centimes . . . . .  

2° 5,383 Geneva letters bearing the double stamp of 

10 centimes (at 8 centimes) . 

Gross total proceeds . .  

The expenses amounted to . . . .  

Leaving as net proceeds . .  

f', c. 

12,844 )) 

430,60 

1 3,274,60 

1 1 ,846 )) 

1 ,428,60 
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Having considered Article 5 of the law of December 191\ 1838 as to 

the Letter Post, 

The Department resolves 

To lay before the Council of State the following proposal : 

.The Council of State, 

Considering Article 5 of the law of December 191\ 1838, as to the Letter 
Post, 

Resolves that : 

ARTICLE 1 .  - From the 1 '1 ot April next, the postal rate for letters 

in the different communes of the Canton be charged according to the 

following scale : 

A .  Letters for the commune in which they are posted, or which are 

forwarded from one commune of the Canton to another : 

Five centimes per letter not exceeding 1 ounce in weight ; 

Ten centimes per letter weighing more than 1 ounce and not exceed

ing 3 ounces. 

For every letter weighing more than 3 ounces : 

Ten centimes for the first three ounces, and fifteen centimes (sic) per 

ounce above that weight. 

Every fraction of an ounce to count as an ounce. 

B.  Letters coming from outside the Canton and delivered in any com

mune other than those of Geneva and Carouge : 

An additional charge of 5 centimes per letter, whatever its weight. 

ART. 2. - The Finance Department is authorized to order that stamps 

for prepayment be sold al 5 centimes each and 4 francs per hundred. 

The Council of State, at its s itting of March 141\ 1845, 

adopted the above resolution proposed by the Finance 
Department, :with the following modification of Article 2. 

ART. 2. - The Finance Department is authorized to order that 5 cen

time stamps for the interior be sold at 4 centimes each. 

Signed : LE FonT. 
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Letter from the Postmaster General to the President 

of the Finance Department. 

Geneva, March 12th, 1845. 

Monsieur le Syndic, 

I have th e honour to propose to you the manufacture of stamps of 

5 centimes (to be sold at 4 centimes) rather larger than those now 

employed, and in which there will be no o ther alteration made 

beyond writing or printing at the bottom : « Cantonal delivery )) ,  instead 

of « Local delivery >> . 

The words « Cantonal delivery >> will explain that the stamp will frank 

a letter for the interior of the Canton only . 

The notice printed at the top of each sheet of a hundred stamps 

will indicate that a single stamp will prepay a letter, whether for the 

town or the Canton. 

M. Schmidt, the lithographer, will manufacture these new stamps so 

that we may be able to adopt them on the 1 st of April. If, then, you ap

prove them, and will favour me with an early reply, it will be well ,  I 

think, for you to issue a no tice a little beforehand, in order that the public 

may cease providing themselves with the old ones. 

Believe me, Monsieur le Syndic, 

Yours very faithfully. 

Signed : PASTEUR. 

EXTRACT FROM THE (( FEDERAL )) , 

April 1", 1845 (1). 

The F inance Department informs the public that, acting upon a 

de cision of the· Council of State of March 1 41\ the letter rate in the 

several communes of the Canton is reduced as follows : 

a. Letters for the commune in which they are posted, or which are 

conveyed from one commune of the Canton to another : 5 centimes per 

letter not exceeding 1 ounce in weight ;  '10 centimes per letter weighing 

more than 1 ounce and not exceeding 3 ounces ; for every letter weigh-

(1) See Schulze, Anciens timbres suisses, in the Tirnbre-poRte, 1877, N° 174, P·. 46. 
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ing more lhan 3 ounces, 10 centimes for the first three oun ces, ancl 

15 centimes (sic) per ounce above tlrnt weight. Every fraction of an 

ounce to count as one ounce. 

b. Letters from outside the Canton and delivered in any commune 

o ther than those of Geneva and Carouge will be subject to an additional 

charge of 5 centimes each, whatever their weight. 

5 centime s tamps for the interior will be sold at  the post-offices at 

11 centimes each. 

The old stamps will still be current. One of these old stamps will 

prepay a le tter the weight of which does not exceed an ounce, and 

which is addressed to any place within the Canton. 

This new stamp is printed on the same paper as the pre- Descriplion of 
the cc Small Eagle » 

vious stamp,  and is known as the cc Small Eagle l> .  of Geneva. 

I ts design resembles that of one of the halves of the 
cc  Double Geneva l> , save the following differences : 

1 °  cc Poste de  Gen eve )) is p laced farther away from the 
shield ; 

2° cc Port local , i .  e .  local delivery ll is replaced by cc Port 
cantonal , i. e. Cantonal delivery )) ; 

3° The eagle is  not crowned ; 
4° The letters in the radiating oval are I H S 1  and not 

J H S ; 

5° The C in the abbreviation of centimes is not fol lowed 
by a full-stop . 

The entries made by the lithographer Schmidt show that 
a hundred and twenty thousand of these stamps were 
manufactured ('l) .  

(1) See the article b y  Ed. Sanson quoted aborn. 
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THE << LARGE EAGLE n OF GENE\':\ 

T H I R D  S T A M P  I S S U E D BY T H E  C A N T O N  O F  G E N E V A ,  

C A L L E D  « Large Eagl e  » 

The documents published above are the latest we have Issue of the 

found relative to the Geneva postage-stamps. In the Cantonal q 
L��'ben��!'.e 

» 

f f h l 1847 and 1848. Archives there is no trace o the issue o t e stamp mown as 

the « Large Eagle » ,  of which hvo impressions are met with , 
one on the same yellowish green paper as the preceding issue, 

and the other on dark green paper . I t  is probable that the 
l ithographer, either to replace a damaged stone, or for some 
other reason, made a new die, differing very slighlly from the 
old one, and after exhausting the first stock of the original 
paper, took a paper of a darker tint ,  withou t any question 
on the part of the Post Office Department . 

The dates of issue of these two varieties of the « Large 
Eagle )) are not exactly known . From the obliterations upon 
the numerous specimens which have passed through our 
hands, we can fix the date of their appearance approximately 
at the beginning of the year -1847 (J) for the « Large Eagle )) on  

light paper, and August 22nd, 1848, for  that on  the dark green . 
This date of August 22nd, 1848. is the one mentioned in the 

entries made at Schmidt's printing-office as that of the last 
supply of Geneva postage-stamps (fifty thousand) ; it also 

corresponds closely enough with the dates of obliteration to 
be admitted as evidence (2) . 

('1) Moens cites in a note on Schulze's article (le Timbre-paste, N° 174, p. 46) an oblitera
tion of January 6'", 1847. The earliest we have met with ourselves, is of March 3rrl . 

(2) See the article by Sanson already cited. 
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The two varieties of this stamp are identical in design ; the 
sole difference consists in the colour of the paper . They also 
differ but slightly from the << Small Eagle ll . The figure 5 ,  

which ,  in the type o f  April '1845, had the horizontal bar formed 
by a thin stroke , has, in the new type, this bar formed by a 
thick s troke . The eagle is larger, and its wing touches the 
inner frame of the shield ,  while the drawing of the talons is 
less finely executed than in  the stamp of -1845 . 

We reproduce above the upper part of a sheet of the 
« Large Eagle l> of Geneva with the inscription forming the 
heading. 



GENEVA ENVELOPES :.fl 

F O U R T H G E N E V A S T A M P ,  C U T  F R O .\I T H E  

S T A M P E D  E N V E L O P E S 

With a view to completeness , we have stil l  to speak 
of a stamp sometimes met with, printed in green on white 
paper. I ts design is like that of the < <  Small >> and of the 
« Large Eagle », save that the inscription in the sun is J H S 

and not I H S, the eagle is crowned, and there is a stop after 
the C .  

This s tamp was obtained by cutting i t  ou t  of  the Geneva 
stamped envelopes, which were issued on the 27th of Feb

ruary 1846, as wil l  be seen by the documents which we 
publish below. These stamps have no actual value unless 
they are on a whole letter. They have generally been cut 
with a paper-knife at the top and to the right, and with 
scissors at the bottom and to the left ( 1) . 

Perhaps this stamp should be classed with the Transitional 
stamps, that is to say with those that were only used in the 
interval between the date when the Confederation took over 
the control of the Post Office and the issue of the Federal 
stamps . But as it is not proved that these stamps were not 
used before June 1 st, 1849, we have followed the usual classi
fication . 

The documents relative to the issue of stamped Geneva 
envelopes are the following : 

(1) This remark has already been made in the Handbuch der Schweizer Post- We1·th
Zeichen (Lausanne, 1890, octavo, p. l,O). 

Cuttings from 
stamped 
Geneva 

envelopes. 
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Finance Department. - Sitting of December 91h, 1 845. 

Documents The Chairman suggests that in order to facilitate the employment of the 
relative 

to the issue of 
Cantonal Petty Post by the public, envelopes of two sizes might be sold, 

stamped Geneva as well as the little stamped tickets that are sold at 4 centimes and 
Envelopes. represent the Cantonal rate of 5 centimes. These envelopes would cost 

the Post-Office 5 francs a thousand, or 50 centimes a hundred, plus the 

cost  of stamping them ; and they could be sold at 5 centimes each or 
5 francs a hundred . 

Having considered the above report, 

The Department resolves to empower the Chairman : 

1° To order ten thousand envelopes to be purchased ; 

2° To order the engraving of the die necessary for stamping these 

envelopes with the mark of prepayment ;  

3° To order the envelopes thus s tamped to be sold at the price of 
5 centimes.  

�EXTRACT FRmt THE <r FEDERAL l> . 

:Tl'' February 1846 ( ! ) .  

The Finance Department, with a Yiew to the accommodation of per

sons \Yho prepay their letters by the Petty Post, has prepared larg·e, 

medium, and small enYelopes bearing a postage stamp for the interior. 

They can be ha cl at the post-offices, and at M. vVessel's, Grand' Rue, a L  
5 centimes each, or 50 centimes per packet of ten . - Postage stamps 

can be obtained at the same places at 4 centimes each, or 40 centimes 

per row of ten . 

We add the information that forty thousand envelopes were 

printed, in three sizes : 

139mm by 111 mm ; rngmm by 77mm and 139mm by 56mm . 

(1)  Text already published by Schulze in his article on the A nciens tirnb1·es suisses 
( Timbre-paste, 1877, N° 174, p. 46). 
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SYNOPSIS OF THE STAMPS OF THE CANTON OF GENEVA . 

1 °  5 x 5 c .  called the « Double Geneva » ;  black on light green paper ; 

issued October 1 '\ '1843. 

2° 5 c. called the « S mall Eagle » ;  black on light green paper ; issued 

'1 '1 of April, 1845 . 

3° 5 c. called the « Large Eagle » ; black on yellowish green paper ; 

issued at  the beginning of 1847. 

4° 5 c. called the « Large Eagle » ; black on dark green paper ; issued 

August 22•d, 1848. 

5° 5 c .  printed in green on white paper ; obtained by cutting the stamped 

envelopes (1849-50) . 



CI-IAPTER I I I  

Stamp of the Canton of B asle 

S T A M P  I S S U E D  BY T H E  C A N T O N  OF B A S L E  

C A L L E D  « Dove o f  Basle » 

Ju ly 1 '', 18'15 

Basie was the third Canton to adopt the use of p.ostage
stamps. The order for their issue has not, unfortunately, been 
preserved in the Cantonal Archives . The only official docu
ment we have been able to discover is an extract from the 
minutes of one of the sittings of the << Basler Post-Kammer » .  
In  this extract, dated June 28th, '1845, it is stated that M .  Bischoff 
had reported upon the new postal organization , which ;vill be 

i1l force on the first of July. 

vVe have been able to ascertain lhat this \vas the actual 
date of issue of the Basie postage-stamp .  There appears in 
the Basler lntelligenz Blatt of June 30th, 1 845, a notice to the 
effect that postage-stamps for the prepayment of letters are 
placed at the disposal of the public. Letters distributed in the 
town itself were franked with one s tamp ; and those passing 
behveen the town and the suburbs or the other communes 
of the Canton (or vice versa) required two stamps, as did 

G 

Issue of 
Lhe cc Dove 
of Basie ». 

July 1'', 184:>. 
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letters circulating in  the town of  Bas ie ,  when they weighed 
more than one Ioth ('15  grammes and a half) .  

EXTRACT FROM THE (( BA SLER lNTELLIGENZ BLATT )) ( 1 ) .  

30lh June 181,c,, 

Postal Service of the town . 

For Lhe greater convenience of the public, letters for the town ot 

Basie can, from the present date, be sent prepaid ; that is to say, in such a 

manner that Lhe recipient will not have lo pay any charge for their deliv

ery. Persons who desire to avail themselves of this new arrangement, 

must provide themselves with little tickets (frankozettelchen) which may 

be obtained at lhe Post-Office at the price of 5 batzen for twenty. One 

of these tickets must be fastened upon any letter to be delivered within 

the town of Basie and weighing 1 lo th or less. Two tickets are necessary 

for heavier letters, and for lhose to be delivered in the suburbs or in lhe 

three o lher communes of the Canton, as also for letters coming from the 

com munes and prepaid for lhe town . To fas ten on the tickets, it is only 

necessary Lo moisten the reverse side and apply them Lo the letter. 

They should be placed in Urn upper left hand corner, and on the address 

side.  

The Basie stamps were engraved on copper at Frankfort 
from a design by 1\1. Berry, architect. They are rectangular . 
In the centre of the s tamp is a dove with an envelope in i ts beak. 
This dove is �vhite, in bold relief on a plain red �round . Round 
it, between two double black lines, on a white ground, is the 
inscription Stadt-Post-Basel in a curve . Above , the arms of 
Basie surrounded by little bracket-shaped ornaments termin
ating in the half of an acanthus leaf. The valtie : 2 1 /2 Rp . 
is printed in the lower corners. The whole is surrounded by a 

(·I) The German text of this notice has been published by the anonymo us author of an . 
article entitled Die Frankorettelchen oder Basler Tdubclien, which appeared in the 
Schweize,. Briefma1·ken-Journal (vr, 1893, p. 10-1 1 j. 
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black double rectangular line enclosing a red line. At the 
corners of the stamp is a network of light blue lines. 

The arms represented on the above stamp are those of 
the ancient town of Basie, which were adopted first by the 
Canton unti l  i ts separation into two districts , in '183'1 ,  then 

by the half-canton of Basie-Ville. They are as follows : 
c< Argent, a crozier sable, the crook to the dexter side, 
and the foot having three points. )) 

I t  should be remarked that, on the slam p, the shield is 
divided by three horizontal l ines, which is quite incorrect. 

There is in existence an impression of the cc Dove of Basie )) 
printed in light green and brick-red, about which there are 
various opinions, some thinking it to be a proof, and others 
a reprin t .  Part of a sheet of these stamps which was 
exhibited at the Philatelic Exhibition of Zurich , solves the 
question ('1 ). In the margin is a note as follows : 

Frankaturz.eichen der Basler Stadtpast eingefiihrt 1 Juli, 1845 . 
N. B.  Wurden durch meine Vermittlung bei Krebs 

in Frankrt a/ M. bestellt und van dart 

[geliefert] . 

(Postage-stamps of the to\Vl1 of Basie introduced July 1st, 1845. 
N. B. They were ordered through me of Krebs, Frankfort-on-the

Main and cleliYered by him.)  

According to this ·  note, the cc Dove stamps )) printed on 
green ground would represent a first instalment of stamps_ 
sent to Basie by the Frankfort engraver, and which was not 

put into circulation, owing to the authorities deciding, after 
examining the stamps, to modify the colours of the impres-

(1) This note is mentioned in the article on the Fra11ko:;et//eche11 ode1· Basler Tdubchen 
referred to abow. 
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sion .  It  "· i l l  be understood from this how it is that a relatively 
considerable number of these specimens are met with ,  
\Yhich the production of a mere sample ·would not explain . 
As to the re-impression hypothesis, that may be set aside, as 

the existence of the green c< Dove )) is anterior to the issue of 
the blue one . 

A whole sheet of the green « Dove )) was in the Friedl 
museum at Vienna . I t  i s  now the property of a collector of 
Lucerne .  

\Ve have severa l t imes met with green cc Doves )) i n  which 
the network had been changed to blue by chemical action . 

The attempt to introduce stamps does not appear to hav{' 

met with much favot1r in Basle .  From the close of 1 847. 
they were rarely used, and when the Post \Yas centra
lized by the Confederation, the inhabitants of that Canton 

did not entertain the idea of temporary stamps for use 
during the in terrnl before the issue of Federal stamps . As 

some persons ,  howe-rer, had the old stamps in their posses
sion ,  and two of these were equal to  the 5 rappen rate 
established by the Confederat ion in ·! 849, thev were slill 
used for prepayment of letters . 

ST.-1.�J P 01' THE C.-1.:>;TON OF B.-1.SLE.  

2 'h rappen, printed in black, red and blue ; issued July '1 st, '18115. 



PART II 

Transitional Stamps 

i .  e. Stan1ps issued by the Cantons after 

the Confederation had assumed the direction 

of the Postal Service 



C H A P T E R  I 

Transitional Stamps 

Faithfu l  to the system of central ization that it had adopted, ArrangemenLs 
made by the 

the Federal Constitution of September 121\ '1848, declared that Federa!Assembly 

as a matter of principle the Postal Control belonged to the 0,�;��������01 
Confederation ; that is  to say that i t  possessed the mono-
poly of  the carriage of letters and sealed objects of  small 
size, as well as of the conveying of passengers by regular 
or periodical services, and by the horse post. 

I t  also recognized the right of the Federal Government to 

take over, on  payment of a fair indemni ty, from the Cantonal 
administrations and from private firms, the plant employed 

in the postal services. 
At what date did this principle come into operation and 

the old state of things give place to a n ew organization ? 
This must be determined with all possible precision before 
we can get to know when the Cantonal stamps ceased to be 
current. 

The modification introduced by Article 33 of the above-men
tioned Constitution was purely theoretica l .  In order to make 
it practical it was absolutely necessary to create a new admin
istration . The promulgation of this Constitution did not 

of the 
Postal Service 

by" th e  
Confederation. 
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therefore suffice to destroy the previously existing posta l 
organizations ;  i t  simply foreshadowed their approach ing 
d isappearance . 

I t  is easy enough , as wi l l  be seen, to draw these conclu
sions from the Constitution itself. In  order to anticipate any 

hesitation,  the Federal Assembly took care itself to point out  
the interpretation that should be girnn to Article 3 3 .  By a 
decree o f  November 28111, 1848, it decided , in the first p lace , 
that the Confederation would not take charge of the postal 
services until .January 1st, '1849 ; and; in the second place , 

that, even after that date , no alteration would take place in 
the (( legal and customary institutions existing in the Cantons ,  
so far as  the Post was concerned )) ' until there had been time 
to reorganize that service . 

The employment of postage-stamps necessarily, therefore, 
went on regularly, during this period of transition,  in the 
Cantons that had already adopted them . 

It was not until June 41\ 1849, th  al two laws were made 
which were destined to put an end to this temporary state of 
things, and bring practice in to conformity with the text of the 
Constitu tion . One of these, entitled << the law on the control 
of the Post-Office lJ , is the ampli fication, pure and simple, of 
Article 33 of the Constitution ; the other, the object of which 
was cc the organization of the Postal Administration )) ' deals 

with the Postal Districts and the com position of the staff of 
clerks and servants. 

By this latter law the Swiss territory was divided into eleven 
Postal Districts which exist to the presen t day (1) . At the 
head of each of these Distri cts was placed a manager. The 
eleven managers were subordinated to a Postmaster General , 

(i) See the Swiss Manuel postal. 
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who was himself made subject to the Postal Department. 
At the head of the hierarchy, came the Federal Council 
« the Supreme ExecutiYe Authority i n  postal matters )) . 

I n  each District as many post offices could be establ ished 
as were necessary for the proper conduct of the service . 

After having thus regulated the new administration, the 
Federal Assembly took in hand the question of the rates to be 
established, and four clap afterwards, on the Sth of June, a law 
was published which fixed these rates as follows. They were 
based upon the weight of letters and the distance to which they 
were to be carried . The unit of weight was the half-lo th (seven 
grammes and a half) ; and the distances were classed in four 
categories or « rayons )) (0 - 10 leagues ; 10 - 25 leagues ; 
25 - 40 leagues ; 40 and over) . The Federal Council also 
fixed upon a special rate for business papers and printed 
matter, and provided for a Local Post at a reduced rate , in  
thickly populated places . I t  should not  be forgotten that 
the Confederation had not yet adopted the French currency, 
and that the amounts of these rates are expressed in Swiss 
rappen and batzen, the rappen being, as we have said above, 
equal to 1 centime and a half, and the batzen to 15 centimes. 

The law of June s u1, '1849, came into force : 
1°  For journals and periodicals, on the 1 st of  July 1849 ; 

2° For all other kinds  of papers, on  the 1 st of October ·1 849. 

The law of which "\Ye have spoken , did not provide for the 
issue of Federal postage-stamps . These were not issued, as 

we shall see farther on, until the 51h of April 1 850. 

The period comprised between the date when the Confed
eration took over the control of the Postal Service and that 
a t  which i t  issued stamps, was a transitional period . During 
this period, the Cantons of Zurich and Geneva, which had 
already introduced into their postal administralions the 

7 
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system of prepayment by stamps, continued to issue such 
stamps, placing on them the Federal cross, to indicate the 

centralization of the Postal Service . It is these stamps, 
wrongly named : « \Vinterthur lJ 1  (( Vaud JJ and (< Neuchatel l> , 

which we have classified as transitional , and \Yhich we shall 
treat of  here. Unfortunately, the documents relating to this 
period have been, for the most part, destroyed ; and the news
papers were too busy in discussing home and foreign affairs 

to give much attention to the Post al Service, although i t  
was then a Federal matter. \Ve have , however, found 

here and there articles which will be useful for our purpose . 

The following are the legislative papers of which we have 
given a summary. 

PRov1s10Ns �JADE BY THE FEDERAL CoNSTITUTION RELATIVE 

TO POSTAL MATTERS . 

September 12'" , 1848 ( 1 ) . 

ART. 33. - The Confederation undertakes the administration of the 
Postal Sen· ices throughout the whole of Switzerland, in conform i tv with taking over of the � J 

Postal Control 
by the 

Confederation. 

the following orders : 
1° The Postal SerYice shall not ,  as a whole, be reduced below its 

present level without the consent of the Cantons interested therein. 

2° The tariffs for the whole of Switzerland shall be alike in principle nncl 

shall be arranged as equitably as possible. 
3° The inviolability of the secrecy of letters is  guaranteed . 
4° The Confederation will indemnify the Cantons for the cession of the 

right of controlling the Postal Service as follows : 

a .  The Cantons shall receive every year the moiety of the net 

revenue of the Postal Services in their territory during the three years 
1844, 1 845 and 1846. 

But if the net income obtained by the Confederation from the Postal 

(1) Feuille postale, 1849, p. 1 .  
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Sen·ices does not suffice to pay the indemnity, the Cantons shall receirn a 

proportional diminution . 

b. When a Canton has receiYed nothing directly for the exercise of 

postal rights, or when, through a treaty concluded wi th  another Confe

derated State, a Canton has receiyed considerably less for its Postal 

Service than the net ascertained income from the right of control in its 

territory, this circumstance shall be equitably taken into consideration 

when the indemnity is settled . 

c. When the exercise of the right of postal management has been left 

to private persons, the Confederation undertakes to indemnity them , 

if a case for indemnity shall arise. 

d. The Confederation has a right lo acquire, and is under an obligation 

Lo acqu ire , on payment of a fair indemnity, the plant belonging to the 

Postal Adminis tration, in so far as it  is sui ted to the use to which it  is  

destined, and in  so for a s  lhe Administration needs it. 

e .  The Federal Administration has the right to utilise the buiklings now 

in use for the Postal Services, either by purchasing or rent ing them . 

DECREE OF THE Swiss FEDERAL AssE�rnL y FOR PLACING 

THE POSTAL SERVICES U:\'DER THE �IANAGEMEl\T OF THE CO:\'FEDER . .\TION 

FROM JA:\UARY 1 ", '1849 ( I ) .  

November 28 '", 1848. 

The Federal Assembly of the Swiss Confederation, 

In partial execution of Article 33 of the Federal Constitution, 

Decrees : 

1° That, from the 1 '' of January 1849, the Confederation shall undertake 

the management of the Postal Services throughout the whole of 

Switzerland. 

2.0 The (( legal and customary institutions » existing in the Cantons 

concerning the Postal Administration, shall remain provisionally in force 

until the definite regulation of postal matters ; and the authorities and 

( 1 )  Recueil oificiel des pieces concernant le d1·oit public de la Suisse. Berne, 18&4, 
in-8', t. I, p. 97. 
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staff shall exercise the same rights nnd fulfil the same duties as have 

been conferred upon them by the Cantonal authorities. 

3° The Federal Council is directed to give effect to this decree. 

To this end the Postal Administrations of the Cantons are placed under 

its authori ty, and it  shall decide any aclminis lra tiYe difficulties that may 

arise for the time being. 

It is further authorized to apply lo the presen t arrangements such 

improYements as may be easily in troduced, especially !hose tending to 

a uniformity of tariffs. 

FEDERAL LAW ON THE CONTROL OF THE PosT-0FFICE ('1 ) .  

June 4 '", 181l9. 

The Federal Assembly of the Swiss Confederation, 

HaYing considered the project submitted by the Federal Council for 

carrying into effect Article 33 of the Federal Constitut ion, 

Decrees : 

ARTICLE 1 .  - The right of controlling the Posts throughout the whole of 
Switzerland belongs to the Confedera tion.  

ART. 2. - The control of the Post-Office consists in the sole right : 

a. To conyey sealed letters ; 

b. To conYey any other sealed arlicle (parcels, money, etc.),  which 

does not  exceed 10 pounds in weight ; 

c. To conYe�- persons by regular and periodical services ; 

d. To convey persons by the horse-post. 

ART. 3. - (Exceptions to tlze monopo ly.) 

ART. 4 and 5. - (Concessions to private Transport Companies . )  

ART. 6 and. 7 .  - (Punishment for offences against the Postal Regulations.) 

ART. 8. - (List of articles not compulsory for transmission by Post.) 

ART. 9. - (List of articles not permissible for transmission by Post. ) 

ART . 10. - The Confederation guaran tees the inviolability of the 

secrecy of letters . The secrecy of  let ters imposes the duty of not open ing 

any articles entrusted to the Pos t ;  of making no attempt to ascertain 

their contents ; of making no comm unica tions lo a th ird party as to 

(!)  Recueil oificiel des p ieces concernant le drnit public de la "Suisse. Berne, 1864, 
in-8', t .  I, p. 98--IO!i. 
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the relations between persons ; and of giving no one an opportunity of  

Yiolating the secrecy of  letters. 

ART. 1 1 .  - (Punishment for violating the secrecy of letters .) 

ART. 12  and 13. - (Registered letters and articles . )  

ART. 14 .  - (A ccidents to  travellers.) 

ART. 1 5, '16, 17, 18 and 19 .  - (Postal indemnities .) 

FEDERAL LAW o:-; THE ORGA:-;IZATI0:'-1 OF THE POSTAL 

Amn:-;JSTRAT!0:'-1 ( I ) . 

J une 4 1', lS'19. 

The Federal Assembly of the Swiss Confederation, in carrying into 

effect Article 33 of the Federal Constitulion, 

Having considered the project submitted by the Federal Council, 

Decrees : 

CHAPTER I .  - Division of the Postal territory (2) . 

AnncLE 'f .  - The Postal territory of Switzerland is divided into postal 

Districts as follows : 

1 '' Postal Dis trict. - Geneva. - Comprising the Canton of Geneva and 

the Vaudois district of Nyon. 

2nd Postal District. - Lausanne. - Comprising the C antons of Fribourg 

Vaud (with the exception of the d istrict of Nyon), and Valais.  

3rd Postal District. - Bern . - Comprising the Canton of Bern, with the 

exception of the parts of its territory attached to the 41h and 5'h postal 

District. 

4'11 Postal District. - Neuchatel. - Comprising the Canton of Neu
chatel and the part of the Canton of Bern situated on the left bank of lhe 

lake of Bienne and of the Thiele, with the exception of the district of 

Laufon. 
5'11 Postal District. - Basle. - Comprising the Canton of Soleure, with 

(1) Recueil ojficiel des pieces concenzant le droit public de la Suisse. Berne, 1864, 
i n-8', t. I ,  p. 105-1 1 1 .  

(2) Sec the article by Schulze i n  the Timbre-poste (1877, n° ·178, p .  78), and the Handbuch 
der Schivei-rer Post- Werth-Zeichen, p. 17. 
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the exception of the communes atlached to the 6th postal District ;  the 

Cantons of Basle-Yille and Basle-campagne, the communes of the Bernese 

districts of \Yangen and Aarwangen situated on the left bank of the Aar, 

imd the district of Laufon. 

6'h Postal District. - Aarau . - Comprising the Canton of Argovie 

( Aargau) and the communes of the d istrict of Olten (Canton of Soleure) 

situated on the right bank of the Aar. 

7'" Postal District . - Lucerne. - Comprising the Cantons of Lucerne, 

Uri ,  Untenvalden (Upper and Lower) and the districts of Gersau and 

Kussnacht (Canton of Schwyz). 

S'h Postal District. - Zurich. - Comprising the Cantons of Zurich, 

Zug, Schaffhausen and Thurgau .  

9'h Postal District. - S1-Gall. - Comprising the  Canton of  St-Gall, with 

the exception of the dis trict of Sargans ;  the districts of Einsiedeln 

March and the Hofe (Can ton of Schwyz), and the Cantons of Glaris nncl 
Appenzell (the two Rhodes) . 

10'h Postal District. - Coire. - Comprising the Canton of the Grisons 

("·ith the exception of the jurisdiction of :\l isox and Calanca) and the 

district of Sargans (Canton of St-Gall). 

l l 'h Postal District. - Bellinzona. - Comprising the Canton o
.
f Tessin, 

and the jurisdiction of :\Iisox and Calanca . 

CHAPTER I I .  - Organi1_ation of the Authorities. 

ART. 2. - The Federal Council is the supreme executive authority 

in postal matters. It  undertakes the management of all postal affairs, 

except those en trusted to persons in its employment .  
ART. 3 and 6. - (Relate to the exercise of this authority of the Federal 

Council.) 

ART. 7.  - The chief surveillance of all postal affairs belongs directly to 

the Postal Department, which makes such postal arrangements as i t  

deems desirable . I t  gives i ts opinion upon proposals submitted t o  the 

deliberations of the Federal Council ; it attends lo the carrying out of the 

rules and regulations emanating from the higher authorities in this branch 

of the administration, and, so far as i ts  competence extends, takes the 

nece ssary steps in such matters. 

ART . 8.  - The Postmaster-General is subordinate , to the Postal 

Department ,  in all things relating to his service . 
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ART. 9 .  - Under the Postmaster-General, in each postal District, there 

is a Postmaster who manages the postal affairs of his D istrict. 

ART. 10. - Wherever necessary, post-offices and postal depots are 

established for receiving, forwarding, and delivering nrticles entrusted lo 

the Post, and for booking passengers. 

ART. 1 1 .  - The post-offices, according lo their importance and Lhe 

number of persons employed, are placed unde1· an adminis trator or a pos

tal agent (expediteur) . The depots are in lhe charge of dep6t-keepers. 

CHAPTER I I I .  - Duties of officers and employees, and arrangements for 

their appointment and resignation.  

ART. 12 to 17 .  

FEDERAL LAW UPON POSTAL RATES. 

June 8 '", 1849 (1). 

The Federal Assembly of the Swiss Confederation, 

In carrying into effect Article 33, paragraph 2, of the Federal Consti

tution, 

« That the tariffs for the whole of Switzerland shall be alike in prin

ciple, and arranged as equitably as possible >> ; 
And having considered the project submitted by the Federal Council, 

Decrees : 

ARTICLE L - The rale for letters, packets of papers, printed matter 

and samples of merchandise for the interior of Switzerland, is determined 

by distance and 1veiglzt. The distance is calculated according lo the 

shortest postal route from the office at which the article is posted to that 

from which it is delivered.  

ART. 2.  - This distance is calculated according to four rayons : 

The first rayon extends to 10 leagues ; 

The second rayon from 10 to 25 leagues ; 

The third rayon from 25 to 40 leagues ; 

The fourth rayon extends to all distances beyond 40 leagues. 

( · I)  Feuille postale, 1849, p. 16. 
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ART . 3. - The letter rate is fixed according to the following scale : 

Up to a 1 f2 loth, inclusive . 

From 1/:� to 1 
From 1 to 1 1 /2 -
From 1 112 to 2 

From 2 to 4 

From 4 to 8 

From 8 to '16 
From 16 loths to 1 pound . 

1" rayon. 

Rapp en. 

5 

7 1/2 
10 

12  1/2 

15  

20 

25 

30 

2•• rayon. 3•• rayon. 1,•• rayon. 

Rap pen. Rap pen. Rappen. 

10 15 20 

1 5  22 1/2 30 

20 30 40 

25 37 1/2 50 

30 45 60 
40 60 80 

50 75 100 

60 90 1 20 

Observation. - The lo th is equivalent to half an ounce. 

ART. 4. - In populous centres, where the interchange of letters is 
considerable, the Federal Council may authorize the establishment of a 

Local Post, by which prepaid letters are forwarded a t  the following rates : 

Up lo 2 lolhs, inclusiYe, 2 \'2 rappen . 

From 2 lo 4 loths, inclusiYe, 5 

- 4 to 8 - J O  

Unpaid letters are subject lo the usual rates. 

ART. 5. - Packets of papers the Yalue of which is not indicated, 

such as legal papers, bills, policies, legitimation and other documents, 

when they only enclose a letter relating thereto, and provided that 

they do not exceed a pound in weight, are delivered as letters, but 
charged as ordinary packets, as follows : 

1" rayon. 

10 rappen . 
2•• rayon. 3•• rayon. 

20 rappen . 30 rappen. 
4" rayon. 

40 rappen . 

Letters enclosed in packets are considered as a Yiolution of the Postal 

regulation s. 

ART. 6. - Registered le tters or parcels pay double the ordinary 
rate, and must be paid for when posted. 

ART. 7. - Printed matter bearing no writing other than the address, 

and placed in a wrapper so as lo be easily examined , " is subject, when 
prepaid, lo the following reduced rate : 
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1 '' rayon. 2•• rayon. 3'• rayon. 4'" rayon. 

Rappen. Rappen. Rappen. Rappen . 

Up to 2 loths, inclusive . .  2 1f2 5 7 1(2 10 

From 2 to 4 - 5 10 1 5  20 

From 4 to 8 - 7 1(2 1 5  22 1/2 30 

From 8 loihs to 1 pound . .  10 20 30 40 

Exception . Newspapers and periodicals from abroad are exempt from 

compulsory prepayment when the charge for carriage fixed by the law 

has not been already paid. 

ART . 8 to '16. - (Of no interest.) 

ART. 17. - For newspapers and other periodicals sent to subscribers 

and which must be prepaid, the rate is reduced as follows : 

a. For the whole of Switzerland , If2 rappen per copy up to 1 lath in 

weight. 

b.  For lhe whole of Switze&land, 1 rappen per copy above 1 loth in 

weight. 
Every fraction of a batzen is reckoned as 1 batzen.  

The minimum rate for yearly postage is fixed at 5 batzen for each 

subscription. 

ART. 18 to 26. - (Of no interest.) 

ART. 27. - The regulations of the present law with regard to journals 

and periodicals will come into force from the 1'1 of July 1849 ; all the 
other regulations, from the 1'' of October 1849. 

8 
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C H·A P T E R I I  

Transitional stamps issued by the Canton 

of Geneva cii 

S T A l\I P S  O F  4 C E N T I M E S  A N D  O F  5 C E N T I M E S  

K N O W N  A s  « Vaud » 

1849 and 1850 

The Federal Council , empowered by Article 4 of the Federal Issue 
of the 4 centime 

law of the S1h of June 1849, reproduced above, was able and 5 centime 

to authorize populous centres to use, throughout their « Vau�
�
�

1
�tamps 

districts, a << Local Post )) at a reduced rate, i .  e. to substitute December rn49 
and 

a rate of 2 '1/2 rappen , instead of the usual first rayon rate January22n•, 1s50. 

of 5 rappen, for letters not weighing more than 2 laths. 
In  a report dated January '14t\ '1850, the Postal Department 

states that, as Zurich,  Basle and Geneva had already adopted 
reduced local rates, and employed stamps for prepayment 
for several years, and as St-Gall , although possessing no 
stamps, had also adopted a lower rate for le tters delivered 
within the l imits of the Canton , it proposes to generalize this 
system , and extend it to the whole of Switzerland, by 

(i) In reality, these stamps were issued by the 1'' postal D istrict comprising the 
Canton of Geneva and the Vaudois District of Nyon (see p.  5:1). 
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allowing the Postmasters of the postal Districts to issue, in 
such important local ities as desired them, stamps for pre
payment, corresponding to the reduced rate, as provided by 
Article 4 of the law of 1849 . This report was adopted by the 
Federal Council on the 18th of January '1850. 

Four days after the promulgation of this d�cision , on  
the 221h of  January 1850, the Postmaster of  the first District, 
the chief office of which was at Geneva , announced in the 
Feuille d' avis the sale of 5 cen time slam ps available for the 
town and Canton of Geneva . I t  is thus evident that the 
Postmaster of the '1st postal District did not await the autho
rization of the Federal Counci l ,  dated January mt\ before 

issuing local stamps at a reduced price ; for the notice states 
that these new 5 centime stamps are to replace those of 4 cen
times previous£y issued. At what date the latter were supplied 
to the public, we do not know. I t vvas no doubt soon after the 
Postal law of the 8°1 of June 1849 came into force, a law which 
became applicable to le tters from the month of October. But 
the absence of documents ,  and the difficu lty of fi nding these 
stamps on entire letters, do not allow us to fix the ·dale of issue 
with greater exactitude. The oldest known obli teration of the 
4 centime << Vaucl Jl stamps is the 1st of December '1849 (1) . 

\Ve reproduce here the decree of January '181\ '1850, with 
the report which prompted it, and also the notice of January 
22°d, announcing the sale of the 5 centime stamps . 

( f )  In the Timbre-paste, N° ti9, p. 86, Schulze notes an obli teration of the 2'" of 
December, from an article by l\loens, published in the same periodical, in 1868, N° 7 1 ,  
p .  86. We haYe lately seen a Ii c. Vaud o n  a whole Jetter obliterated October 22'", 184\:J ; 
unfortunately, the obliteration of the stamp does not extend to the letter, so that it cannot 
be certain that Lhe stamp may not have been changed. 
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PROPOSAL OF THE POSTAL DEPARTMENT. 

Bern, January '14'", 1850. 

The Postal Department of the Swiss Federal Council , 

According to Art icle 4 of the law on postal rates, the Federal Council Documents 

may grant a local rate by which prepaid letters may be posted in places relative 
to the reduction 

where the correspondence is considerable, according to the following of the rates 

tariff : for theLocal Post. 

Up to 2 loths, inclusive . .  

From 2 to 4 

F rom 4 to 8 

2 rappen and a half. 
5 rappen. 

10  

L'npaid local letters are liable to the ordinary rates. 

A similarly exceptional local letter-rate has already existed for some 

time at Zurich , Basie and Geneva , where prepayment tickets, as they are 

called, were introduced some time ago. The case is the same at St-Gall, 

where, however, prepayment tickets have never been employed, the 

lower rate serving for local correspondence, i. e . ,  from one place in the 

Canton to another. 

Our present opinion is that prepayment tickets for the Local Post might 

be introduced into all places in Switzerland without disadvantage to the 

administration. On the one hand, the introduction of these tickets is 

limited by law to certain localities, while on the other there is no demand 
for them . 

Such being the case, and desiring to further the interests of the public, 

we propose : 

That the Postmasters of the postal Dis tricts be authorized to intro

duce into the larger towns, if the public request it, where the cor

respondence is importan t ,  the use of prepayment tickets at the lower 

rates indicated by Article 4 of the law upon postal charges.  

For the  Postal Department, 

Signed : X. 
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LocAL POSTAGE RATE . - DEcREE oF THE Swiss FEDERAL CouNclL. 

January 18"', 1850. 

Having considered the report and the proposition of the Department 

of Posts and Public \Vorks of the 141h inst. concerning the introduction 

of local postage ra tes, it has been determined that authority shall 

be given to the Postmasters of the postal Districts to introduce, when 

demanded, in places where the correspondence is important, t ickets 

for prepayment at the lower ra te, in accordance with the regulations 

con tained in Article 4 of the law upon postal charges. 

(Extract from the protocol of the Postal and Public Works Depart

ment for carrying out the order.) 

FEUILLE n'AVIS DE GENEVE (N° 10, P. 187i ) .  

Tuesday, January 22°•, 1850. 

Swiss Postal Administration. 

The public is informed that from this elate the Administration authorizes 

the sale, at the price of 5 centimes, at the Post-Offices of Geneva, 

Carouge and Chene, of prepayment stamps (estampilles) available for the 

town and Canton of Geneva (with the exception of the isolated district of 

Celigny). Prepayment stamps of L1 centimes, which ham not yet been 

employed , will be equiYalent lo those of 5 centimes. 

Geneva, January 22°•, 1850. 

The Postmaster of the I '' District. 

CoLLIGNON-F AURE.  

The Geneva stamps of 4 and 5 centimes, known as c c  Vaud )) 
were produced by l ithography. In design they are absolutely 
identical , the stone which was used for the 4 centime 
value having also been employed for making the 5 centime, by 
s imply substituting the figure « 5 )) for that of cc 4 >> . This 
modification produced a result that is interestipg to note . 
The plate from which the sheets of 4 centime stamps were 
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printed, had been prepared by transferring the original design 
a hundred times on the lithographic stone, all the 4 centime 
stamps thus resembling one another exactly in d�sign . When 
the value of the stamps required alteration, the same stone, 

as we have said,  was turned to account, all that was necessary 
being to efface the figure 4 on each of the hundred stamps, 
and to draw a << 5 >> in the place of the « 4 )) . These new 
figures, being necessarily each of them drawn separately by 
hand,  were not absolutely alike , and we find as many Yarieties 
of the figure « 5 » as t here were stamps to the sheet -
namely a hundred . 

In  the cen tre of the stamp is a post-hom surrounding the 

Federal shield, - a white cross on a red ground.  This horn , 
which was an attribute of the postilions of  bygone days, 

is surrounded with ornaments in Louis XV style, and placed 
on a horizontally lined back-ground . On a label above are 
the words PosTE LocALE , the value, 4 c. (or 5 c.) ,  being 
placed on a small label below. The design is printed in black 
on white paper, the ground of the shield in the centre being 
red. In the 4 c. stamps, a somewhat bluish paper may be 
distinguished on which the black print stands out in clear 

relief, and a yellowish paper on which the print is greyer .  
I n  the case of  the 5 c . ,  the paper varies occasionally from 
thick to thin, whitish or yello"·ish in _tone , the tint of the 
impression varying from grey to je t  black. The colour of 
the shield ranges from pale to bright red and from vermilion 
to carmine. 

Several slight variations can be noted in these stamps, 
resulting from the lithographic transfer. \Ve cannot ·under
take to describe al l  these differences, which are often difficult 
to recognize, and we will therefore limit ourselves to pointing
out the more noticeable.  For instance, in one of these 
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stamps, N° 26 on the sheet, there is on the right hand side a 
white space formed by the absence of some of the horizontal 
lines of the ground, in addition to which the A of LocALE is 
almost inYisible . In another �0 1 6. there is a s imilar defect, 

at the left hand side, from the third dot to the bottom of the 
stamp. A third type , :\0 7, is recognizable b-y a large black 
dot placed under the s and the T of PosTE, while in one of 
the other stamps of the sheet, N° 81 , a large black spot is 
visible at the mouth-piece of the horn . The sheets of these 
stamps had the following inscription as a heading, further 

proving that they were used only in Geneva . 

TIM BRES D'AFFRA NCHISSEl\IENT 

Valables pour le canton de Geneve, a /'exception de /'enclave de Celigny. 

Lith. de Schmidt. 

On the four stamps at the corners of the sheet of a hundred , 
is  placed as a register mark a red dot in the centre of the 

white cross . 
AboYe will be found a plate giYing as complete a restor

ation as possible of the hundred (< Vaud >> stamps. 
vVe have not yet seen type 76 - that being the reason for 

marking this stamp with dots in  our plate . As regards the 
compartment lines between the types 65 and 66, we could not 
print them in this plate, as we have only seen specimens 
with insufficient margins .  Between types 80 and 90, and 
between 99 and 100, no separation line exists . 

To show at once the slight  differences existing between 

the stamps on the plate, we give opposite a series of illustra
tions showing (enlarged to double the original size) the 
characteristics by which each stamp can be distinguished 
from its neighbours . 
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S T A l\l P OF 5 C E N T DI E S  K N O W N  A S  (( N euchatel )) 
1 850 

\Ve have sti l l  to speak of a last Geneva stamp : the Issue of the 
5 centime known 

5 centime, known as cc Neuchatel >> . Our researches have as << NeuchaLel n .  

led us to regard this stamp not as a transitional stamp 
proper, but as the equivalent, for the Canton of Geneva, of 

the stamps of the Federal Local Post which \Vere issued in 
April '1850, at 2 1/2 rappen, Swiss currency, - a little more 
than 3 centimes and a half, French currency. 

The dales of  obliteration found on entire letters shmv us 
that, instead of using the 2 J/2 rappen « Posle locale >> 
stamps, issued by the Federal Government on the 5th of 
April '1850 , the Canton of Geneva , which did not employ 
rappen, preferred to get rid of  its stock of  5 centime stamps 

known as << Vaud >>  for local correspondence, and , after they 
were exhausted , issued the 5 centime stamp known as 
<< Neuchatel >> which resembled in shape the 2 '1/2 rappen 
<< Paste locale )'. s tamps (1) .  

This statement i s  confirmed by the examination of docu
ments . In a circular published September 23'·d, '1850, in the 
postal District of Geneva, to announce the issue of the Federal 
stamps known as « Rayons )) ' and to give their value in local 
currency, we see that Geneva then used stamps of its own 
for the Local Post. These special stamps were of 5 cen
times, as stated in another circu lar of December 9th, '185'1 , 

and are in fact those we are now considering, and to which 

the name of « Neuchatel >> has been improperly given.  
No trace of their appearance has been left in the Geneva 

Archives ; and their date of issue can on ly be determined 

( 1 )  Gene\·a is not mentioned in the list of towns where the 2 1/2 Rp was to be 
issued (see p. 74). 

9 

About August 
1850. 
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approximately by means of their obliterations . They prob
ably came into use towards the month of August 1 850 . 

If we have included the « Neuchatel » stamp among the 
transitional stamps, instead of classing it with the Federa l 
stamps, it is for the reason that we wished to preserve the 
usual classification, and because this stamp, although em ployed 
simultaneously with the Federal stamps, was not issued by 
the Confederation . 

The 5 centime stamp known as « Neuchatel )) continued 
to be current even after the 1st of Janry 1852, the date at which 
the new Federal law on postal rates came into operation . 
This is evidenced by the circular of December 9ni, '185 1 ,  
which we have just cited, and which w e  give below after that 
of September 23rct, 1850. 

FEuILLE n'Av1s DE GE:'\EVE, :-;0 1 1 5 . 

Tuesday, September 24 .. , 1850. 

Administration of the Federal Post ( 1 ) .  

Prepayment stamps for Switzerland. - Da ting from October 'l•t, next, 

Lhe Administration will authorize the sale al the district Post-Office of 
to the 5 centime 

Documents 
relative 

stamp called postage-stamps for the prepayment of lette :·s to be delivered in 
cc i\"euchatel >>. Switzerland. 

For the 1 st rayon· (up to 10 leagues), blue s tamps at 8 centimes ; 

For the 2"d rayon (from 10 to 25 leagues), yellow stamps at 15 cen times ; 

For the s··d rayon (from 25 to 40 leagues), a yellow and a blue stamp ; 

For the 4th rayon (beyond 40 leagues), two yellow stamps. 

Postage-stamps placed upon letters for foreign countries have no value, 

and stamps called paste locale can only be employed for franking letters 

to be delivered in the Can ton of Geneva (not including the separate 

dis trict of Celigny). 

When letters exceed an eighth of an ounce in weight, a sufficient 

(1) See Schulze, A11cie11s timbres-poste, in the Timbre-poste, 1877, N° 180. 
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number of stamps must be affixed to represent the total amount of 

prepayment required by the tariff. 
For the convenience of the public, the Postal Authorities will su pply 

tables showing the principal localities of Switzerland classified in 
rayons. 

Geneva, September 23'•, 18f;O, 
Th e Postmaster of the 1 st District, 

CoLLIGNON-F AURE . 

FEUILLE n'AVIS DE GE:'\EVE, l'\0 1-48. 

Thursday, December 11 1•, 1851 . 

Federal Postal Administration. 

'Withdrawal of the Federal postage-stamps. 

As the new Federal law concerning postage rates will come into force on 

the 1 st of January 1852, the public is informed that the Federal stamps of 
5 and 10 rap pen (8 and 15 centimes) will entirely cease to be current from 

the 1'' of January next. From the 25"' of December next, they will no 

longer be sold a t  the Swiss post-offices . Prepayment stamps of 5 cen

times (Local Post) will, however, be available throughout the Canton, with 

the exception of Celigny. 

Persons who may have proYided themseh·es with Federal postage

stamps are requested to deposit them before the 24'h inst. at the Post
Office, where, after the 1s• of January, they will be able to claim new 

postage-stamps of equal value in exchange. 

Geneva, December 9••, 1851 . 

The Postmaster of the 1 s• District, 

COL LIG'.\'ON-F AURE. 

The Geneva 5 cen time stamp known as « Neuchatel )) is in Description of the 

shape an upright rectangle .  In the centre is the Federal shield , st<:��u1����:� >>�
s 

with an unframed cross, surrounded with arabesque orna-
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ments ; above is a cartouche upon which are the word s 
Posrn LOCALE,  and upon another below is the value, 5 cen
times. \Vith regard to the latter inscription ,  it is well to 
note that the final s of centimes is printed in italics while 
the other letters are in Roman type. The shield is printed 
in red , the rest of the design being in black, ranging 
sometimes to grey . The paper is white . The background 
of the stamp i s  ornamented with arabesques, and is sur
rounded with a double-lined rectangle .  

On the sheet as  printed , each stamp is  surrounded \vith a 

frame formed by a very thin line, which does not generally 
meet that of the adjacent stamp.  Sometimes this line is 
double .  

SY/\OPSIS O F  THE TRA:'\SITIO:\°AL STAMPS ISSliED 

BY THE CA"TO" OF GE:\°EVA-

I.  4 centime, known as « Vaud » , printed in black nn<l red, issued 

in 1849 ; 

IT. 5 centime, known as cc Vaucl » ,  printed in black ancl reel , issued 

January 22"\ 1850. 

III .  5 centime, known as « Neuchatel  » , printed in black and re d ,  

issued about the month of  August 1850. 



C H A P T E R  I I I  

Trans it ional Stam p  

issued b y  t h e  VIIl 111 postal District 

S T A M P  K N O W N A S  (( W i nte rt h u r  » , I S S UE D  A T  Z U R I C H  

March 1 850 

The Zurich stam p of 2 1/2 rap pen , erroneously called 

c< vV in terlhur )) , no doubt owes its origin to the decree of 

.January 18 111� 1850, which,  as has been seen, authorized the 

introd uction , by virtue of the law of J u n e  1849, i n  important 

places,  of c< prepayment tickets )) at a reduced rate, - which 

decree a Zurich n mvspaper, the Freitagsblatt, sums up as 

follows in the number published on the 81" of February 

'1850 : c< The Postmasters of the postal Districts are authorized 

to issue postage-stamps in places where they may th ink it 

useful and necessary to do so (1 ) .  )) 

The exact date o f  the appearance of the (( vVinterthur )) is 

not known . The earliest specimen we have met with . obli ter

ated on a letter was posted March 31 st, 1850. This stamp 

\1 ) See the article of Schulze i n  the Timb1·e-poste, 18i7, N° 130, p. 9'" 

Issue of the 
stamp called 

« \Vinterthur ». 
Abou t March 

·18GO. 
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appears to have been employed in  the important towns of the 
VII J!h postal District, viz . in those of the Cantons of Zurich , 
Zug, Schaffhausen and Thurgau .  

The 2 1/2 rappen stamp known as cc Winterthur >> is a 
transverse rectangle .  In the centre of the stamp is a post
horn suspended by a cord partia l ly surrounding the Federal 
escutcheon within a circle,  the background being horizon
tally lined. Below the horn is the inscription : « 0RTSPOST ; 
PosTE LocALE , in a curve, and four irregular shaped labels 
in the corners of the stamp bear the value, R 2 1/2 ,  on a 
white ground, as fol lows : in the upper left hand corner : 
R. ; in  the right : 2 1/2 ; with the reverse arrangement in 
the lower corners . The Federal cross is framed with a 
double black line ; the horn, the figures and the frame are 
printed in black and the horizontai lines of the ground and 
the escutcheon, in red . In  the bi colored printing of this stamp 
the cen tering is occasionally found defective . The stamps 
are separated from one another by red arrows intersecting 
a ribbon (tortil) of the same colour.  

The collection of M. Fiertz, at Zurich , contains part of a 

sheet comprising thirty-three of these stamps.  

TRANSITIONAL STAMP, ISSUED B Y  THE POSTAL AUTHORITY 

OF THE V l l l'h DISTRICT. 

2 1;2 rappen, known as « \Vinterthur >l, printed in black and red-brown, 

issued about March 1850. 
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C H A P T E R  I 

Stam ps i n  sheets 

of forty varying types 

F I R S T  S E R I E S  O F  F E D E RA L  S T A M P S  K N O W N  A S  

« Paste Locale » and « Ortspost » 

April 5'", 1850 

It has been seen that the Confederation claimed the right 
of the Postal control over i ts terri tory from January 1 •t, 1849. 

I t  l imited itself at first to framing lavvs concerning organi
zation and charges, to establishing postal Districts , etc . , and 
did not immediately concern itself with the manufacture of 
postage-stamps. I t  has been shown that some Cantons 
supplied the want of Federal stamps by printing those 
described as (( transitional stamps Jl . Such a state of 
things could not, however, continue ; and on the 5 1" of April 
1850, the Federal Council authorized the district Postmasters 

to introduce into populous centres a Paste locale avec 

emploi de timbres d'ajfranclzissenient (with the use of prepay
ment stamps) , and named thirty-six towns in which the post

offices were to be immediately supplied with postage-stamps . 
10 

Issue of the 
« Poste Locale 

and Or tpost >> . 
April 5th, 1850. 
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The rates for the Local Post, i .  e .  for letters carried in one 
and the same locality, were : 

2 rappen and a half. 

5 rappen . 

10 rappen . . . . . .  . 

from 0 to 2 loths .  

from 2 to 4 

from 4 to 8 -

The Administration  had stamps manufactured of one 
value only at first - 2 1,12 rappen . It was therefore neces
sary to use several of these s tam ps in prepaying heavy letters . 

The circular announcing the above issue mentioned that 
stamps of 5 and 10 rappen would be made , which , al
though not  especially supplied for the use of the local post, 
would,  nevertheless, be available for local letters exceeding 

2 loths in weight .  
We subjoin a copy of this circular : 

CIRCULAR OF APRIL 5'\ 1850 ('I) .  

The  Federal Council has determined, in virtue of Article 4 of  the 

Federal law upon postal rates, dated June 4'\ 1849, to empower the postal 

" Poste Locale » District Authorities to introduce into populous centres, where a consid-
stamps. erable number of letters are delivered, and where such an arrangement 

is requested, a Local Post, and also the use of stamps fo r prepayment, 

the tariff being that fixed by Article 4 of the law before cited . 

We hereby inform you of this measure ; and we direct you to organise 

its introduction at Lausanne, Freiburg, Vevey and Nyon ; - Bern, Ber

thoud n nd Thun ; -Neuchatel, Bienne, Locle and La Chaux-de-Fonds ; 

Basle and Soleure ; - Aarau, Zofingen, Lenzburg, Baden ; - Lucerne, 

Schwyz and Altorf; - Zurich, Winterthur, Richterschwyl, \Vaedenschwyl, 

Zug, Schaffhausen and Frauenfeld ; - Saint-Gall , Rorschach , Alt

staetten,  Rapperschwyl and \Vattwyl ; - Coire ; - Bellinzona, Lugano 

and Locarno. 

(1) Feuille postale officielle, p. 70. - The German text of this circular has been 
published in the Handbuch der Schweizer Post- We1·th-Zeiclze11, p. 22. - Schulze trans
lates part of it in the Timbre-paste, 1877, N° 180, p. 94. 
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We will also consider the request of any other important localities 

desiring the introduction of prepayment stamps. 

The following are the regulations : 

Unpaid letters for the locality in which they are posted , are charged as 

ordinary letters for the first rayon . 

Prepaid letlers will however be carried at the following tariff : 

Up to 2 loths (1 ounce) inclusive . 

From 2 to /1 loths (1 to 2 ounces). 

From 4 to 8 loths (2 to 4 ounces) . 

2 1;2 rappen 

5 

rn 

Letters can be prepaid only by means of postage-stamps. 

These stamps will bear the single rate of 2 1/2 rappen, according to the 

tariff fixed aboYe for the Local Post. 

These stamps will be, as a rule, affixed by the sender himself on the 

upper left-hand corner of the letter, and on the address side ; letters 

thus franked will be, like unpaid letters, posted in the box. When, how

ever, such letters for the district i tself are sent for prepayment to the 

Post-Office, the postage-stamp will be affixed to the letter by the employee 

in charge ; or if he should be too much engaged to do this, the s tamp 

will, i1:1 exchange for the amount of the rate, be given to the sender, 

who will himself have to affix it on the letter, which he will post in the 

box. Registered letters must,  in every case, be handed in at the Office . 

Letters weighing more than 2 loths are liable to a higher rate than 

2 1/2 rappen, and can be prepaid, if  they weigh from 2 to 4 loths, by two 

stamps of 2 1/2 rappen, or if they weigh from 4 to 8 loths, by four stamps 

of2 1/2 rappen. S tamps of 5 and 10 rappen will shortly be issued : these 

may also be used for the Local Post in such cases. 

The Post-Office officials will keep an exact account of the stamps 

employed for prepayment, ar..d ,·;ill see that stamps which haYe been 

used once, are not employed a second time. 

To prevent such abuse, these postage labels will be defaced with the 

Office stamp before the letters are despatched so that i t  may be seen 

at once that they have been employed for prepayment. A cross made 

with black ink may also be used to cancel the prepayment labels imme

diately after the letters have been left at Lhe Office. 

As the manufacture of stamps is entirely in the hands of the Postal 

Department, the Postal Authority of the District of Bern has been em

powered to distri bute them from that cen tre . 
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This lasl-named Authority will forward by return of post to the District 

Authori ties the number of stam ps they require, and will keep an account of 

lhe stamps sent out. The sole righ t of selling stamps belongs, by law, to 

the Post-Offices ; and they must be sold at  all hours .  and without limit as  to 
number. Any one may, however. acquire a stock lo sell again .  These 

stamps may not  be sold at a higher price than 2 '/2 rappen, the price 
marked upon them . 

The stock of stamps required by the District Authorities. or  their Offices, 

for sale lo the public, will be forwarded to each District by the Bern 

Authori ty. The supplies will be made in sheets of forty stamps ; 100 rap

pen are reckoned as 40 kreutzer or '10 batzen, and each supply will be 

accompanied by an invoice. 

The Dis trict Authorities shall, on receipt of a supply of stamps, make an 

exact en try thereof, and, after verification, shall pay the amount of the 

invoice which must be sent back, per return unregistered, lo the Postal 

Authori ty of the District of Bern.. These returned invoices will be pre

served to check the total number of prepayment stamps employed. 

In places where a Local Post has been granted, a short and suitable 

notice should be published explaining the local rate, the way in which 
stamps for prepayment are to be used. and indicating the hours at which 

local let ters are cleliver�d .  

The so-cal led (( Poste Locale » stamps "-ere made at  Bern 
by the lithographer Durheim . The design is as fol lows : in 
the centre are the arms of Switzerland (a white cross on a 
red ground) in a shield within a fancy frame and surmoun ted 
by a post-horn , on a white ground .  On  a ribbon above are 
the words « Ortspost >> or (( Poste Locale >> , and the value, 
2 1/2 Rp . ,  is inscribed below. A spiral-wrought border 
surrounds the white part of the stamp, the remainder being 
filled in by a back-ground composed of irregular ,...-avy l ines 

and scrolls. Lithographed upon white paper , the design 
and inscriptions are in black, and the shield in reel . 

Similar design '\Yas used for the next issu_e ,  kn
.
own by the 

name of (( Ra�-ons ))1 printed in other colours . 
The (( Poste Locale J> and cc Ortspost )) s tamps were 
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originally meant to serve the former for German Switzerland, 

the latter for French Switzerland,  but, in reality, this distinc
tion was not observed .  

A single plate of forty types of  each of  these stamps was 

prepared, arranged in five horizontal rows of  eight s tamps . 
A sheet contained four transfers or a hundred and sixty 
stamps. vVe give here illustrations of complete plates . 
They were constructed with as large blocks of stamps as 
possible ; and the types placed, with absolute exactness, by 
blocks overlapping one another. 

The misplaced types on the cc Ortspost >> plates haYe long 
been discussed . It seemed to us at first impossible to 

admit the existence  of such stamps, as we could not con
ceive how the types could change places in the process of 
lithographic transfer .  

We have, however, lately seen a block of these stamps 
showing this misplacement, and at the same time giving us 
a clue to its origin . 

The variety is  on a letter franked by four « Ortspost )) 
stamps in two pairs, but which -vvere original ly a strip of 4 ,  as 

was proYed by fitting them together. These << Ortspost » 

stamps are placed in the follmving order : 

Types : 3 . 2 .  3. � .  

If the processes employed in lithography are closely stu
died, the explanation of this apparent anomaly is easily arri
ved at. In  one of the transfers one or more stamps were 
defective, and in  order not to make an entirely new transfer, 
the lithographer effaced the defective copies, replacing them -
on the original plate by any other type that came to hand . 
The misplaced type would thus appear twice on the same 
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plate, this being done in the case under consideration . 
It may also be noted that the replacing of type 1 by type 
3 was not effected very exactly, the upper border being 
broken , and the interval which separates the first stamp 
from the second being too wide (1) . 

Recent researches upon this question lead to the suppo
sition that in one of the transfers of the p late of the 40 

« Ortspost ll the first vertical row was defective and was 
replaced by the third row. Beyond the misplacement 
3. 2. 3.  4 which we have poin ted out, the following pairs have 
been noted : H . 10,  27.26 and 35 .34. The same thing must 
have happened in the case of the last vertical row, as also 

in the case of the pairs 15 . 15, 39.39,  7.7, and of the block 
6.7.7.  

I t  would seem that, towards the end of the issue of the 
« Orts posh, the original stone was injured at the sides, as when 
the « Rayons I l l  )) were made, for which the « Ortspost ll 
stone \Yas used, the first vertical row \Yas left out, and only 
the fol lowing four used, as "-i l l  be seen further on.  

Two varieties are found in the stamps of 2 1 /2 rappen , 
which will be met with again in  cc Rayons I and I I  l> . The 
white cross is sometimes not framed and sometimes sur
rounded \vith a black line, which , in the c< Poste Locale ll ,  is 
of the same thickness throughout, and, in the c< Ortspost ll,  is 
thicker on the right and on the lower sides of the cross .  
As  the papers of Durheim, the lithographer, have been 
destroyed, it is  impossible to say exactly when this change 
took place. We shall revert to this subject whe

.
n we study 

the cc Rayons ll, and we hope to sho\Y that the question is 
not so ob�cure as at first sight appears . 

( 1)  The same thing has been obsen-ed in the lithographic plates of Victoria (issue of 
1852) and a similar explanation has been giyen. 
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Specimen with 
Transfer. 

« Double Frame-Jines >>. 

Blurred transfer • Worn-out plate. 

TYPE r;o ·15 OF T H E  • P O S T E  L O C A L E >> , E N L A R G E D  TO T H R E E  T I M E S  T H E  S I Z E, 
A L L O W I N G  T H E  D O U B L E  F R A M E - L I N E S  TO BE S T U D I E D . 
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A careful examination of the « Poste Locale >> stamps has 
led us to point out  a fact that has not hitherto been noted. 
This is  the probable existence of two different impressions of 
these stamps, one from the original engraved stone, the 
other from a lithographic transfer of the original design . 

I t  is known that the << Poste Locale >> stamps exist in two 
distinct varieties easily recognized by their t int ,  the ones being 
very black, the others of a characteristic grey .  The opinion 
is  held that this difference is not due simply to the printing
ink . Among the grev stamps, a certain number are distin
guishable by the greater clearness of the engrm-ing, and 
the pale colour is due to the delicacy of the drawing ; while 

in lhe case of the black impressions, the darker shade is the 
result  of the thickness of the l i thographic lines . 

In the grey stamps of which the printing is sharp and 
clear, it is easy to see that the plain white background is 
b_ordered by a sort of cable formed of two parallel l ines ; 
between these two outer lines and at right angles thereto wil l  
be found numerous small strokes \Yhich are intended to com
plete the resemblance to a cable ; these small lines (or 
shading), in the blacker stamps, have become so blurred as 
to transform the cable in to a single thick black line. 

A more minute examination discloses another pecu liarity 
consisting in an exceedingly fine line, which , in certain places, 
follows the outer and sometimes the inner line of the cable. 
This very fine line, which cannot be seen without the aid of 
a powerful glass, is placed at a fraction of a mill imetre from 
the cable and is always parallel to i t ,  except in the curves, 
where it approaches the principal line, and j oins it whe1�e 

_
this 

main line turns. The parallel position of these two lines, 
ceasing in the curves, cannot well be explained except by 
the lithographer's use of a tool with a defective edge which 
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produced a second fine line by the side of the correct one.  
If this is the case, it can readily be understood that the two 
marks would necessarily remain equidistant when the line 
drawn was straight ; when, however, the instrument was turned 
to draw a curve, the second l ine ,  resulting from the imper
fection suggested ,  would merge into the principal one.  

In the black specimens, this fine l ine has disappeared , as 
also the shading of the cable, - no trace of which is 

left. We are therefore justified in concluding, as before 
mentioned, that these copies were not printed from the 
original stone, but were obtained by means of a transfer 
that has caused a thickening of the lines of the original 

drawing. This hypothesis seems to us more plausible than 
that which attributes this thickening to the gradual wear of 
the stone ; for the difference is too marked between the 
clearly printed grey stamps and the different stages of the 
black ones, to be explained by the gradual wearing down 
of the surface of the stone. 
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S E C O N D  S E R I E S  O F  F E D E R A L  S T A M P S  K N O W N  A S  

« Rayons I and II » 

October 1'', 1850 

I t  has been seen in  the preceding Article that the circular 
of the 5t11 of Apri l ,  1850, announced the f�rthcoming issue of 

Issue 
or « Rayons I 

and I I  D .  

stamps for the prepayment of letters conveyed from any one October 1'', 1850· 
part of Switzerland to another, and that their value would 
correspond with the different rayons or dis tances estab-
l ished by the law of June St", 1849. 

This issue was officially announced by a circular dated 
September 9th, 1850, the regulations of which were to come 
into operation on the following 1 st of October. It only compri
sed two kinds of s tamps, representing the cost of franking 
letters for the first two rayons .  For greater distances, as many 
stamps had to be put on the letter as made up the amount 

of the rate ; for instance : for the 3rd rayon (15 rappen) , a 
stamp for the 2nu rayon (10 rappen) had to be used, and, in 
addition, either a 1 st rayon stamp (5 rap pen) or two « Poste 
Locale )) stamps (of 2 1 j2 rappen) . This circular of the 9111 of 
September '1850, which we quote in extenso in the fol lowing 
pages ,  marks an important epoch in the history of the Swiss 
Post Office. Not  only may we trace back to it  the creation of 
the first stamps that \Vere to circulate throughout the whole 
of the Confederated States, but it renders the triumph of 
postage stamps irrevocable by making their employment 
compulsory for the prepayment of all correspondence inten
ded for Switzerland i tself. 

1 1  



Document 
relative to the 

issue of « Rayons 
I and II >> .  

82 POSTAGE STAMPS O F  SWITZ ERLAND 

DIRECTIONS AS TO THE EMPLOYMENT OF POSTAGE-STAMPS FOR THE 

PREPAn!ENT OF Hmm LETTERS ( 1 ) .  

Issued b y  the Postal Department September 9'", 1850 (2). 

Referring to the circular or April 5'\ ·1850 (Feuille officielle posta le, 

French edition , for the year '1850, p. 70) concerning the employment of 

postage-stamps of 2 1/2 rappen for the Local Post, we further order that 

postage-stamps shall be in troduced for franking letters throughout the 

whole of Switzerland, and we give hereupon the following directions : 

1 °  From the 1 st of October '1850, the prepayment of le tters, packets of 

papers, samples of goods, and all other articles despatched by Letter

Post in the interior of Switzerland must be effected by means of postage

stamps only. 

The marking of the rate upon the reverse side of le tters, as prescribed in 

the service regulations of September 17'\ 1849, will thus no longer apply 

to prepaid letters for the interior. 

(Until further orders, the employment of postage-stamps for foreign 

letters is not allowed . )  

2° The  postage-stamps bear the value of  the single rate for the Local 

Post, or for the two first rayons, namely : 

2 rappen and a half, for the Local Pos t ;  

5 rappen, o f  a blue colour, for the first rayon ; 

10 rappen,  of a yellow colour, for the second rayon. 

\Vith regard to letters to be delivered in  the third or fourth rayon, 

and also to packets the weight of \vhich renders them liable to a charge in  

excess of the single rate of  2 1/2 rappen, 5 rappen , etc . ,  prepayment will 

be made, notwithstanding the special inscription ( Paste Locale, rayon I ,  

rayon I I )  printed on the stamps, e i ther by using a stamp o f  higher value 

and equivalent to the charge, or by combining several s tamps which 

toge ther represent the amount required by the tariff for prepayment,  

according to the scale of distances and weights, or of the two together. 

3° The postage-stamps should be, as a rule, affixed by the sender himself 

on the upper left hand corner of letters, on tlze address side, and all the 

(1) Schulze reproduces a part of these directions in the Tim b1·e-poste, 1877, N° 180, 
p. 93. - The German text is giYen in the Handbuch der Sc!oveizer Post- 1.Vert!z-Zeic!zen, 

p. 27. 
(2) A 1·c!zives fedr!i-a les, N° 1027. 
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articles thus prepaid should, in order to facilitate the work of despatch, 

be put into the box, together "\Yith unpaid letters. If, howeYer, letters 
are sent to the office itself to be prepaid, the stamps must be affixed by 

the cleric 
Registered articles for the interior of Switzerland must in all cases be 

sent to the Post-Office, where they will be prepaid by postage-stamps. 

4.0 In the interest of the Postal Aclrninisl1·alion, the clerks should see 

not only that the prepayment exactly corresponds with the amount of 

t.he rate, but they should also take care that the stamps shall not serve a 

second time. 
5° Postage-stamps affixed to letters handed in to a despatching office 

must be obliterated by the letters PP .  This obliteration should be applied 

to each postnge stam p as effectively as possible, to show it  has been 

cancelled and to prevent its being used a second time. 

Postal depots which do not possess the PP obliteration must cnncel the 

postage-stamps supplied to them from the head offices by means of a 

cross made with heavy pen-marks upon the label . \Vhen this is the 

case, the PP obliteration must also be applied at the first post-office 

receiving the cancelled letters. 

The cancelling of postage-stamps for the Local Post will no longer be 

performed , as directed in the circular of April 5w', -1850, by means of name 

or date obliterations, as this present form of oblitei:a lion will apply also 

to the Local Posts. 

6° The clerk who forwards the letters, is primal'ily responsible for 

the exact carrying out of these directions ; nevertheless, the receiving 

office must see that the postage-stamps have been properly obliterated by 

means of the PP stamp, so as to render them unavailable for future use .  

When this has not been done, they must be thoroughly cancelled. 

7° Packets found in the box without postage-stamps, or insufficiently 

stamped, will be forwarded without delay, and the amount of the 

deficiency marked in red ink on the letter, so that i
.
t may be collected 

upon delivery. 

8° Letters prepaid by postage-stamps will be simply placed in the 

post-bags together with articles sent post-free. 

9° and 10°. (Of 110 interest.) 
\ 
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The design of « Rayons I and II  l> is similar to that of the 
2 1h rappen stamps . The inscriptions on the u pper label 
are RAYON I or RAYON 1 1 ,  the values, 5 Rp . or 10 Rp. These 
sta�ps, like the former, were made at Durheim's lithogra

phic printing-office, Bern ; they are also in plates of forty 
types , and the white cross is, as h itherto , sometimes framed 

and sometimes unframed . 
The stamps are printed in three colours on white paper : 

red , black and dark blue for the 5 rappen (the blue varying 

from blue black to green ish or violet blue), and red , black 
and yel low for the 10 rappen (the yellow varying from straw
colour to bistre) . 

These colours are arranged as follows : the ground of the 
stamp is prin ted in blue or yellow according to whether i t  is 
for the 1st or the 2na rayon ; the design is printed in black, 
the shield in red ; and the cross ,  placed in the J?iddle of this 
shield , remains white . 

\Ve vwuld here remark that some of these stamps are met 
with the printing of which has given an oily appearance to 
the paper, and has rendered it transparent, with the exception 
of the part which has not been reached by the printer's ink, 
viz . the white cross . This cross, therefore, appears as if 
framed by a thin transparent l ine.  

The impression in three colours being somewha t expensive, 
the Postal Department soon tried printing the 5 and 10 rap
pen in t-wo colours only. The existing plates were used, 
the colours chosen i n  the instructions of September 9t\ 1850, 

were adhered to, and a few sheets printed, in blue and red 
on ·white for the 5 rappen , and in yellow and red on white 
for the '10 rappen . This last stamp appeared very defective , 
especiaUy by artificial light, when the yellow was almost invis
ible. The 10 rappen , yellow and red on  whi te� of which 
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some specimens are known, are simply essays .  The 5 rap
pen alone was al lered ; this stamp,  known by the name of 
l ight blue Rayon l, is of the old design printed i n  blue, the 
shield being in  red, on white ground. 

It is not possible to indicate precisely when this change 

in the colour of the 5 rappen took place . Nothing is to be 
found upon the subject, either in the Federal Records, or 
in the Feuille postale officielle. The earliest date known 
of a cancelled stamp of this issue is April 16t\ 1851 .  
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T H I R D  F E D E R A L  S T A M P ,  C A L L E D  

« Rayon III » 

January !'', 1 852 

The Swiss Cantons did not all possess the same monetary 
system .  \Vhen the manufacture of postage-stamps was 
undertaken by the Confederation, it was decided that their 
value should be given in Swiss francs , which had already 
been adopted by several cantons ('1 Swiss franc =  10 batzen 
= too rappen = 1 fr. 43 in French money) . At Geneva, for 
exemple, where the French franc was accepted as current 
coin , the 5 rappen stamp was really worth 7 centimes 15 

- 1 0  1 4  3 

The stamps were sold at 8 and 15 centimes. 
It was not until 1851 that the Federal Assembly decided 

lo change this condition of things, and adopted the French 
currency for the whole of Switzerland . This change, which 
was to date from January 1 st ,  1852, brought about a revision 
of the postal rates . From that time forward there remained 
only three rayons or limits of distance, the rates for which 
were respectiYely 5, 10 and 15 centimes. 

The Confederation \Vas to have prepared for the '1 st of 
January 1852 a new series of stamps: and an interchange of 
letters upon the subject took place behYeen :\I . \Veiss, en
graver, of Munich, and the Federal Council ; but, as the first 
supply could not be printed in time, it was decided to con

tiirne to use the stamps of 5 and 10 rappen of the current 
type, and to sell them from the i51 of January '1852, at the 
new values of 5 and 10 centimes. Thus the same stamps 

Issue of 
« Rayon I I I  >> 

January 1 '', 1 8S2. 
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were successiYelJ- supplied at hYo different prices. In order 
to facilitate accounts. the Administration d iscontinued the sale 
of stamps of the old Yalue on the 25th of December 185 1 ,  and did 
not begin to sell them at the new price until the pt of J an

uary 1852 . Thus for seYen days. no stamp could be pro
cured at the s,Yiss Post-Offices _ 

\Yhile « Rayons I and I I  )) \Yere stil l used for prepayment 
in the first two limits of distance, a provisional stamp was 
issued, which was to serve for letters to be delivered in the 
third and last rayon, until the manufacture of the new stamps 
should be completed. 

In proof of what we have stated,  we publish the law on the 
postal rates of August 25t\ 1 85 1 ,  and the circular of the 61h of 
December of the same year. 

FEDERAL LA\\- o;.; PosTAL RATES 
August 25"'. 1851 { I ). 

Documents 
The Federal .Assembly ot the Swiss Confederation, considermg tha t the 

relative to the introduction of the new monetary system necessitates a reYision of the 
modification of present law on postal rates. 

the postal rates 
consequent upon 

the adoption of 
the French 

monetary system, 
and to the issue 

of << Rayon I I I  ». 

Having considered the proposition of the Federal Council ,  

Decrees : 

Letters. 

ARTICLE 1 .  - That the rate for conveying letters, packets of papers, 

printed matter and samples of goods in the interior of Switzerland, is 

determined according to distance and weight .  The distance is ca lculate<! 

according to the shortest postal rou te from the receiving to the delivering 

office. 
ART. 2. - This d istance is calculated to embrace three rayons . The 

fi rst rayon comprises the Swiss Post-Offices whkh are not more than 

\I) Extracts from this law haYe been published in German in the Handbuclz de1· 
Sclzwei;;_er Post- w·erth-Zeichen, p. 36 ; and in French by Schulze, in the Timbre-paste, 
1878, N° f81 , p. 6. 
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two leagues distant from the despatching office ; the second rayon 

comprises those which are distant from two to ten lengues ; and the 

third, those more than ten leagues from the despatching office. 

ART. �� . - The ra te for unregistered le tters not exceeding half a loth 

in weight is fixed as follows : 

In the first rnyon, 5 cen times. 

second '10 
th ird '1 5  

ART. 4 .  - Letters above this ·weight pay 5 centimes extra for every 

half loth or fraction of a half lo lh .  

ART. 5.  - Packets of  papers the value of which is not indicated, 

such as law proceedings, legitimation documents, registers, and other 

documents not exceeding a pound in weight, are forwarded by Letter-Post . 

They nre , however, charged only as ordinary parcels. \Vi th the excep

tion of a letter relative to the contents of the packet, any enclosed 

letter is regarded as violating Lhe Post-Office rules. 

ART. 6. - Registered letters or packets pay the double rate, and must 

be prepaid. 

ART. 7. - Printed matter, lithographs, etc. ,  with no writing but address, 

date and signa ture, must be placed in a wrapper so that the contents may 

be easily examined and must be prepaid. They will be subject to the 

following rates : 

Not exceeding 4 loths 

From 4 to 8 loths 

From 8 loths to J pound 

·!" and 2•• rayon 
up to ten leagues. 

centimes. 
5 

rn 
15 

3r• rayon 
beyond ten leagues. 

centimes. 
10  

20 

30 

This rate may be further reduced if more than :20 copies are posted at 

the same time, and also for prepaid packets fonvarded regularly to 

. subscribers. 

ART. 8. - Samples of goods (whether accompanied or not by a single 

letter) being easily recognisable as such, are forwarded as letters when 

not exceeding one pound in weight, but are charged as parcels. 

ART. 9. - Small packets unsealed and unregistered, not exceeding 

'16 loths in weight, and not containing any letter, are carried for 10 cen

times for a distance of 10 leagues. 
12 
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ART. 10 to 19. - ( Ojno interest. )  

Newspapers. 

ART. �- - The charge throughout the whole of Switzerland, without 

regard to distance, for the carriage of newspapers and other Swiss perio

dicals sent by publishers lo subscribers, and to which no other written 

or printed matter is added, is fixed at  three quarters of a centime for 

each copy not exceeding 2 loths in weight .  Payment must be made in 

ad Yance for a year, a half year or a quarter. 

For every lo th or fraction _of a loth in excess, three quarters of a centime 

must be paid. 

In the payment of these amounts, fractions of 5 centimes are counted 

as 5 centimes. Any letter sent with these publications is considered 

as a violation of the Post-Office rules. 

ART. 2 1 . - The minimum rate for sending periodicals for a year is 

fixed at 40 centimes. All newspapers and periodicals not subscribed 

for through the post, and not fonvarded prepaid to subscribers by the 

publisher, pay the rate fixed for printed matter in Article 7.  

ART . 2:2. - For every subscription made by post, whether for a 

year, a half year or . a quarter, the Postal fee for subscription is as 

follows : 

20 centimes for Swiss publications. 

40 foreign 

This charge is paid by the publishers for Swiss papers ; in the case of 

foreign papers it is added to the price paid by the recipient. 

ART. 23. - Newspapers sent to subscribers should, as a general rule, 

be posted in a wrapper bearing the subscriber's name. 

ART. 24 to 34. - (Of no interest.) 

Date at whiclz the law comes into force. 

ART 35. - The present law will come into
. 
force on the f st of 

January 1852. The Federal Council is, nevertheless, authorized to carry 

out before that date any one of the provisions of the present law. 

From that date the law of June 4'\ 18'19, is repealed . 
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In  execu tion of  the above lmY, the Postal Department 
published the foIIowing notice : 

TEMPORARY REGULATIONS RELATIVE TO PREPAnfE:ST BY POSTAGE-STAMPS 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OX POSTAL RATES (1) .  

December 6'", t851.  

As the carrying out, on the t •t of Jan .  next, of the new Federal law of 

Aug. 25'h concerning the Federal postage rates for the interior will also 

affect postage-stamps, we direct as follows : 

1° All Post-Offices must, on the 251h of December 1 85 1 ,  send to the 

Authorities of their respective districts their entire stock of postage-stamps 

together ·with a detailed invoice, and the District Authorities shall forward 

them, with a general statement, to the accountant of postage-stamps, 

in other words,  to the Head-Office at Bern, on the 26111 of December 1 851 . 

2° The respective Authori ties shall a t  the same time inform the Bern 

Office what temporary provision of postage-stamps they require. 

3° No postage-s tamps returned after 28th of December I85I will be 

accepted ; the Offices must therefore only debit the account of the 

stamps sent in within the prescribed date. 

4° Immediately after the consignments have been received and checked, 

and in any case before the 1'' of January 1852, the accountant of postage

stamps must send to the District Authorities a sufficient stock of stamps 

of the new values for them to forward to the Post-Offices in their juris

diction for sale to the public. 

5° The manufacture of new postage-stamps has been decreed ; but 
they will hardly be ready for distribution before the early part of 

1852. During the interval. there will be forwarded for circulation : 

a .  Stamp s  at 5 centimes coloured blue. 
b.  

c. 

'10 
1 5  

yellow. 

reel . 

Stamps a and b will be of the pattern now in use ; but the c stamps, 

on the contrary, have been specially designed for the 3rd rayon rates. 

6° Consequently, from the 25'h to the 31'' of December 1 851 , no stamps 

(1 )  Arch ives federales, N° 6H9. 
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will be sold ; and where senders of letters do not possess stamps, their 

letters must be prepaid by money. 

7° From January t ••. t852. the postage-stamps of the new value will be 

sold at the Post-Offices. at the prices given in Article 5, above. 

In those districts in which, at that date, the new monetary system has 

no t yet been introduced. the postage-stamps will be sold in the new 

currency or. if in the old one, according lo the tables of reduction 

prescribed for the transitional period ; but, in such case, there will still 
be a difference between the cost of stamps sold separately and those 

sold in sheets or packets . \\Then whole sheets or packets are sold , the 

price will be regulated according to the reduced rate o f 7 /10, as prescribed . . 

8° Postage-stam ps that have been sold buL not employed, may be 

returned to the Post-Offlces until the 241" of December 185·1 ,  where stamps 
of sim ilar value will be given in cxch �r nge nfler the 1'' of J ;munry 1852. 

9° After the 1 '' of January '1852, no postage-stamp will he available r.t  

itsformer value . 
The instructions contained in this decree '"';hich are of interest to the 

publ ic , should be made known by the District Au thorities not later than 

the 1 5'� inst. 

for !he Postal Department. 

Signed : NAEF. 

DIRECTIONS FOR THE PREPAYME:'\T OF PRINTED MATTER, ACCORDING 

TO THE REDUCTION OF THE RATE ( 1 ) .  

Issued b y  the Postal Department, February 22"", 1852. 

With reference to the carrying out of the reduction of the rate for 
printed matter, granted by the last paragraph of Article 7 of the law upon 

the postal taxes of August 25'\ 1851 , and by Article 5 of the supplement to 

the service regulation of December 20'", 1851 , the following rules are 
prescribed : 

1° \Vhen a large number of copies are posted at the same time, the 
usual postage fixed by Article 7 of the law upon the rates, shall be paid 

for the first twenty copies, and for every copy exceeding that number 

(1) Feuille postale, 1852, p. 28. 
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the charge will be reduced by one half, providing it is not less than 3 cen

times per copy. 

2° Prepayment at 3 centimes a copy must be paid in cash on posting, 

as there are no stamps of that Yalue. 

All o ther prepayments, in accordance with the regulations in force, 

must be made by means of postage-stamps. 

An estimate, sent in to the Postal Department by the Description 

l ithographic firm of Durheim,  shows that i t  was intended 
of << Rayon I l l  ) ).  

to print the 15 rappen stamp in reel and black upon white . 
It vvas, howeyer, printed in  red onty . The « Ortspost )) plate 
was used for its manufacture. In the first place, a transfer 
was made of the 211tl and �3rct Yertical rmYs of that plate , 
the inscriptions being erased and replaced by ,< Rayon I I I ,  
'1 5  Rp . or 115 Cts .  )) 1  a n d  the red field of the Federal 
shield represented by vertical l ines. The two varieties 
distinguished by the use of Rp . or Cts . were issued at the 
same time. The first was to serve for the German cantons 
which had retained the word « rappen )) for centimes, and the 
second for the French-speaking Cantons .  This distinction 
was not, however, really observed .  These two stamps are 
known by the names of (< small 15 rappen >l  and « '15 cen-
time )) .  

From a note at the bottom o f  Durheim's estimate , it would 
appear that 300,000 stamps of 15 rappen and only W0,000 

of '15 centimes, were ordered . This type was indeed only 
meant to serve for a few months ; but the manufacture of the 
definite stamps took much longer than �was expe,cted, and 
it was therefore necessary to make a further print of 
(< Rayons I I I  )) . The first transfer was probably effaced, for a 
new one was made this time by using the �u, and 5i1i vertical 
rows of the « Ortspost )) stone .  In this new impression there 
was no longer any difference made between rappen and 
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cen limes, the former of these designations being alone 
re tained. The 15 W3.S inscribed in much larger figures than 
hitherto. Hence the name of « Large 15 Rappen l) \Yhich is 
given to this variety. 

The issue of the first two varieties look place on the .pt of 
January 1852. \Ye have no official dale for the third variety, 
which must have been printed in the middle of '1852. 

In « Rayon I I I  >l, 15 Cts , it should be remarked that, no 
doubt through some defect in one of the transfers, the letter C 
-0f type 7 must have be�n retouched , for i t  is sometimes found

· 

narrovver and not higher than the t, i nstead of being of the 
same height as the other C's .  

All the above stamps ceased t o  be mirrent on the i st of 
October 1854 . 



FRAMING OF T H E  F E D ERAL CROSS 

F R A l\I I N G  O F  T H C  C R O S S  OF T H E  F E D E R A L  

S T A  \J P S  

Before finishing the study o f  these first stamps issued by the 

Confederation, which were al l similar in design and differed 
only in colour: it is necessary to examine, at some length,  a 
peculiarity \Yhich we haYe thus far only mentioned, viz .  that 
of the framing of the "-hite cross placed in the centre of 
the Federal shield .  This point has already given rise to 
lengthy discussions, some considering that the line surround
ing the cross did not at first exist on the original plates ,  but 
was placed there afterwards .  Others, on the contrary, 

hold tha t the stamps were originally issued with the cross 
framed, and that it was only later that the line was erased 
from the stone, and in support of their statement cite the 
fact that stamps are often met with sti l l  showing portions 
of the framing. 

\Ve consider neither the one nor the other of these opinions 
to be quite correct.  \Ve think the stamps were, at first, 
issued without a frame: then the line added to the stones, 
and aftenYards erased . 

I n  proof of our first assertion, "-e can affirm that none of 
the numerous proofs of colour that are preserved in the 
Archives of the Confederation, show the frame ; as to the 
erasing of the line, this seems to us clearly proved by the 
traces of framing found on certain specimens,  especially on 
the yellow and the blue on white « Rayons )) .  

\Ve can also justify our point of view by a very simple line 
of reasoning. 

Stamps with 
framed or 

unframed cross. 
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Let us lake the « Rayons I »  printed in black on dark b l u e  

an d in blue o n  while.  These stamps haYe been visibly 

pri n ted fro m  the same plate and exist both "-ith the cross 

framed and unframed : a fact  \Yh ich can only be explained by 

admitting that the framing was on the stones \Yhen the 

change of colour took place . The stamps printed i n  black on 

blue were firs t issued u nframed ; then the l ine \Yas drawn 

on the s tone and erased after the first prin tings of the l ight 

blue stamps. A proof of what we advance is  that speci

mens of the black on blue c� Rayon I )) are never m e t  with 

showing traces of the framing. vVe have been shown , it is  

true,  one or two speci mens i n  which a small  port ion of the 

black line was wanting ; but this may have resulted from the 

l i thogra phic ink not adhering as \Yel l to the framing of the 

cross, which had been a gain add eel . as to the res t  o f  the 

design . The date a t  which the framing \Y3 S rem oved, can 

be more exactly determined . The blue o n  \Yh ite << Rayons I l> 
\Yith frame complete are Yery rare , \Yhile the stamps \Yith 

portions of framing are freq uently met \Yi th . The erasing 

must therefore have taken place soon after the chan ge of 

colou r ,  - tmu1rd s the middle of 185,1 . 

vVh at \Vas the reason for these alteration s ?  I n  our opinion 

this b l ack line vvas added to give clearness to the Federal 

cross,  because the red col our e mploye d ,  being very fluid,  

ran i n  the prin t ing, so that the cross was, at  times, m u ch 

m isshaped . The lith ographer m ust have taken it upon h i m

self to make this change, for \Ye fin d  no mention of the 

subject in the Federal ArchiYe s .  I t  was n o t  u ntil after h e  

h a d  printed a large n umber of copies that :\I . Durheim 

fo und out that the line fram i n g  the· cross consti tuted a 

serious h eraldic erro r, or, more probably, that the red 

i m pression when not i n  register, as was often the case,  
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made the cross less clear than before, and he therefore 
erased it from the stones.  

As all the stamps of 1850-52 were printed at M. Durheim's 
works, it seems to us probable that the framing and the 
erasing were done at about the same time on the plates of 
all the different values.  It is our opinion that the frame vvas 
added at the close of 1850, when the « Rayons I and I I l> 
\Vere already in use, or, at any rate, printed . Again, the fact 
that one meets, although rarely ,  with cc Poste Locale )) and 
cc Ortspost )) stamps having fragments of · the frame, shows 
that the erasing must have occurred at the end of the 
issue of these stamps, five hundred and two thousand, eight 

hundred and ten of which having been supplied in 185'1 . 

It must have been , therefore, in the second half of 1851 that 
the line was erased from the stones, which , as stated above , 
was soon after the issue of the blue on white cc Rayons I l> . 

The rarity of the framed cc Rayons I I  )) seems to show that 
the first printing of these stamps, namely the unframed ones, 
was very considerable, as it was not found necessary to print 

a further supply of any importance during the period when 
the stone bore a frame round the cross .  

1 3  





WITHDRAWAL O F  THE STA�IPS OF 1850-:>2 

W I T H D R A W A L  O F  T H E  F E D E R A L  S T A i\I P S  

OF 1850-1852 

The Department having ordered that from October 1st, '1854, ·withdrawal 
of the stamps of 

the postage-stamps of '1850- 1852 shou ld cease to he current, 1850-1852. 

M .  Durheim was requested to send in the stones used for the 
manufacture of the stamps, and also such printed sheets or 
parts of sheets as were in his hands. Qn the ffh of October, 

the Postal Authority of Bern informed the Department that 
the designs had been obliterated and the stones returned to 

the lithographer. 
On the 2211d of October '1854 the Postal Department ordered 

that all the non-current stamps still remaining at the l itho
grapher's should be burnt.  This destruction took place 
forthwith . Eighty-four thousand <c Rayons I I  )) were burnt . 
I n  May 1857, the Department ordered the destruction of all 
the stamps that remained in the Archives, 1 ,  134,286 stamps 
being destroyed, not counting a large number of partly 

complete sheets . 
The following are the documents relating to this destruction . 

ORDER OF THE PoSTAL DEPARnIE:'\T ( 1 ) .  
October 2 4  .. , 1854. 

The Postal and Public Works Department orders, with regard to the 

destruction of the old postage-stamps : 

Documents 
relative to the 

withdrawal of the 
That all the postage-stamps of the old issue, which ceased Lo be current lithographed 

on the 1" of October last, shall be burnt as soon as the accounts have Federal stamps 
of 1850-1852. 

been made up ,  and that  this shall be done by the following officials : 

( 1 )  A.rchives federales, 1 434 YY. 
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The General Secretary to the Post-Office, A .  Steinhauslein. 
The Controller A. Jeanrenaud. 
The Registrar L .  :\I . Fuchs. 

The said officials shall prepare a detailed report of each act of 

destruction, and submit it to the undersigned Head of the Department. 

For the Department, 

Signed : �Iu:'IJIXGER . 

REPORT CONCERNING THE DESTROYING OF THE NON-CURRENT POSTAGE-STAMPS 

FURNISHED IlY THE LITHOGRAPHER DURHEIM ('J ) .  

October 24th, 1854. 

In presence of the General Secretary to the Post-Office, A. S Leinhaus

lein,  of the General Controller, A .  Jeanrenaud, of lhe Registrar, L .  M .  Fuchs, 

and by order of the Department, the entire stock of the postage-stamps 
and printed enYelopes manufactured and held in reserve by the litho

grapher Durheim, of Bern, has this day been burnt, and this stock agrees 

with the account rendered by l\f. Durheim on September 3rd, ·1854, and 

for \Yhich he has been allowed 194 fr. 08, namely : 

84,000 yellow stamps in whole gummed sheets at /2 centimes 

a thousand . . . . . . . . .  . 

744 sheets printed in yellmY . . . . . 

527 sheets oyer-printecl in red . . . 

3,688 printed enYelopes, at 17 0/00 . . 

250 open envelopes . . . . . . . . . 

fr. 
60,4.8 

37,80 

29, 50 

62,70 

3,60 

194,08 

All the copies referred to above, have been burnt and entirely 
destroyed, with the exception of a sheet of forty types at '10 centimes, 

which has been preserved for the stamp collection of the Postal 

Department : 

Certified accordingly at Bern, October 24 .. , 185-'i. 

Signed : STEINHii.uSLEIN, A. JEANRENAUD, L. ::\I . FucHs. 

(1) Arc/i.ives federales, l.434 ZZ. 

For the Postal Department, 

l\1mmNGER. 
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EFFAC ING THE LITHOGRAPHIC STONES ( i ) . 

December 8"', 185li. 

To the Postal Department of the Swiss Confederation .  

\Ve have t h e  honour to inform you that we have returned to M .  Dur

heim, lithographer, the three stones which bore the designs of the postage

s tamps printed by him and which \Vere previously in use, after h aving 

caused him to remove, in our office and in our presence, the designs which 

they bore. 

For the District Authority, 

Signed : Ki.iSTER (2) . 

REPORT CONCERNING THE STAMPS DESTROYED. 

May Hlh, 1857. 

By order of Lhe Department, the Undersigned have this clay burnt the 

s lamps enumeralecl below, which have been withdrawn from circulation 

or were never issued. 

I. The stamps rendered non-current in November 1 854 and December 

1854, lithographed by Durheim, at Bern ( including some shee ts of 

5 centime Geneva Cantonal stamps), namely : 

529,4 10 copies of stamps at 5 rappen. 
328 ,422 10 

276,454 1 5  

1 , 134,286 stamps. 

These stamps, in Lhe chief office of the Postal Authorities, were in 

sheets of twenty or loose. 

(I) Archives federales, N° 1434, a-u. 
(2) i\I. Pfenninger writes this name Kistler ; it  is found in the le\:ls spelt Kuster, 

Custer and Kister. 
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II. Li thographed stamps of the previous issue, in whole sheets, as 

under : 

4° 1 ,400 sheets printed in black on blue paper, at 5 rappen . 
5° 2 ,800 blue - while paper, a t  5 

6° 2,200 hlack - ''"hite paper, at  5 -

On none of these stamps was the Federal shield printed, except a few 

sheets of the second lo t .  

7° J ,734 sheets printed in black, on yellow paper at 10 rappen. 

With colour in the shield. 

8° 3,600 sheets printed in black, on yellow paper at 5 rappen. 

Shield without colour. 

Specimens added to I.his report. 

Below is given a synopsis showing the colours of the 
lithographed stamps issued by the Confederation from 1850 
to 1852. 

SY:\"OPSIS OF LITHOGRAPHED STA�IPS ISSUED BY THE Co;o;FEDERATIOc-1 

FROM 1850 TO ·1852. 

1° « Orts post » 2 '/2 Rp.,  cross unframed, issued April 5l\ 1850. 

3° « Poste Locale >> 
framed, 

unframed, 

4° framed, 

5° « Rayon I >> 5 Rp.,  black on blue, cross unframed, issued 

6° - framed 

7° « Rayon II >J 10 Rp., black on yellow - unframed, 

8° - framed, 

October 1 •t, 1850. 

9° « Rayon I »  5 Rp . ,  blue on white, - framed, issued in 185'1 . 

10° - unframed, -

1 1 °  « Rayon I I !J J  15 Rp. ,  small figures, red, issued January ·1 ••, 1852. 

12° 15 Cts . ,  
·13° 15 Rp. ,  large figures, issued in 1852. 
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E m bossed stam ps 

F E D E R A L  S T :UI P S  K N O W N A S  

« Silk Threads » 

September 151", 1854 

We have stated that it was the intention of the Confederation 
to issue a new series of postage-stamps on the 1s1 of .January 
1852 . The Postal Department had , at that time, studied the 
methods employed in different countries for the manufacture 

of stamps.. The result of these investigations having been in 
favour of the Bavarian system, the Department decided that 

the new Swiss postage-stamps should be produced by typo
graphy . The manufacture \Yas to be carried out at the Fede
ral mint, and the die \Yas ordered of M .  Voigt, of Munich . \Ve 
have to thank the Keeper of the Records of the Confederation 
at Bern for showing us the voluminous correspondence 
exchanged on this subject. Emanating for the most part 
from M .  Naef, Postmaster General, i\I .  \Veiss, printer, Munich, 
and Dr Kuster, Manager of the Federal stamp factory at Bern, 
these letters furnish useful information concerning the issue 
of the stamps known as « Silk Threads >l . 

Issue 
of lhe stamps 
called « Silk 

Threads >J .  
Sept. 15th, 1854. 
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The preliminary steps taken by the Postal Department lasted 
much longer than had been expected, and in order to hasten 
the deliYery of the stamps, it was decided, on the '1 6th of 
October. that the first impression should be executed at ;\I uni ch . 
T\YO million fiYe hundred thousand copies were ordered of 
M .  \Veiss , the CniYersity printer, who was \Yell supplied with 
machinery for the work. These stamps were lo be of three 
different values, 5,  10 and 15 rappen. The order comprised : 

500,000 stamps of 5 rappen, brown. 

1 ,000,000 1 0  blue. 

1 ,000,000 '1 5 orange-yellow. 

On the 27th of October '185 1 ,  the Department decided to 
employ for the new Swiss stamps paper traversed by si lk 
threads similar to that used for the BaYarian stamps,  the 
colour of these threads to be a blue-green . 

l\I .  \Veiss, \vho had promised to supply these stamps 
before the 1 st of January 1852, soon saw that the task he had 
undertaken was greater than he had expected . The Postal 
Department, seeing by his numerous letters that the new issue 
would be delayed for several months, ordered the temporary 
stamps of which we have spoken (see page 87) . These 
stamps, in fact, were the only ones in circulation for nearly 
two years . 

On the 23rd of March 1852, the Department decided to have 

stamps made of a new value.  These were to be of 40 rap
pen, coloured green, for prepaying letters to Germany and 
Austria . Five hundred thousand stamps of this value were 

ordered of M. \:V eiss. 
A letter, dated July 12t\ '1852, from M .  Naef, Postmaster 

General , to M .  \Veiss, fixes the colours of the Swiss stamps .  
The 5 rappen were to be  brown, of  the same shade as the 
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Bavarian 6 kreutzer ; the '10 rappen, dark blue ; the 15 rappen, 
pink, and not orange-�1ellow, as at first proposed, and the 
40 rappen, light green . 

I t  was not before the 6th of October 1852 that M .  Weiss 
sent to the Department samples of the printed stamps 
together with the information that he had prepared : 

100,000 stamps at 5 rappen . 

200,000 1 0  

250,000 

1 50,000 

15 

40 

I n  acknowledging the letter of �I . \Yeiss, the Department or
dered certain modifications in the colour of the stamps. That 
of the 5 rappen, for instance, was of a reddish-brown which 
in the evening could easily be mistaken for the t int of the '1 5 
rappen ; the 40 rappen stamp, being too light, was in future to 
be printed in a colour at least as dark as that of the Bavarian 
9 kreuzer ; the paper was besides too thin . The stamps 
that had already been printed vvere, however, accepted. 

It is very easy to recognize the stamps of this first impression . 

Apart from the characteristic colours of the 5 and 40 rap
pen, and the bright tin t of the 10 and -15 rappen, the paper is 
very thin, and remarkably transparent. 

The Bavarian printer acted upon the suggestions of the 
Swiss Government only to a certain extent . He modified the 
colour, as recommended, and gave to the 5 rappen stamps a 
browner shade ,  while those of 40 rappen \Vere darkened. 

Doubtless in order not to lose the stock o f  paper he had 
on hand, he continued to employ it, although it had been 
pronounced too thin .  

The number of  three mil l ion stamps ordered from i\I unich ,  
would, according to the calculation of  the Departmen t, be 

14 
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sufficient for the requirements of the Swiss Postal Service 
for three months. As the sale of stamps went on i ncrea

sing , the order was raised to 5 million, i .  e . ,  over and 
above the seven hundred thousand stamps already printed : 

t ,000,000 stamps at  5 rappen .  

1 ,900,000 10 

900,000 

500,000 

15  

40 

The first instalment of the new stamps was not sent by 
M .  Weiss until the 15th of April 1853 . The five million 
ordered arrived at Bern in successive parcels,  the last of 
which was received on the '151h of Sep

.
tember of the same year .  

The Confederation had decided, as we have said, to make 
its mYn stamps ; but, as the preparations for their manu
facture "-ere far from being complete, i t  \Yas resolved not to 
distribute at once to the public the stamps received from 
l\lunich ,  for fear this stock should run out before more 
cou ld be produced . This fear was but too \Yell  founded, for 
we see from a note of the Postal Department that, on the 
'16 1h of :\larch 1 54, the preparations "-ere not entirely com
plete. At last, in the Feuille postale of September 1st, '1854, 
appears the notice of the long expected issue. It should be 
remarked that this publication mentioned the orange 20 rap
pen stamp with those of the other values, to be issued on the 
151h of September, while, in fact, this stamp was not in the 
hands of the public until the 24 1h of October. 

On the J41h of October, Dr Ki.ister proposed to the 
Postal Department to issue a stamp of 1 franc for foreign 
letters , as the high rate of postage required the use of a great 
number of stamps. This new stamp� which was grey, was 
issued on the 12 th of February 1855. 
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The documents which we publish below, inform us, 
moreover, that prepayment by postage-stamps, which had 
up to then been optional , became obligatory for all  written 
and printed matter sent by Post, except that conveyed at 
such reduced rates as could not be represented by the new 
stamps. 

CmccLAR CO:'\CERXL'\G THE I:'\TRODCCTIOX OF :XEW POSTAGE-STA�IPS (1) 

O f  September l". f:»i (2). 

From the 1" of October 1854, the postage-stamps in use up to the 

present time will be replaced by postage-stamps of a new manufacture, 

as under : 

Postage-stamps coloured brown at 5 centimes. 

blue 10 

red 15  
orange 20 

green 40 

with a view to which we give the following special information : 

L From the middle of September, no postage-s tamps save those of the 

ne\\'· pattern will be supplied to the Post-Office Authori ties ; but stamps 

of the previous issue will nevertheless be accepted until the end of 
September. From the '1 '' of October, the old postage-stamps will no 

longer be recognized, and the new ones alone must be used . 

2. The public has been informed of this measure by a notice dated 

September '1 '' . The District Authorities \Yill receive from the chief Office 

special copies of this notice, to be affixed in the post-offices so that they 

can be easily seen by the public. 

3. The Authorities will accordingly send , on the 51h of October, to the 

Postal Authorities at Bern an account of the postage-stamps sold during 

the quarter ending September 30'h. 

(1 ) Feuille ojficielle post ale, 185'1, p. 3M. 
(2) The Handbuch der Schwei:rer Post- Werth-Zeicfzen gives the� German text of the 

first eight articles of this circular, p. 39. 

Documents 
relative to the 

issue of the 
« Silk Threads » 

in 1854. 
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This account must be sent in duplicate, and must be accompanied 

by the old postage-stamps which ha..-e not been sold . The Bern 

Authori ties will then return one copy with an acknowledgment of 

the receipt of the account. and will preser..-e the other copy among the 

postal documents . 

Postage-stamps of the new design deli..-ered to the District Authorities 

during the month of September will be included in the fourth quarter's 

accounts. The amount received for all the postage-stamps. whether of 

old or new design, sold during the mon th of September, will be added 

together in one sum in all the Dislrict accoutJ.ts. 

4 .  The delivery of pos tage-stamps to the Authorities will be made 

in packets of : 

fr. 
Brown ( 5 centime) : 10 sheets of 250 stamps 12,50 

Blue (10 cenlime) : '10 250 25 )) 

Red (15 centime) : 1 0  250 37, 50 

Orange (20 centime) : to 250 50 )) 

Green (40 cen time) : 10 250 1 00  )) 

5. The employment of postage-stamps for the prepayment of letters 

(des correspondances), whether for Switzerland or for foreign countries, 

will be obligatory from the l'' of October of the present year. 

Payment can no longer be made in cash except for printed matter in 

wrappers where the reduced rate (Feuille of.ficielle postale de 1851 , 

N° 48, A.rt . 5) cannot be represented by its equi..-alent in postage-stamps.  

G. By arrangement with the states of the .\ustro-German Postal  Union, 

the charges upon registered letters and upon articles sent « p2yable 

on delivery » will also he made in postage-stamps. 

7. The cancelling of postage-stamps can be effected by the obliterating 

marks now in use, by dale stamps, or by the names of the offices as used 

for parcels (objets de messagerie). 

8. The poslage-s lamps are to be affixed to the let lers by the sender, 

who will also deposit them in the box. 

9. The statement of the sale of postage-stamps must be made up 

monthly by the District Authorities, and a special account sent on the last 

day of each quarter to the Authorities at Bern: who, after examination, 

will return i t  to the District Authorities. 

As lo the transitional period , howeyer, the direction given under N° 3, 

remains in force. 
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10 .  The Swiss offices will make up their accounts with foreign post

offices as at the present time. 

1 1 .  The District Authorities will see that these ins tructions are regularly 
carried out.  

NOTICE CO'.'ICER::'\ING THE I:'.'i'TRODt.;CTIO:\' OF NEW POSTAGE-STAMPS (1  ) . 

September t''. 1854. 

The postage-stamps in use up to the present date in the Federal Post

Office, are replaced by new ones, namely : 

Brown stamps al 5 centimes. 

Blue 
Red 

Orange 

Green 

'10 
15 

20 

40 

and must therefore be exchanged from the 151h inst. a t  all the post

offices and depots for stamps of a similar value. Until the end of Sep

tember, the old and new postage-stamps will be simultaneously 

employed . But from the 1'1 of October, the old stam ps can no longer be 

used. 

From that date ,  the prepayment of letters by postage-stamps will be 

obligatory, whether for ar ticles to be delivered within the limits of 

Switzerland itself or lo be forwarded to foreign countries. Cash will only 

be accepted for such prepayments at reduced rates as cannot be repre

sented by the new stamps. 

Any combination of s tamps representing the amount of the rate may be 

affixed by the sender, who must himself post the article in the box. 

Such directions in the instructions of September 9'\ 1850, as are rela

tive to postage-stamps that are not altered by the aboYe, will remain 

in  force. 

(1) Feuille postale ojficielle, 1854, p. 347. 
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CrncuL.JJl TO THE DISTRICT ALIHORITIES CO'.\"CER'.\"I'.\"G POSTAGE-STA�IPS 

OF l FRA'.\"C. 

12" of February 1Si:>5. 
In order lo supply a more conyenient method of representing the 

higher postal rates by means of postage-stamps, ihe employment of 

which for prepayment is obligatory, s tamps of the value of 1 franc will, 

in future, be issued . 

These stamps are in design like those now in use ; they are C?f a 

ligh t grey colour, and have on them their nominal value of 1 franc in 

the three national languages.  

The Federal mint is commissioned to manufacture them, and the cen

tral office at Bern is instructed to distribute them to the other District 

Authorities, and to undertake the further control of their employment. 

LIST OF STA'1PS SE'.\"T FRO)l )lL-:\"ICH. 

I nstalments. Dates. 5 rappen. iO rappen. i5 rappen. 40 rappen. 

1 st 15'h April 1853 400,000 
2nd 16'h 300,000 1 00,000 
3rd 1S'b 50,000 200,000 150,000 

41h 21 '' 400,000 
5th 'rth -<'.:> 200,000 200,000 

6'" '16th June 150,000 100,000 150,000 
7th 25th - 400,000 
8'" 20'h July 200,000 150,000 50,000 

9'" 19'" Augus t- 400,000 
10'" 27'h - 100,000 300,000 
1 1 th 31'' - 200,000 200,000 
1 2'h 10'" SepL 100,000 300,000 

13th 15'h - 250,000 49,500 50,000 50,000 

TOTALS . 1 , 150,000 2,149,500 1 ,200,000 700,000 

In all : 5, '199,500, including spoiled copies .  

The numbers inYoiced are : 

1 , 100,000, 2,100,000, 1 , 150,000, 650,000 

TOTAL : 5,000,000 
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The stamps of the issue o f  1854 were type-printed in 
colour o!l white paper traversed by a si lk thread . The 
plates used in their production were all engraved in relief. 
In printing, the white parts stood out in relief, forming a 
sort of embossing ; this naturally dimin ished with the suc
cessive impressions and the use of a thicker paper. 

The design is rectangular ; in the centre appears the alle
gorical figure of S"·i tzerland , Helvetia, seated, ful l -face, and 
crowned ,yith laurel ; the whole rests on a ground formed of 
small diamonds, shaded alternately "·ith  horizontal and Yer
tical l ines . This diamond ground is edged on all four sides 
by a "·hite line, "-hich leaves round the stamp a border of 

uniform tint destined to receive the inscriptions .  These 
are as follows : above, FRANCO ; below, and, at the sides, 
the value in the three national languages : to the left ,  CEN

Tnrns ; to the right, CENTESDII ; at the bottom, HAPPEN. The 
intersection of the four "·hite lines "-hich ,ye ham mentioned 
forms at each angle of the stamp a li tt le square, in the centre 
of which is a white rosette. 

The silk threads inserted into the pulp of the paper upon 
which these stamps were to be printed, are an important point 
in the study of the 1854 issue.  This question had remained 
h itherto somewhat obscure, although several pa pers have 
been written on the subject, the most important of "-hich 
is that of !\I . 0. Pfenninger ( 1 ) .  Ho,YeYer, the discoYery of 
unpublished papers, and an attentiYe examination of numer
ous stamps upon le tters, haYe enabled us to elucidate the 
matter, and to see that i t s  solution is Yery simple. 

Three distinct periods may be noted in the h istory of the 
silk threads . At first, all the threads are of u niform colour, 

(1) Handbuch der Schwei:rer Post- We1·th-Zeichen, Lausanne, 1890, s•, p. 44-46. 

Description 
of the stamps 

known as 
« Silk Threads >> 
issued in 1854. 

Silk thread 
papers. 
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were sent to Head Quarters at the beginning of the follo\Ying 
year, as shown by letters preserved at Bern , which give the 
date of February 22°'1, 1855, for the first instalment of 40 cen
time stamps on paper with brown thread, and April ,pt for 
5 centime stamps on paper with yellow thread . 

The new stamps, however, were only put into circulation 
as the stock of old ones became exhausted ; and the supply 
of stamps \Yith green thread \Vas so considerable that they 
cont inued in use long atler the official adoption of threads of 
Yarious colours .  The 5 centime stamps with �-ellow thread 
appeared, it is true, on the 9ili of Jul�- 1 855, and the pink 
15 centime stamp with blue thread is met \Yith on the 181h of 

July of the same year ; but the use of this  Yalue \Yi th blue 
thread is not common until June '1856, and it is also about 
that date (August 181\ 1856) that we have found the first 
'10 centime stamps with carmine thread, while we do not 
come across the 40 centime with garnet-coloured thread until 
:May 291h, 1857. From a note preserved in the Federal Archives, 
we learn that, at the beginning of 1857, all  the stamps had 

been printed on paper with silk threads of different colours . 
The orange 20 centime stamp simply retained its green 

thread, the colour allotted to it ; and the grey '1 franc stamp,  
which was not issued until 1 855, was printed, from the  first, 
on paper with black thread . 

D·· Kuster \Yas not fu l ly satisfied with the result of the 
method he had recommended . The �-ellow thread on the 

5 centime stamps appeared to him not dad{ enough, and 
hardly visible by artificial light ; so, on the 24Lh of Apri l ,  he 
requested that it might be replaced by a silk thread of an 
orange tint. The Postal Department, being unwilling to waste 
the supply of paper with yel low silk thread already in stock , 
declined to make that modification.  

15 
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On the 12th of December of the same year, Dr Kuster re
turned to the charge: and urged that the paper 'Yith yellow 
thread should, at any rate. be employed for the s tamp 
least used. namely the 1 franc stamp. and that the 5 cen
time should be, in future, printed on paper with black silk 
thread . This was agreed to on '141h of December 1855 ; but 
the change was not carried out at once ; and it is not 
until more than a year later, January 12t\ 1857, that we 
meet with a 5 centime stamp on paper with black 
thread . 

There is no trace of the official decision which d irected 
the return to the uniform green colour for the silk threads .  
This decision vvas , no doubt, caused by the complication 
attending the manufacture of these various papers . I t  must 
have been arrived at in 1858, for it was on the J21h of October 
of that year that the bright green thread made its appearance 
in the orange 20 centime stamp .  This new thread is met 
"·ith in the other stamps in the course of 1859 or 1860. 

Some errors may be mentioned in the colour of the threads, 
but their number is relatively small .  \Ye not unfrequently 
meet, however, in stamps of all values, "·ith threads which 
are described as \vhite but which are really either pearl-grey 
or of a pale greenish or yellowish tint. These seem to us to 
be the colours of natura l undyecl silk, though perhaps the 
yellowish or greenish threads may be shades of the yel low 
threads,  and the green ones of the second period . 

The shade of the threads is not absolutely unvarying ; 
the carmine thread, especially , is sometimes dark and 
sometimes light , and often inclines to rose-red . 

Before leaving this examination of the stamp paper of 1854, 
we must remark that the silk threads themselves vary in thick
ness, and that stamps with no thread and s tamps with 
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two threads are pretty often met with . These varieties are the 
result of a defect in the manufacture . I n  order to insert the 
threads, they were stretched over the edges of the frame that 
was to receive the l iquid pulp to be transformed into paper. 
The threads being fixed at the proper intervals, after the 
stamps were printed each one of them would be crossed 
by a thread . But probably sometimes, through inadvertence, 
these intervals were not calculated with precision , and, in 
consequence, a row of stamps was deprived of threads, 
\vhile the row above or below. had two .  In other cases , 
and these were doubtless more frequent a thread might break 
or become detached ; which explains \Yhy certain stamps have 

been met with destitute of si lk threads, without those adjoi
ning them being provided with two . 

The modifications which, as we have seen, were success
ively introduced into the paper employed i n  printing the 
« Silk Threads >) coincided with certain variations in the 
shade of these stamps. 

After each change a new set of stamps was printed, and 
it was found very difficult to reproduce exactly the shade 

original ly used . 
These variations, which we propose to explain in  detail ,  

of course affected chiefly the  5 centime stamp, in which 
the silk threads were the most frequently changed . 

\Ve have already seen that the colour of the 5 rappen 
stamps, immediately after the first instalment sent by the 
Munich printing works, and consisting of only 1 00,000, was con
sidered unsatisfactory, and undenrnnt a change from reddish
brown to brown . In this first period of green threads,  5 rap pen 
stamps are also met with, of a grey�hrown colour, which 
were probably made at Bern . With the appearance of the 
yellow silk thread , the stamp takes a chamois tint, which 

l\lodiflcalions 
in the shade of 

the stamps 
coinciding with 
the changes of 

colour in 
the silk threads. 
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changes to Yiolet-brown when the black thread is used . \Vi th 
the bright green thread we also find the Yiolet tint, which ,  
later, changes lo  Yery dark brown . 

The quality of lhe paper changes with the colour. The 

first impressions were made upon a Yery thin paper, and 
show in Yery clear relief on the back of th� stamp .  The 
yellow thread is found in both thin and thick paper. Thick 
paper is alone met with in conjunction with the black and 
the bright green threads . 

In the first period ,  the 10  rappen stamp was printed on 
very thin paper, its colour being a genuine blue. A li ttle 
later, no doubt when the stamps were printed at Bern, the 

tint of the blue becomes milky,  but the paper is sti l l  thin .  
Towards the middle of 1856 the  carmine thread appeared, 
upon a thick paper ; the blue is slightly greyish. This period 
extends to the middle of 1859, when the blue becomes 
darker .  \Vhen the bright green thread came again into 
use, the stamp became still darker, except for one period , 
the date of "·hich has not been fixed , during "·hich the 
stamps were of  a pale greenish blue . 

The paper used for the 15 rappen, like that of the other 
stamps ,  was at first very thin . The tint is a very characteristic 
bright pink. Then comes the pale, milky pink, corresponding 
with the same period as the milky blue of the 10  rappen 
and the grey brown of the 5 rappen, which ,  we believe, 
are the first printings by the Confederation . During the 
printing in this shade, the paper becomes quite thick, 
while the colour remains a milky pink, \Yith the green thread 
and the print in considerable relief. \Ve find stamps with 

green thread on th icker paper ; this finishes the first period. 
Some blue threads are met with in the middle of 1855, 

and from the middle of 1856 they become common. The 
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paper is now thick, and the colour, which is less bright, tends 
to grmY darker. From the middle of the year 1860, the bright 
green thread is again in use, and the colour remains dull , 
with a tendency to a darker shade in 1862. 

There is little to say of the 20 rap pen . From the end of 1856, 

when its emerald green silk thread was changed for the bright 
green , its paper becomes thicker. The colour of the stamp 
varies but l ittle : yello,v-orange at first then genuine orange, 
and lastly (in 1862) reddish orange . 

The first instalment of 40 rappen from the �Iunich printing
works comprised only 150:000 stamps printed i n  yellow
green ; then, while the thin paper is still used, the stamp 
becomes bright green . In i\Iay '1857, when the garnet-coloured 
thread appears, the paper is thick and the stamp a duller 
green . From 1860, the paper becomes less thick, and the 
shade of the s tamp is blue-green . When the bright green 
thread appears, the tint varies and becomes, at last, a dark 
blue-green . 

The 1 franc s tamp, at first distinctly grey, takes a bluish 

hue from the time when the black thread is  replaced by 
the yellow. 

As to the temporary 2 centime stamp, which, as ·we shall 
see later, was issued in 1862, although it always had the 
same green-coloured thread, from January 1863 the grey 
b ecomes darker .  
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VA R I E T Y  O F  T H E  20 C E N T I M E  S TA M P ,  B R O W N  

I N S T E A D  O F  O R AN G E  

1 19 

Several catalogues have mentioned a 20 centime Swiss 
stamp of the 1854 issue which , instead of being orange, must 

have been printed, by mistake, in the colour of the 5 centime, 
i . e .  bro,Yn ( 1 ) .  There is a correspondence in  the Federal 
ArchiYes "·hich goes towards proYing that some copies of 
the 20 centime stamp were actually printed in brmYn by 
mistake, but, in our opinion , this is only a case of oxidazion 
produced by some unknown cause. 

We give this correspondence in extenso . 

Geneva, August 12'', 18fil . 

To the Postal Department. - Bern (2) . 

·with a view to aid the Postal Authorities in the verification of postage

stamps, we ham refunded to the sender of the enclosed letter the value 

20 centime 
stamp printed 

in brown. 

Correspondence 
relative 

to an error 
of the stamps affixed, in order that we may submit them to you .  o f  colour 

The 20 centime s tamps are generally on orange paper ; those referre<l in printing some 

to abo,-e are on a paper somewhat similar to that used for 5 centime 
stamps, which might readily mislead the persons who sell them. 

We limit ourselves to these remarks, and leave the matter in your 

hands .  
For the Postal Authorities o f  the 1 "  District. 

Postmaster) 

A CHARD . 

(!) The Timbre-poste (1876, N° 167, p .  84) and the Bull. de la Soc. /ran9aise de tim
brologie (1883, p. 73 and 75) mention two examples of this kind. 

(2) A rchives federal es, 777'. 

of the 20 centime 
stamps. 
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Bern, August l"i". 1861 ( 1 ) .  

The brown 20 centime postage-stamps that accompanied your report 

of the 1 21• inst . ham been pronounced here to be genuine, and it is 

recognized that a part of the 20 centime stamps were printed in the 

colour fixed upon for those of 5 centimes. 

You 'vill be good enough to ascertain where these stamps were 

bought,  and. should it be found that the post-offices in your District 

possess stamps of the same kind, to withdraw them before the end of the 

month , and forward them to us to be exchanged. 

Signed : NAEF . 

Geneva, September 3'd, 1861 . 

To the Postal Department. - Bern (2) . 

In reply to your letter of the l'i"b of August last, we have the honour to 

inform you that it has not been possible to ascertain where the postage

stamps referred to were purchased. 

Investigations have been made in the offices of this District, but no 

stamps have been found similar to those pronounced defective. 

( 1 )  A rchives jedfrales, 7772• 
(2) A i·chives federales, 777". 

For the Authorities of the 'l '' postal District. 

Postmaster, 

AcHARD . 
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T E M P O R A R Y  (( 2 centime )) S T A M P 

July 1't, 1 862 

On the 611i of February 1862, the Federal Council issued a Issue of a 
2 centime 

new law upon postage rates.  This lmv established a single temporary stamp. 

rate for the whole of s,vitzerland, \Yithout regard to dis- July 1", 1862· 

tance ; and it further reduced the rate for printed matter 
(prepayment of \Yhich by postage-stamps had been obligatory 
since August 19t\ 1857) , as follows : 

2 centimes up to 15  grammes. 
5 50 

10 250 

This law was to come into force on the 1 st of July 1862, at 
the same time as the postal convention with Italy (of August 
8u', 1861) which fixed at 3 centimes the rate for printed matter 
destined for that country. It was therefore necessary to 
furnish the post-offices with 2 and 3 centime stamps repre
senting the new rates.  To this end, the Postal Department 
resolved to issue, for July 1 st, 1862, a new series of stamps 
which do not come within our scope, seeing that our book 
ends with the stamps of the 1854 type. 

I t  was not possible for the projected issue to be ready by 
the date fixed upon, and the Administration \Vas obliged to 
provide for the new rates by issuing a temporary 2 centime 
stamp of the o ld type, - one stamp and a half. serving for 
the prepayment of printed matter destined for Italy . 

The authorization to use cut stamps was withdrawn when 
the public were supplied with 3 centime stamps.  

1 6  
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The following is the text relative to the issue of the 2 cen
time stamp : 

J:\'STRUCTIO:\'S RELATIVE TO THE ISSCE OF POSTAGE-STAMPS 

OF 2 CE'.\'.TIMES (1 ) .  

April 26'\ 1 862. 

The law concerning the Postal rates of February Gt\ 1862, comes inlo 

operation on the f s' of July next, and according to Article 7 of this law 

all postal matter, and therefore all printed papers in wrappers, must be 

prepaid by means of postage-stamps. 

The single rate for the latter being 2 centimes, and that of printed 

matter sent to Italy (according to the Postal convention which also comes 

into force on the 1 st of July next), amounting to  3 cen times, the Post

Offices must be provided at that date with stamps of a corresponding 

value. 
As we are not sure that the stamps of the new type mentioned in our 

instructions of April 2"", 186:2, can be finished and fonrnrded to the Post

Offices for that date ; in order to meet present contingencies, we direct as 

follows : 

1 • The Post-Offices must be provided by the 1 st of July 1862 with postage

s tamps of 2 centimes for prepaying printed matter for the interior of 

Switzerland. 

2° These stamps, made after the old type, are only for temporary use.  

They will reach the Postal Authori ties of each District in the usual course, 

to be forwarded to the Post-Offi ces in limited quantities, seeing that 
these stamps will be withdrawn at the encl of two months. 

��· For the same reason, the Post-Office officials will not supply the 

public ·with these stamps in large numbers, but will use them, as a rule, 

for prepayment at  the office i tself. 

4° With regard to printed matter for I taly, the single rate for which is 

3 centimes, the 2 centime stamps will also
_ 

be available, one stamp and 

a half being used for 3 centimes. 

(The remainder is of no interest. ) 

(1) Archives federales 29 " ·  
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This stamp was printed in grey, in the same type as the Description 
of the 2 centime 

preceding set. We have not met with any decision as to the temporary stamp. 

colour of the silk thread that was to be used ; but it seems 
certain that paper with a green thread was exclusively 

employed . Indeed , this thread is almost the only one found 
in the 2 rappen stamps, and any exceptions that may be 
met with should be classed with the errors mentioned on 
page '129. 
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W I T H D RA W A L  A N D  D E S T RU C T I O N  O F  T H E  S T A M P S  

O F  T H E  1 854 TY P E  

On the 2nd o f  April 1862, the Postal Administration decided to 
suppress the 15 centime stamps, as this value was not to be  
issued in the new series .  The order to withdraw them was 
given on the Jlh of July 1862, and on the 1st of September 
they were declared to be no longer current. The stamps 
that had been returned or thal remained in stock, numbering 
546,534, were burned on the 29th of December 1862, with the 
exception of 104 specimens which were sent to the Federal 
Archives. Stamps to the number of 2,677, sent in late,  were 
burned Febru ary 24th , 1863 . 

On the 1 st of July 1863, an order was given to cal l  in all 
stamps of the old type .  They were declared to be no longer 
current from the 1st of August ; and on the 271h of October 
and the 28th of November 1863, the following number were 

burned : 
2 rappen . 9,647 1 , 1 78 

5 7,909 5,335 

10 1 ,879 1 ,943 

15 40 2 

20 18,614 1 ,043 

40 185,422 2,972 

1 fran c. 295,966 529 

l NSTRUCTIOi'iS CO:"ICER.'il:\G THE W!THDR.�WAL OF THE 15 CENTBIE 

POSTAGE-STA,IPS (f ).  
April 2°•, 1862. 

The Swiss Postal Administration is preparing a new set of postage Documents 

stamps, which will be issued, if possible, - in part, at least - on the 1 •1 of relative to the 
annuling of the 

July next. stamps o f  the 
1854 type. 

1) Fe uille postale, 1 862, p. 107. 
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I t  i s  n o t  intended t o  withdraw the old stamps immediately, but, o n  the 

contrary, to exhaust as far as possible the present supply, calling them 

in later on . 

There will be an exception in the case of the 15 centime postage

stamps, as this value will not be comprised in the new se t . 

As the pink colour of the present 1 5  centime stamps will be used for 

the new 30 centime postage-stamps, and as the order for the withdrawal 

of the former will shortly be made, their manufacture has been discon

tinued . 

( The rest is of no interest.) 

INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING THE WITHDRAWAL OF THE '15 CENTIME 

POSTAGE-STAMPS (1) .  

July 7 .. , 1862. 

In accordance with our instruction of the 2nd of April last, we have 

decided to suppress the 15 centime postage-stamps, and have, as a first 

step, announced their withdrawal. 

\Ve have accord ingly made the following arrangements : 

1° The 15  centime postage-stamps will remain in circulation until the 

end of August ·1862. They are declared non-current from that date. 

2° From this day, all the Offices and Depots are authorized to with

draw or exchange the postage-stamps of 15 centimes. 

3° The Postmasters and keepers of Depots must, until the end or 

August, use, for prepayment at their offices, as many 15 centime postage

stamps as practicable, in order that the number left in the hands of the 

Administration may be as small as possible. 

4° From the '1 '1 of September next, 15 centime postage-stamps will noL 

be accepted for prepayment, and letters bearing such stamps, will be 

treated as unpaid . 

(i) Archives fedirales, 2911• 
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INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING THE ANNULING AND WITHDRAWAL OF THE OLD 

POSTAGE-STAMPS (1). 

May ·1 5th, 1863. 

1 .  Date. 

121 

By the notice of July 7'", 1862, we ordered the withdrawal of the 15 cen

time postage-stamps, and fixed, as the date of this withdrawal, the end 

of August 1862. 
As to the withdrawal of the other postage-stamps, we make the fol

lo\ving regulation . The temporary 2 centime stamps, and all those of 

the old type, namely those of 5, 10, 20 and 40 centimes, and 1 franc, 
will only be accepted up to the end of July ·1863. 

2. Withdrawal. 

From the 1•t of July 1863, all Postmasters and keepers of Depots are 

authorized lo withdraw or exchange the old postage-stamps. 

3. Clearing out of the old postage-stamps. 

(Of no interest.) 

4. Non-currency after their 1vitlzdrawalfrom circulation. 

From the 'l't of August 1863, the old postage-stamps will not be accepted 
for prepayment, and all matter to which they are affixed, \Yill be treated 

as unpaid . 

5. Publication of the wi thdrawal. 

( Of no interest. ) 

(i) Feuille postale, i863, N° 23. 
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SY:\OPSIS OF THE STAJ.IPS CALLED « Sll.K THREADS )) . 

Year;. Paper. Colocr Colour Printed o! the sta=.p. of the silk thread. at 

lS54. thin. reddish-brown. emerald-green. �lunich. 
then brown. 

185(.-55 . thin. grey-brown. emerald-green. Bern. 

5 rappen 
1855-56 . thin or chamois-brown. ·:ellow. 

thick. 
stamp. 

1857-59 . thick. violet-brown. black. 
1859-62 . thick. violet-brown. bright green. 
1862. thick. black-brown. bright green. 

1854. thin. clear blue. emerald-green. M unich. 
1854-55 . thin. milky blue. emerald-green. Bern. 

I I  1856-59 . thick. greyish-blue. carmine. 
10 rappen 1859 . . .  thick. dark blue. carmine. 

stamp. 1859-62 . thick. blue, becoming bright green. 
darker. 

1859-62 . thick. greenish-blue. bright green. 

185-4 . . •  thin. bright pink. emerald-green. M unich. 
1854--55. thin or milky pink. green. Bern. 

I l l  thick. (From 1855 a fe _,. 

15 rappen 
blue threads ap-
pear.) 

stamp. 1856-59 . thick. dull pink. blue. 

1860-62 .  thick. dull and dark bright green. 

pink. 

IV � 1�4-56 . . . thin. yellow-orange. emerald-green. Bern. 

20 rappen ·18a6-61 . . .  thick. clear orange. green. 
stamp. 1858-62 , , . thick. reddish-orange. bright green. 

1854. , . , . thin. yellowish-green. emerald-green. Munich. 

v 185/i-56 . thin. bright green. emerald-green. 

40 rappen 
1857 - 60 . . .  thick. light green. garnet-colour. Bern. 

stamp. 
1860 . . .  less thick. bluish-green. garnet-colour. 
1860-62 . . . thick. dark bluish- bright green. 

green. 

v 1 { 1855-56 . thin. grey. black . Bern. 

1 franc stamp. 1857-62 . thick. clue-grey. yellow.  

VII � 1862. Temporary thick. light grey. bright green. Bern. 

2 rappen � 1863. thick. dark grey. bright green. 
stamp. 
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For collections, the best classification appears to us lo be that in four 

series, indicated below : 

1 °  1 854 . - Printed at Munich, thin paper ; emerald-green thread. 5 c . ,  

red-brown a n d  brown ; 1 0  c . ,  bright blue ; 15 c . ,  bright pink ; 40 c . ,  

yellow-green and bright green. 

2° 1854-55. - Printed at Bern, thin paper ; emerald- green thread. 5 c., 

grey-brown ; '10 c., milky blue ; 15 c., milky pink ; 20 c . ,  yellowish-orange. 
3° 1855-59. - Printed at Bern, paper sligh lly thicker and thick. 5 c . ,  

chamois, yellow thread ; 5 c . ,  Yiolet- brown , black thread ; 1 0  c . ,  grey

blue and dark blue, carmine thread ; 15 c . ,  milky pink and dull pink, 

blue thread ; 20 c.,  orange, green thread (i856-61 ),  bright green from 1858 ; 

40 c . ,  light green and bluish-green, garnet-coloured thread ; 1 fr., grey, 

black thread ; 1 fr., grey (1 855-56), blue-grey (1857-59), yellow thread. 

4° 1 859-62. - Prin ted at Bern, thick paper ; bright green thread. 5 c. , 

Yiolet-brown, black-brown ; 10 c. ,  dark blue and greenish-blue ; '1 5  c . ,  dull 

and dark pink ; 20 c . ,  reddish-orange ; 40 c. , dark blue-green ; 2 c . ,  light and 

dark grey ; last of all, 1 fr. , remains blue-grey with the yellow thread as 

in 1857-59. 

LIST OF ERRORS IN THE COLOUR OF THE THREADS. 

We have met with the following errors in the threads.  

White threa d. - 5 c. ,  red-brown (1854) ; 5 c . ,  brown ('1860) ; 10 c . ,  blue 

('1859) ; '15 c . ,  pink ( 1 857,  1 860) ; 20 c . ,  orange ('1 859) ; 40 c . ,  green (1862) ; 

2 c. grey ( 1862). 

Yellowish or greenish-white thread. - 10 c . ,  blue (1863) ; 20 c . ,  

orange (1863) ; 40 c. ,  green (186 1 ,  62, 63). 

Pinkish-white thread. - 1 5  c . ,  pink ( 1 858). 

Yellow thread. - 5 c . ,  red-brown ( 1 854) ; 5 c . ,  b rown (1 860) ; 10 c . ,  

blue ( '1859) ; 15 c . ,  pink (1861 ) ;  20 c. , �·ellow (185U) ; 40 c . ,  yellow-green 

( 1 854) ;  40 c. , green (1855) . 

Blue thread. - 5 c . ,  red-brown ('1 854) ; 5 c . ,  grey-brown (1855) ; 

10 c . ,  blue (1855 and '1856, common) ; 20 c., orange ('1 857) ; 40 c.;green (1855) . 

Bronze-green thread. - 5 c . ,  brown (1860) ; 20 c . ,  orange (1 859). 

Yellow-brown thread (very light garnet). - 40 c . ,  green (1855) . 

17  



B I S E CTED O R  CUT STAJIPS 

From the beginning of the issue of Swiss stamps, we Use of 

· } f l l .c • f t" f bisected stamps. meet \Yll 1 parts o s amps usec 1or prepaymg a rac ion o 
the value of the whole stamp .  This i s  first noted, though 
rarely, in Zurich stamps. \Ve have seen several letters for 
which 6 rappen have been paid by means of a 4 rappen 
stamp and a half. I t  was chiefly after the centralization of 
the Postal Service that some persons found it convenient to 
divide postage-stamps so as to represent a value they had 
not at hand ; we have therefore included them in this chapter. 
This custom, save an exception mentioned farther on, had no 
official sanction ; but up to the 291h of January 1854, the Admin-
istration does not appear to haYe concerned itself about iL 
At that date, it addressed a circular to its staff, request-
ing them to regard as unpaid any letters bearing portion s 
of stamps . This circular had l ittle  effect, for the Administra-
tion had to revert to the subject again and again . But we 
think we may affirm that, from '1862, all cut stamps on entire 
letters bear fraudulent postmarks . 

The sole case in which the employment of cut stamps 
was officially authorized, arose when the temporary 2 rappen 
stamps were issued . The rate for prin ted matter to be sen t 
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to Italy was fixed at 3 centimes, and, by the in structions of April 
26t11, -1862, referred lo above, the Administration authorized 
the public to use, in order to complete the amount, half 
a 2 centime stamp. This authorization was,  however, with
drawn ,  as we have seen, after the appearance of the 3 cen
time stamps of the new type on October '! 5\ 1862 . 

\Ve should also mention a payment by means of a cut 
s tamp which , i f  not officially authorized, was al least recogni
zed by the local Authori ties . I t  occurred at Geneva in 1861 
and 1862. According to the law of '1851 upon Postal rates, 
printed matter of which more than twenty copies 'vere 
posted at the same time was accepted at a reduced rate . 
This reduction ·was fixed at one half of the usual rate for 
each copy after the first twenty. Now, as printed matter 
weighing less than 4 laths paid 5 centimes in the first rayon , 
all copies exceeding hvent�- in number were prepaid by 

2 '1/2 cts . This rate had to be paid in cash . But it seems 
that, at Geneva, the Postmaster a llowed the public to use for 
such payment half stamps of 5 centimes;  for, from the middle 
of 186'1 to June '1862, 'Ye meet with a fairly large number 
of circulars thus prepaid , and, especially, all the cards used 
to summon the meetings of the Societe genevoise d'utilite pu

blique. This permission must have been withdrawn imme
diately after the issue of the 2 centime stamps on the 1 st of 
July 1862 ; for we have found some of these cards, for that 
month, taxed as unpaid . 

Below are copies of the notices relative to this question of 
cut stamps . 
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INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING THE PROHIBITION OF THE USE OF DIVIDED 

POSTAGE-STAMPS. 

January 29th, i854 (1). 

For some time, cases in increasing numbers have occurred where 

postage-slamps, cut through the middle to represent half their nominal 

value, have been used for the prepayment of letters, etc. This division, 

as forming an obstacle lo the obliteration of the stamps is inadmissible. 

The Postmasters of Lhe Districts in which prepayment has been from 

time to time made in this way , must put an end to i t  by a suitable notice, 

and al so, wheneyer possible, 'rnrn persons in the habit of using them 

that divided postage-stamps will be regarded as valueless, and the 

objects to which they have been affixed treated as unpaid . 

EXTRACT FRO�! THE FEDERAL LAW UPON POSTAL RATES 

OF AUGUST 25t11, 1851 (2) . 

ART. 7. - Printed matter, lithographs, etc . ,  with no writing but 

address, date and signature, must be placed in a wrapper so that the 
contents may be easily examined, and must be prepaid. They will be 

subject to the following rates : 

Not exceeding 4 loths . . .  

From 4 to 8 loths . . . . 

From 8 laths to 1 pound . 

I'' and I I•• rayon 
to ten leagues. 
5 centimes. 

10 

15 

J I [•• rayon 
beyond ten leagues. 

10 centimes . 

20 
30 

This rate may be further reduced if more than 20 copies are posted 

at the same time, and also for prepaid packets forwarded regularly to 

subscribers. 

(1) The Handbuch der Scluvei:rer Post-Werth-Zeichen, p. 34, publishes this text in 
German, .January 4'", 1854. 

(2) For the text in full of this law, see above, p. 88. 

Documents 
relative to the 
employment of  

bisected stamps. 
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EXTRACT FRml THE I:"ISTRUCTIO:'ii S CONCER:'-i!NG THE ISSUE 

OF THE 2 CE:\Tn!E POS TAGE-STA'.llP (1) .  

April 261h, 1862. 

4. Wilh regard to printed matter for Italy, the single rate for which is 

3 centimes, the 2 centime stamps will also be available, one stamp 

and a half being used for 3 centimes. 

EXTRACT FR0'.11 THE Oi'FICIAL GAZETTE OF AUGUST 71\ 1862, AS TO TH!i: ISSUE 

OF NEW POSTAGE-STA'.llPS, 

The 2 and 3 centime stamps will be delivered to the Post-Offices and 

Depots and by them supplied to the public, during the months of August 

and Sep tember. The other values will follow in the course of this year 
or at the beginning of next. 

The authorization temporarily accorded to employ cut postage stamps 

of the value of 2 centimes, ceases at the date of the issue to the public of 

the 3 centime stamps. 

From the 1s• of October 1862, no cut postage-stamps of any kind will 

be recognized , and Postmasters are required to treat as unpaid all letters 
bearing these stamps. 

(I) SP.e above the text of these instructions, p. 12i. 
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Appended is a table of some varieties of cut  stamps 
which we have seen on whole letters . 

Zurich . . . . . . .  . 

Issue of 1850. . . . 

Rap pen. 
'l/2 s lamps of 4 
1/2 5 dark blue 

l/2 5 
1/2 10 yellow 
112 10 

1 ;2 
1 1/2 

1/2 
1/2 

'10 
10 
5 light blue 
5 

Centimes. 

used as 
Happen. 

(} cut vcrlically. 

2 1 /2 
2 1/2 diagomlly. 

5 
5 Yertically. 

15 

15  diagonally. 

2 1/2 vertically. 

2 '1/2 horizontally. 

Centimes. 
I ssue of 1854. . . . 1/2 stamps of 5 brown used ·as 2 1/2 horizontally. 

1 /2 5 

1/2 JO blue 
·1/2 10 

1 '1/2 10 
1 1/2 10 

1/3 15 pink 

2/3 15  

1/2 20 yellow 

1/2 20 
1 14 20 

2 1/2 2 grey 
1 1/2 2 

2 1/2 diagonally. 

5 horizontally. 
5 diagonally. 

·1 5 
15 vertically. 
5 diagonally. 

10 
10  
10  horizontally. 

5 in a square. 

5 diagonally. 

3 

1 1/2 2 3 vertically. 

1 /2 5 brown cut vertically + 1 /4 stamp 
of 2 c. grey cut vertically and then diagonally used for 3 c.  
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C H A P T E R I 

0 bl iterations - General Review 

As soon as postage-slam ps had been adopted for the 

prepayment of letters, i t  was necessary to find a way of show
ing that a stamp had been used , in order to prevent its 
being employed a second time . To obtain this result, the 
simplest procedure was to impress the label  with an indel
ible mark when the letter was posted at the office from 
whence it was to be despatched . This means has been em
ployed in all countries that have successively used postage
stamps, and such marks impressed upon the prepayment 
labels are known as obliterations .  

vVhen once the principle was adopted, its application 
gave rise to numerous experiments bearing upon the chemical 
composition of the ink, its colour, and the kind of oblitera
ting stamp to be used. These experiments ·were especially 
numerous in Switzerland, and the system of decentralization 

in force in that country shows itself in the postal as well as in 
other branches of the Administration . 

During the Cantonal regime hvo methods were em ployed . At 
Basle, the use of the date-stamps which were em ployed before 
the introduction. of postage-labels was continued . At Zurich 
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and Geneva, special obliterating stamps were adopted in 
imitation of the English system, which served as a model for 
these two Cantons when introducing the use of postage
stamps. The Zurich obliteration i s  a distinct copy of  the 

English one. 

W hen, on taking over the Postal control, the Confederation 
extended throughout the whole of Switzerland prepayment by 
means of postage-stamps, there was no limit to the different 
kinds of obliteration used. Each Canton , each town , often each 
village, had its own method , the Postmasters turning to ac
count stamps that had formerly been employed, when the 
rate was paid in cash, for indicating the date of letters or 

the places at which they had been posted . This explains the 
immense number of obl i terations met with in this country, and 
which give so varied an aspect, so picturesque a physiognomy, 
to the letters preserved by our collectors . Floral designs of 
all kinds, long bands with the name of the tmYn in large cap it
als, round stamps giving both date and name, and often ac
companied with various emblems, trel lised oblong-diamond 
patterns ,  s imple strokes of the pen or coloured pencil ,  - all 
these marks were then employed . In order to remedy this 
confusion, the Confederation ordered the use of a uniform 
stamp (*) , which we find was almost universally used for oblit
eration from 1854, and which was absolutely the only kind 
employed in 1856 and until the middle of 1857. At that date, 
in � order to avoid recourse to two processes , one for obliter
ating the stamp and the other for dating the letter - which 
caused a loss of time - the system was adopted which is 

(*) 'Vhile i n  French more than one term exists for the instrument with which the 
mark is impressed upon letters (grille being generally employed in the original of this 
translation), we use, in English, the same word for the postage label and the stamp 
used to date or ob!_iterate it. The frequent use of the same word in the two senses is 
unavoidable, but will no t ,  it is hoped, in any case, cause m isapp1·ehension .  H. A. 
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now followed in most countries, that of stamping both the 
letter and the postage-stamp wilh the same date.:.stamp. 

I f  the variety of obliterating marks used is a diversion to the 
philatelist, it  greatly complicates his labours , and a rigourous 
classification is necessary in order to steer a clear course 

among these many and varied designs . \Ne shall endeavour 
to do this by studying successively the Cantonal and Federal 
obliterations, and by combining documentary data with the 
information we have gathered from the principal specimens 

that haYe come under our observation. 



C H A P T E R  I I  

Cantonal Obliterations (1)  

I .  CANTON OF ZURICH 

The obliteration of the Zurich postage-stamps was always 
the same .  The Cantonal government had identical obliter
ation stamps made for all the post-offices, similar to those 
used in England. The stamp has on it the Federal cross sur
rounded with a sort of  four-leaved shamrock flanked by four 
dots. The design measures 19 millimetres in diameter. 

The ink used for obliterating the Zurich stamps was red 
for the town post-offices and black for those of the Canton.  
Sometimes blue obli terations are met with ; but this colour 
was probably not official , and appears only to have been used 
in the SUifa office . 
. The Schallhorn collection , at Winterthur , contains a 

6 rappen Zurich stamp with a red obliteration bearing the 
inscription AusLAG VON ZumcH. On specimens of the 
6 rappen Zurich stamps, preserved in the Castle collection , 

(1) We should mention, at the beginning of this study of stamp obliterations, the 
article upon the Obliterations des timbres-poste suisses, published by H. mrchhofer in 
the Revue ph ilatelique su isse, p. 266-277 and pl. XVIII and XXV. 

Description 
of the different 

Cantonal 
obliterations. 
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the obliteration « Franco l> may be seen in red , and a large 
dated-postmark, \Yith the name of the town il legible, except 
the termination in . . . .  RYKON (t) .  

There are also i n  existence Zurich stamps which were 
used after the Confederation took over the control of the 
Post-Office ; these stamps bear the Federal obliterations 
(generally P .  P . ,  in black) . 

The so-called Winterthur stamps, which were employed in 

the eighth Dis trict during the transitional period, were sub
jected to the same obliterations as the 4 and 6 rappen . They 
bear the black rosette mark (or greenish for Stafa)1 the 
P. P's . in black, or the black Schaffhausen grille. 

2. CANTON O F  GE NEVA 

The Canton of Geneva employed five types for obliteration ; 
their order as to date is as follows : 

1 st ty-pe . - This type is some,vhat similar to the Zurich 
obliteration ; the Federal cross, however, is surrounded by 
four heart-shaped leaves instead of a four-leaved shamrock. 

In the centre of the cross there is ,  in addition, an eight-leaved 
rosette . 

2na type. - This type is formed by a double Federal 
cross ; the exterior cross has the ends of i ts l imbs rounded, 
and between the arms are e ight dots, two in each division . 
In  the centre is a four leaved shamrock. 

3rct type . - This type is absolutely similar to the second, 
save that the four-leaved shamrock in the centre of the cross 
has been effaced. 

4th type. - This type is simply the first with the Federal 

(1) Doubtless Ehry kon , Uerykon or Werykon, villages of the Canton of Zurich. 
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cross and central rosette removed. It exists in red , black , 
and sometimes in blue, while the three preceding obliter
ations are only met with in red. 

5t11 type. - This type is simply the third ,  the inner cross 
being removed . This obliteration is very rare, and has only 
been met with on the dark green s tamps and on the 5 cen
time known as « Vaud )) . \Ve have seen a specimen in blue 
on a 5 rappen of '1854. 

Classifying the Geneva obliterations from another point of 
view, we give those to be met with on the different kinds of 
stamps issued by tha.t canton . 

The c< Double Geneva » has only the rosette of the first 

type. The Geneva Half-Double has the two first rosettes and 
sometimes the first Geneva grille, in black ; we have, 
however, found it in  connection with a rosette of the fourth 
type ; hut we think that this is only an exception, to which too 
great importance cannot be attached, the more so as the 
letter is dated the 16th March 1850, and as « Half-Doubles )) 
were superseded in the beginning of the year 1848. The 
c< Small Eagle )) is  found with the first two and the fourth 
types of the rosette, with the letters L G in a rectangle, P D 
in  a circle, or the first Geneva grille in b lack ; the cc Large 
Eagle )) has also the first two and the fourth rosettes ,  always 
in red, the grille of the Confederation, either i n  b lack or blue ; 
the c< dark green )) shows the rosette types 2, 3, 4 and 5 in 

red and 4 and 5 i n  black, the first Geneva grille in black and 
P D in a circle ,  in red . Finally, the green on white stamps 
cut from envelopes are postmarked by the following obliter
ations : rosette 4 in red and in black ; grille N° 1 of Geneva 
and P D in a circle, in blue (Chene) . All  these stamps from 

the cc Half-Double )) up to the envelope stamp are found 
obliterated with the dated-postmarks . 

1 9  
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vVith regard to the s tamps employed at Geneva during the 
transitional period, the fol lowing are the obliterations em
ployed.  The 4 centime stamp known as << Vaud )) has the third 
and fourth rosettes i n  reel ; the 5 centime « Vaud l> , the third 
rosette in red ; the fourth and fifth in red and in black, the first 
Geneva grille in black , P P in a rectangle in reel and in 
black, P D in  a circle in black, in reel and in  blue, and the 
grille of the Confederation in  black, in red and in blue, and 
the elated-postmarks . 

The sole obliteration met \Yith on the stamps known as 
« Neuchatel » is  th e grille of the Confederation , in black, in 
reel , and in blue. 

3.  C A N T O N  OF B A S L E  

The obliteration of the Basle stamps i s  almost unvarying : 

a date stamp with two concentric circles of 271/2 and 16 mill i
metres i n  diameter.  

This obliteration is ahvays in red . 

The mark « Franco l> , i n  a rectangle with cut corners , either 
black or red , is  also found on Basle stamps .  

It also appears that on  the Basle Dove stamps the 
Federal obliteration P D in an oval i s  met with , and the 

oblitera:ion [} � I in a square ( 1 ) .  

A certain number of Basle stamps, h aving been used after 
the Confederation took over the control of the Post-Office, 
are impressed with the Federal grille. 

(I) S e e  p. 1GS, n.  57. 
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Federal obliterations 

When the first Federal stamps were issued, Apri l  5 t\ 1850, 

the Confederation directed that the stamps should be obl i t
erated by the name of the place where the le tters were 
posted . They could also be cancelled by a cross made with 
the pen in black ink. The c< place ll s tamp here referred 
to consists ei ther simply of the name of a town, without 
border, in upright or sloping letters, or of the name of a town 
accompanied with a date. 

Obliteration with a pen, which , according to the Federal 
decree, was to be effected in  black ink, is often found in 
carmine. This latter is, moreover, much better than the 
black, for the carmine ink passes completely through the 
paper of which the s tamp is made. 

On the 9111 of September of the same year, instructions 
were issued modifying those of the 5 111 of Apri l .  The 
obliteration was to be effected by mean1? of the two letters 
P P impressed upon each postage-stamp, obliteration by pen 
and ink being no longer allo"wecl except for offices possessing 
no P P stamp. Notwithstanding this ink cross, the stamps 
were to be obliterated P P on reaching a post-office . 

Description 
of the different 

Federal 
obliterations . 
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The obliteration P P exists in blue, black, red and green 
ink. There are a great number of types, and we do not 
think it necessary to reproduce them. Their study pre
sents only a l imited interest, since the obliteration was not 
always applied at the office from when ce the letters were 
despatched . 

However, we give farther on a fairly large choice of types 
taken from among those most frequently met with . 

On the 22 nu of October 1850 , a new circu lar modified the 
preceding directions. The Administration, after having re
marked that many postage-stamps were insufficiently obl i t
erated and were l iable to be used a second time,  gaye the 

Post-Office staff greater latitude  in obliterating stamps . After 
having indicated the stamps P P ,  P D and Franco as the 
correct official obliteration , it further authorized Postmasters 
to cancel postage-stamps either with ink or with any stamps 
they might possess , so long as the obliteration was suf
ficient .  The Administration directed, however, that al l  oblit
erations should be in black ink, and gaYe a recipe for 
i ts composition . 

This last measure was not observed everywhere, for we 
still find at that period, although more rarely, red, blue and 
even green obliterations . 

The P D and Franco stamps appear in many types ; we 
reproduce a certain number of them.  

Acting upon this circular, a number of Postmasters used 
special obliterations .  We i l lustrate most of the types known 
to us ,  and give their origin when possible .  

Further, we find decreed in  the Postal treaties between 
Switzerland and other countries a few new obliterating 
marks , together with some of those already mentioned. 

The treaties with France (November 25t\ 1849) , with Bel-
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gium (November 12th, 1849) , with Sardinia (October 21 st, ·1850) 
prescribe, for instance , for fully paid letters, newspapers and 
printed matter, the mark P D. ;  the Franco-Swiss treaty, the 
mark P, and that with Sardinia, the mark P F . ,  for letters 
prepaid to the frontier only ; this last named treaty prescribes 
the mark R L for letters coming from an adjoining rayon (for 
instance, letters for Samy, from Vaud or Geneva) . These 
marks were not necessarily applied to the postage-stamp, 
but are nevertheless met '"'·i th as obliterations . 

\Ve also find , turned to account as obliterations, such 
inscriptions as Charge (containing registered enclosures) , 
Recommande or Recomnzandirt (registered) , Officiel, D.  Bu 

(donne au bureau, given in at the Post-Office) , N .  Abg. (Nach 

Abgang, after departure, i .  e .  of Post) , N .  P .  Sehl . (Nach 

Post Schluss, after closing Post-Office) , Zu wenig frankirt 

(insufficiently paid) , and large figures, 5 or '10, etc. 
On the 1 st of August 185'1 , the Administration provided all 

post-offices with similar obliterating stamps (grilles) , and, on 
the 1s1 of August 1853, special date-stamps were also made 
for the Offices and most important postal Depots. These 
stamps bore the name of the Office or Depot, with the day, 
month , and year of their being used. The Post-Office stamps 
also showed the divisions of the day (morning or evening) and 
the hours and half-hours . (At Bern , even the quarter of 
the hour was shown .)  

In  1854, the Administration commissioned i\I . Ki.ister of 

Bern to prepare a detailed statement of the methods of can
cell ing postage-stamps. To that end M. Kuster tried various 
methods of obliterating and cleaning stamps, and in his 
report dated October 1 st, 1854, strongly advocated the oblit
eration employed in 1851 ,  which consisted of a series of 
parallel lines forming a diamond-shaped grille . On the 7 th of 

/ 
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December '1854, the Administration ordered that the type 
of obliteration recommended bv M .  Kuster should be used 

. ;  

in all post-offices and depots, and we have already seen 
that this type was almost the only one employed until 1857. 

The following are the different obliterations met with on 

the Federal stamps. 
1 .  Paste Locale, Ortspost and Rayons. We find, at first, on 

these stamps certain Cantonal obliterations such as the Zurich 
rosette and the fourth Geneva type . Then come the « place ))
stamps, which we have mentioned, the P P,  P D,  and Franco 
marks, with or without borders, various grilles, date-stamps, 
and finally the grille of the Confederation . 

vVe only note here the principal obliterations, not enumer
ating the various special stamps, such as the concentric 
circles of Bienne, the floral ornament of Pfyn, etc . ,  which 

are given in our plates .  
2 .  Silk Threads . - \Ve meet again in '1854 and 1855 with 

some of the preceding oblitera tions (stamps of places P P,  

P D,  etc . ) ,  but the large majority of  the postage-s tamps of 
the '1854 type were obliterated with date -stamps or the Con

federation grille . In  1856, this latter only appears ; but, from 
the month of June 1857, the date-stamps reappear, and soon 
become the only ones employed . 

We give below the documents regulating the use of oblit

erations .  

EXTRACT FRO:\! THE CIRCULAR O F  APRIL 5t\ '1850 ('l ) . 

The Post-Office officials will keep an exact account of the s tamps 
employed for prepayment, 'and will see that stamps which have been 

used once are not employed a second tim e. 

To prevent such abuse, the stamps will be defaced with the office post-

(1) Vide, above, the complete text of this circular, p. 71,. 
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mark before the letters are despatched, so that it  may be seen at once 

that they have been employed for prepayment. 

A cross made with black ink may also be used to cancel the pre

payment labels immediately after the lellers have been left at the 

office. 

EXTRACT FROM TIIE J;\STRUCTIONS OF SEPTE�IBER 9'\ '1850 ('1 ) .  

5 .  Postage-stamps affixed to  letters handed in  at  a despatching office, 

must be obliterated by the let ters P P . 

This obli teration will be applied to each postage-stamp as effectively 

as possible, to show it has been cancelled and to prevent its being 

used a second time. 

Pos tal Depo ts which do not possess the P P ob li teration, will cancel 
the pos tage-stamps supplied to them from the principal office, by means 

of a cross made with heavy pen-marks upon the label. When this is 

the case, the P P obliterat ion must also be applied at  the first post-office 

receiving the cancelled letlers . 

The cancelling of postage-stamps for the Local Post will be per

formed no longer as directed in the circular of April 5'\ 1850, by means of 

name, and date obliterations, as this present form of obli teration will 

apply also to the local posts. 

6. The clerk who forwards the letters is primarily responsible for 

the exact carrying out  o f  these directions ;  nevertheless, the receiv

ing office must see that the postage-stamps have been properly cancelled 

by means of the P P stamp, so as to render them unavailable for 

future use .  vVhen this has no t  been done, they must be thoroughly 
cancelled by him. 

lNSTRUCTJO'.'IS RELATIVE TO THE METHOD OF A:\'NULli'\G POSTAGE-STAMPS (2). 

Issued by the Postal Department October 22°", 1850. 

The directions contained in Article 5 of the instruetions of September 9"' 

not having, i t  appears, been adequately complied with, the Postal 

( 1 )  Viele, above, the entire text of these instructions, p. 82. 
(2) The German text of this document has been published in lhe Handbuclz der 

Schwei:rer Post- Wertlt-Zeiche11, p. 30. 
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Department finds i t  necessary Lo remind Postmasters again of the 

necessity of completely cancelling all postage-stamps . 

1 .  Every postage-stamp affixed to an article sent by post must be 

cancelled at the office at  which i t  is deposited ; that is to say, so marked 

that it canno t be used a second time, or, at least, so that it may be 

readily seen that it has been so marked . 

The cancelling of postage-stamps must be effected by means of a 

distinct impression of the P P, P D or « Franco JJ stamp.  

The place-stamp or date-stamp, the use of which was forbidden by 

the instruction of September 9'\ may, however, again be applied .  But 

when these stamps are so used , they must be repeated on the address of 

the letter, so that their impression may be legible. 

Where post-offices have special marks for cancelling postage

stamps they may be used for this purpose. 

Depots which do not possess the marks mentioned above will con

tinue to cancel the postage-stamps by a cross made with heavy strokes of 

the pen . 

2. In inking the stamps used for cancelling postage labels, only good 

pr in ter·s ink of a black colour shall be used ; and this must be kept moist 

with lard and not with oil . 

CIRCULAR TO THE POSTAL AUTHORITIES RELATl:\G TO THE l:\TRODUCTION OF 

0!3LITER.\ TIO:'\ OF SL\�IPS ('J ) .  

Issued by the Postal Department, August 1 '', 185'1 . 

We have thought i t  desirable to introduce the use of uniform stamps 

for the obliteration of pos tage-stamps, and you will shortly receive the 

necessary number for your District. 

vVhen received by the Post-Offices, black impressions of these oblit
erating stamps must be exclusively used in replacing the stamps pre

viously prescribed for that purpose in Article 5 of our instructions of 

Sep tember 9'\ '1850, and il) Art�cle 'l of that of October 22nd of the same 

year. 

The Postal Depots may continue to cancel postage-stamps with the 

('!) The German text of this circular is given in the Handbuclz der Schiveiz.er Post
Werth-Zeichen, p. 32. 
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stamps denoting prepayment, or, where they have not these latter, 

with a cross made by two strokes of the pen . 

As postage-stamps are still occasionally seen which have not been 

sufficiently cancelled, you will be careful to see that this cancelling is 

effected thoroughly, and that obliterating stamps are used for the purpose. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE MAKING AND OBTAINING OF LETTER STAMPS (1 ) . 

Issued by the Postal Department, August 1 '', 1853. 

In order to introduce uniformity in the making of letter stamps 

(place and date stamps), the following directions are sent to the District 

Authorities . 

1 .  As a general rule, date.stamps for letters are sent to post-offices 

only. Such stamps will only be sent to depots (2) when the amount of 

business is almost equal to that done at post-offices. 
2. There are two classes of place and elate stamps for letters : 

First class. For the more important offices, indicating : 
a. The name of the place ; 

b .  The day of the month ; 

c. The month ; 

d. The year ; 

e. The division of the day (morning or evening), and the hours or 

half-hours. 

Second class. For offices of less importance, - giving only a, b, c, d, 

as above. The circular form will be continued, and its diameter will 

be from 20 to 30 millimetres. 

3. The Latin characters now in use are retained. The names of places 

should be particularly prominent. The months and the divisions of the 
day will be abbreviated. Only the tens and units of years will be inclica

tecl, as a general rule. 

4. The stamping apparatus should include : 

A stamp with a handle of hard wood ; 

(1) Feuille ojficielle postale, 1853. - The Handbuch der Schwei;rer Post-lVerth
Zeichen, p. 33, gives the German text. 

(2) This term, which has frequently occurred, designates unimportant receiving houses 
where the full business of a post-office is not carried on. H. A .  

20 
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Two sets of type for the dates, months and years ; the latter, for at 

least six years . For stamps of the first class, there should be a double 

set of type for the1hours and divisions of the day ; 

A box. 

5. The Postal Authorilies will procure date stamps from the makers and 

at the prices indicated by us .  

6 .  \Yell defined letters nnd figures, properly grouped, deeply engraved, 

well finished and firmly fixed, with a perfectly level surface, a screw with 

a deep and strong worm , - such me the points to be borne in mind in 

choosing and purchasing stamps. 

7. These directions should serve as a guide in obtaining supplies of 

stamps in the future, and should not be cleYiatecl from without the 

authority of the Department. 

Stamps already obtained and which happen Lo cliffe1· from the aboye 

requirements, may also be used . 

8. Regarding such stamps in common use, as : franco, P .  D .  charge, 

1·ecommande, affranchissement insuf.fisant apres le depart, !es clz ijfres pour 

taxe, !es timbres de lieu pour !es ob jets de messagerie, etc. ,  the District Au

thorities will continue to obtain them when needed, giving Swiss makers 

Lhe preference, and paying special regard to economy and durability. 

9. The District Authorities will see that at the Post-Offices the stamps 

are used carefully and kept constantly clean. The Postmasters will apply 

lo the District Authority when repairs or additional type are needed . 

EXTRACT FROM THE CIRCULAR OF SEPTEMBER i't, 1854 (1) .  

7.  The cancelling of postage-stamps can be effected by the obliterating 

stamps now in use, by date -stamps, or by the names of Lhe offices 

used for parcels. 

('1) The full text of this circular is given above, p. 107. 
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INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNINO THE OBLITERATION OF POSTAGE-STAMPS ( '1 ) .  

December 7'", '1854. 

It has been remarked that Postmasters frequently obliterate postage

stamps in a very imperfect manner, either through using too little 

pressure in applying the obliterating stamp, or through not charging it 

with sufficient ink to cancel the labels that have been employed for 

prepaymen l. 
\Ve remind Postmasters of the directions of August '1 '', 1851 (Feuille 

ojj. p ost. , N• 23), and expressly require that,  in compliance therewith, 

every stamp that has been used be covered with an entire, well marked, 

black impression of the grille stamp. 

Where the stamps on letters deposited at depots have not been 

properly obliterated, the obliteration must be made by means of the 

prescribed stamp a t  the first office receiving such letters, before it 

despatches them. 
The employment of any other coloured ink, or or any other stamp, 

is not allowed, and we hereby annul the permission given in Article 7 of 

our circular of September 1't, 1854. 

A black, oily ink must be used for obliteration, and we give herewith 

to the District Authorities a recipe for its manufacture, and commission 

them to see that the Post-Offices are kept supplied with it. 

(I ) Feuille ojficielle postale. - The German text of this document is given in the 
Handbuclz de1· Schweiter Post-We1·tlz-Zeichen, p. t,o. 
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AND TowN Grilles, PP, PD, ETC .) 



OBLITE RATIONS 

We have reproduced, i n  t h e  following pages, the chief 
obliterations known. Usually hYo dates are given after each 
obliteration,  the first being the oldest \Ye haYe found, the 
second , the most recent ; but these dates by no means 

signify that the obliterations may not haYe been used outside 
such l imits . 

In so minute a study, one cannot in every case pretend to 
the nee plus ultra �· so that we confine ourselves to setting 
forth the result of our own researches, hoping that the 
attention of collectors will be thereby awakened, and that, 
sooner or later, fresh investigations will furnish more precise 
data . 

Except where there is an indication to the contrary, all the 
obliterations and dates have been obtained from the collection 
of M .  l\'l irabaucl .  \Ve ha Ye only noted the regular obl iterations, 
without paying any attention to the various marks which 
have exceptionally been put on the stamp instead of on the 
letter itself : as, for example, trap lard (too late) , zu wenig 

(too little), P .  F .  (paid to the frontier or port franco - on a 
letter from Versoix to Nyon, the 27 th of Fe�ruary 1885 on the 
Silk Thread stamps) , and other abbreviations of the same 
kind .  

We have had some difficulty i n  classifying the P .  P's and 
the P. D's. , the types of these often differing but very l ittle 
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from each other. According to the Federal law of June 
4 i1i, '1 849, the text of which we have given on page 53, Switzer
land was divided into 11 Postal Districts . \Ve think that, as  
a rule, many of the towns com prised in the same district 
used the same type of P. P. or P .  D .  

Abbreviations. 

P. P. = Port paye (Post paid). 
P. D.  
Envel . 
Envel. c. 
Ba. D.  
0 .  P .  

= Paye j11sq11'a destination (Post pai<l all the way). 
= Envelopes of Geneva. 
= Cut from the envelope. 
= Basie Dove. 
= Orts Post. 

P. L. = Poste Locale. 
R .  I d. = Rayon I ,  dark blue. 
R.  I I. = Rayon I ,  light blue . 
R. I I .  = Rayon I I ,  yellow. 
R .  Ill b. = Rayon I l l , big figures. 
R. I I I  s. = Rayon I I I ,  small figures . 
R. I l l  els. = Rayon I I I ,  15 centimes. 
H.  ass. = Helvetia assise (Silk threads) ( 1 854-1863) . 
S. det. = Stamps detached. 
T. s.  = Similar types applicable to towns having employed an obliteration like 

the type given in the text. 
L. w. s. = Letters without stamps. 
L. s .  = Letters prepaid with one or several stamps. 

In our last revision of the obliterations we have cancelled 
a certain number which either occurred twice or seemed 
doubtful . 

The numbers left blank, 18, 26, 27, 28, 52, etc . , correspond 
with no obliteration and wil l  serve for numbering any new 
ones that may be hereafter discovered . 
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2 

1. Rosette of the Canton of Zurich. 
in red : lellers stamped with Zurich only, 2•d l\Iarch 43 - 27th Sept. t,9, 4 and 

6 of Zurich and R. I .  I . ,  s. det. (?). 
in black : Neumunster - Unterstrass - Schlieren - Volkenschweil - Win

terthur - Zollikon, etc., 51• March 43 - 4 .. July 53, 4 and 6 of 
Zurich, 0. P . ,  P. L., R. I, R. I I .  

(These towns are all i n  the Canton o f  Zurich.) 
in blue : Regensberg - Sliifa, 61" Feb. 49, and 91" Dec. 50, 6 of Zurich, R. I I , 

0. P., P .  L. ,  s. det. 
in greenish : Sliifa, 1 2th Sept. 50. Wint. 

2. Obliteration found on a 6 of Zurich (Schollhorn of Winterthur's collection). 

3. 1'' Geneva Rosette. 
in red : 71• June 411 -

14th Sept. 45 -
7th April 47 -

1,, 2•d Geneva Rosette. 
in red : 

1•1 Feb, 48 -
181• Dec. 48 -

7"' June 47, Double and Half-Double of Geneva. 
26 .. July 47, Small Eagle. 

71• Jan. 48, Light green Large Eagle. 
61• Dec. 47, Envel. 

Geneva Half-Double, s. det. 
201• Nov. 48, Small Eagle. 
22•d June 49, Light green Large Eagle. 
12th Oct. 49, Dark green Large Eagle. 
28th July 49, Envel. 

21 
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5. 3'" Geneva Rosette. 
in red : 201" June 49 

1•1 De�. 49 

6. 4'" Geneva Rosette. 
in red : 25'" June 49 

11th l\[ay 50 -
28'" Feb. 50 
281" Feb. 50 

in b.Jack : 2•• Jan. 51 

in blue : Aire-la-Ville 

7. 5'" Geneva Rosette. 
in black : 28th Feb. 51 
in blue : 

8 

8. Geneva Grille. 
in black : 

15 .. Jan. 

141• April 
in red 

111• Jan. 50, Dark green Large Eagle. 
51• Jan. 50, Vaud 4 c. 

28'" Nov. 50, Envel. or. Envel. c. 
16'" March 50, Half-Double Geneva. 
15'" June 50, Dark green Large Eagle. 
21'' Dec. 50, Vaud 4 c. 
21'' Dec. 50, Vaud 5 c. 
23'" Dec. 50, R. I I .  
30th July 52, Vaud 5 c.  

51• Jan. 51, R. 1 1 .  
i 5'" Jan. 

23'" July 
18"' Oct. 

9 

55, H .  ass. 

51, Vaud 5 c. 
54, H. ass. 

10 

glh March 50, Dark green Large Eagle. 
Vaud 4 c., s. de!. 

29lh July 51, Vaud 5 c. 
3•• May 51, P. L. 
6'" Aug. 51 , R. I ,  R. I I .  

4QrP green, H .  ass., s .  det. 

9. Geneva Grille (7 lines). 
in black : 2•• July 55 - 261• Sept. 56, H. ass. 

10. Geneva Grille (8 lines). 
in black : 3'• July 56 - 28'" May 57, H. ass. 

1 1 .  Lucerne Grille (9 lines). 
in black : 

1 1  

in blue : 51• l\Iarch 53 
12. Lucerne Grille (7 lines). 

In hl:i.ck : 14th March 55 
in blue : rn•• Sept. 54 

101• Jan. 
2•• Oct. 

18th !11ay 
21" Oct. 

12 

53, R. I I I  b. 
55, R. I 1., R. I I ,  R. I I I  b., H. ass. 

57, H. ass. 
55, R. I I I  b., H. ass. 
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13 1 4  

13. St. Gall Grille. 
in black : 24" Jan. - 24•• June 54, R. I ,  R. I I ,  R. I I I . 

1 11. Eagle Grille ( Canton of Vaud). 
in black : 21'' - 31'' May 51, P. L., R. I ,  R. I I .  

This obliteration also exisls with a single break in the frame. 

15 16 
15. Gn"lle (place unknown). 

in black : R. I d. , R. I I I  cts, P. L. 

16. Yverdon Grille (Canton of Vaud). 

17. 

in black : 6" Feb. 61• June 51, P. L., R. I, R. I I .  

Aarau obliteration. 
in blue : 1 41• Nov. 58, 0. P., R. I I .  

1 63 

~ :�;�� 
• • ��o':�� A..���,5 

1 9  20 21 22 

1 9. Grille, in .black : Baden - Brugg Endingcn - Kolliken - l\fohlin - Mury -
Rheinfelden - Schofftland - Zofingen, 121• Oct. 50 - 22•• June 
51, 0. P. ,  P. L., R. I, R. I I .  Similar Grille at Schaffhouse on \Vint. 

in blue : Aarau - Baden - Laufenburg - Lenzburg - Zofingen, 1 61• Oct. 50, 
5th March 51 ,  O. P. ,  R. I, R. I I .  

in red : Kulm - Reinach - Schofflland, 1 9'" Oct. 50 - 23'" July 51, R .  I ,  
R. I I .  

in brown : Reinach, 25'" July 50 - 291• 1\Iarch 51 , R. I ,  R .  I I .  
These towns are i n  the Aarau Postal District (1). 

20. Zurzach obliteration (Canton of Argovie). 
in black : 1 5'" June and 15" July 51 , R. I, R. I I .  

21. Coire obliteration (Canton of the Grisons). 
in blue : so•• Nov. 50 - 6'• Dec. 50, 0. P., R. I d., R. I I .  

22. Burgdorf and vVimmis obliteration (Canton of Bern). 
in black : 8'" March 54 - 23 avril 56, R. I I I  b., I I .  ass. 

(1) For the arrangement of each Postal District, reference should be made to fhe Division of Postal Territory, decreed by the Federal law of June 41•, 18119 which we have given on p. 53. 
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23 24 25 29 

23. Obliteration, in black : Lenzburg, 14th Feb. 51 , 0 .  P., R. I I .  
in blue : Zofingen, 4th Nov. 50, R.  I I .  

These towns are in the Canton o f  Argovie. 

2ii. Pfaffnau obliteration (Canton of Argovie). 
in black : R. I I . ,  s. det. 

25. Obli teration, in black : Chatelat, . 18'h Dec. 54, H. ass. 
in blue Bellelay, 5th Dec. 52 and 15"' June 53, R. I I .  
in red : Bellelay, 1 0  Jan. 53, R.  I I .  

These towns are in the canton o f  Bern. 

29. Grille (place unknown). 
in black : H. ass. , 5 rp. 

� •• ••. � . • • • 
30 31 32 

3 1 .  Confederation Grille more or less worn : 
30. � 
32. 

30 : 15 lines. 
31 : 14  lines. 
32 : 13 lines. 

·we have seen this Grille on letters stamped with : 

Aarau, in black, blue, green : 25tb Feb. 52 - 24t" Feb. 57, R. I, R. I I ,  H. ass. 
Baden, in black : 25'" Nov. 51 - 21'1 June 54, 0. P . ,  R. I, R. I I .  
Basie, i n  black : 26th Sept. 55 - 27th Jan. 5'7, H .  ass. 
Bern, in black, blue, red : 4t• Dec. 51 - 14'h May 57, O. P., R. II, R. I I I ,  H. ass. 
Breitenbach, in blue : 10t" Dec. 52, R.  ! I .  
Brugg, in  black : 25th Nov. 5 1  - 24t• Nov. 55, R .  l ,  R .  I II ,  H. ass. 
Bulle, in black, red : 14t• Jan. 52 - pt May 57, R. I l l ,  H. ass. 
Buren, i

'
n black, blue : 20th Sept. 51 - 5th March 56, P. L., R. I, R. I I ,  R. I l l ,  

H .  ass. 
Burgdorf, in black : 15t• Dec. 52, R. I I .  
Carouge, i n  blue : 1st• July 53, Vaud 5 c. 
Chatel-S'-Denis, in black : 4t• Aug. 55, H. ass. 
Chaux-de-Fonds, in black : st• Jan. 53, R. I .  
Coire, in black, blue : 161• April 53 - 1 4th May 57, R.  I I ,  H .  ass. 
De\emont, in black : 3ot• Aug. 52 - 24'" May 55, R.  I I I ,  H. ass. 
Diessenhofen, in black : 1" Dec. 56, H. ass. 
Durrmi.ihle, in blue : 18" April 54, R. I I. 
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Entfelden, in  black : 18th Dec. 55, H. ass. 
Entlebuch, in blue : 16th Oct. - 4th Nov. 54, H. ass. 
Erlenbach, in black : 2•• April 56, H. ass. 
Escholzmatt, in black : 25th May 57, H. ass. 
Fahrwangen, in blue : 16'" Nov. 54, H. ass. 

1 65 

Fribourg, in black, blue, green : 13th Sept. 52 - 22•• Oct. 56, R. I l l , H. ass. 
Frik, in blue : 16'h June 53 - 7t• Sept. 56, R. I, R.  I I ,  H. ass. 
Geneva, in black, blue, red, greenish : 25th March 50 - 21'1 Dec. 56, Vaud 5 c. 

Neuchatel, P. L., R. I ,  R. II, R. I I I , H. ass. 
Glaris, in blue : 30th Oct. 50 - 14" May 57, R. I, R.  I 1 I, H. ass. 
Goldach, in black : 18th Jan. 55, H. ass. 
Gossau, in green : 1 ot• July 53, R. I I .  
Grossdietwil, in blue : 22•• April 55, H .  ass. 
Hasle, in blue : 13th April 57, H. ass. 
Hauptweil, in blue : gt• Sept. 51, R.  I I. 
Herisau, in black : 2ot• June 55, H. ass. 
Hollstein, in black : 20th March 56, H. ass. 
Hanz, in black, red : z2•• April 52 - 28" May 53, R. I, R.  II I. 
Kolliken, in green : 3'" June 53 - 5tn ;\lay 55, R. I I ,  H. ass. 
Kre

.
uslingen, in green : 24th Sept. 53, R. 1 I . 

Kulm, in black, red : 9'" Sept. 51 - 21'' June 56, P. L., R. I, R. I I I , H. ass. 
Langnau, in blue : 15" July 56, H. nss. 
Laufenburg, in blue : 23t• April 54, R. II I.  
Lausanne, in black : 19th Sept. 54 - 1 5'" Feb. 56, R. I ,  R.  I II,  H. ass. 
Le Brassus, in black : 30'" May 55, H. ass. 
Lenzburg, in black, blue-green : 1•t Dec. 54 - 181" Oct. 55, H. ass. 
Liestal, in black, 3'" Dec. 51 - 1 6 June 55, R .  I ,  H.  ass. 
Locle, in black : 26'" Dec. 53, R. I l l .  
Lucerne, i n  black, blue, red : 24th Oct. 52 - 15'h Aug. 56, R .  I I ,  H. ass. 
Meilen, in black : 1 21• Nov. 55, H. ass. 
Menziken, in blue : 5t• April 51!, R.  I. 
Mollis, in black : 10th June 55, H. ass. 
Morat, in black, blue : 27th Nov. 54 - 28t• March 56, H. ass. 
Moutier, in black : 8th July 53, R. I I .  
Muhen, in greenish : 14th July 52, R. I I I .  
Miimpf, i n  blue : 1 51" Oct. 54, H .  ass. 
Miinchweilen, in black : 51" Sept. 55 - 1'1 June 56, H. ass. 
Munster, in blue : 13t• June 55, H. ass. 
Nafels, in blue : 27th July 53 - 301" Aug. 53, R. II, R. I I I .  
Neuchatel, in blue, greenish : 3'° Oct. 53 - 3'" Feb. 55, R .  I l l ,  H .  ass. 
Neuveville, in black, blue : 20" July 54 - 25'" April 56 - R. I l l ,  H. ass. 
Niederglatt, in greenish : 23th Nov. 54, H. ass. 
Payerne, in black : 2st• Sept. 52, R. I I I .  
Porrentruy, i n  black : 2 1 '' Nov. 52, R .  I I I .  
Regensberg, i n  black : 29th July 56, H .  ass. 
Reinach, in black, red : 1'' Nov. 51 - 101• Dec. 54, P. L., n. I, R. I l l , H.  ass. 
Rheinfelden, in black, blue : 1 3th Dec. 54 - 2st• Jan. 57, I I .  ass. 
Romanshorn, in blue : 2•• July 52, R. I I .  
Rorschach, i n  black : 15'" March 55 - 5t• June 55, H .  ass. 
Riiti, in black : 2nd Sept. 55, Ff. ass. 
St-Gall, in black : 19t• Oct. 55 - 15t• May 57, I-I. ass. 
St-Imier, in blue : 14th Feb. 55, H. ass. 
Schinznach-Dorf, in black : '•th Jan. 55, II. ass. 
Schiipfheim, in .blue : 11th - 14'" June 55, H. ass. 
Schwyz, in black, blue : 25'h March 52 - 10th Jan. 57, R. I I I , IL ass. 
Speichen, in black : 2!Jlh July - 101h Nov. 52, R. I, R.  I I I .  
Splugen, i n  black : 20th Feb. - 2•• April 5\i, I-I .  ass. 
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Stein, in blue, greenish : 'i" Oct. 51 - 25,. May 57, O. P . ,  H. ass. 
Sumiswald, in black : 11• June 56, H. ass . 
Sursee, in blue : 11" March 53, R. I I I .  

- - Triengen, in blue : 21'1 Oct. 53, R. I I I .  
Vernex, in black : 2i" Oct. 54, H. ass. 
VeYey, in black : 15" Sept. 52 - 3rd Jan. 56, R. I I I ,  H. ass. 
Yilleneuve, in black : 24" April 55, H. ass. 
\Vangen, in green : 20" Sept. - 24•• Nov. 53, R.  I ,  R. I I I .  
\Vattwyl, i n  black : 1 "  Nov. 5 1 ,  0. P .  
Weinfelden, in black : 14" Sept. 51 , P. L .  
\Vinterthur, in black : 1 1 "  Sept. 52 - 15th Jan . 56, R.  I I I ,  H .  ass . 
Wolhausen, in blue : 3rd March 52, R. I I I .  
Wollerau, in black : s•• Nov. 52, R .  I I I .  
Yverdon, i n  black : 3"' - 5" Jan. 57, H .  ass. 
Zell, in blue : 14" Nov. 55, H. ass. 
Zofingen, in black : 24 .. Oct. 52 - 11 1• Sept. 56, R. I I ,  H. ass. 
Zug, in black : 18" March 56, H. ass. 
Zurich, in black : 22•d Sept. 51 - 23'd Feb. 57, 4 and 6 of Zurich, R. I I ,  H. ass. 
Zurzach, in blue, green : 24•• April - 141• Dec. 54, R. I ,  R. I I ,  H. ass . 

• 
33 

33. St. Urban Grille (Canton of Lucerne) . 
in black : 1'1 May 18 .. ., R. I I .  

34 35 

34. Eleven·lined Triengen Gr·i/le (Canton of Lucerne). 
in black : 30th June 55 - 6th Jan. 57, H. ass. 

36 

A t  the same period, a similar Grille, but somewhat shorter, at Biickten 
(Con of Basie), Ettiswy.J (C0• of Lucerne), Magden (C•n of Argovie), Malters 
( C•n of Lucerne), on H. ass. 

35. Nine-lined Grille in black : Bienne, Bancourt, Neucbil.tel (Postal District of Neu
cha.tel). 23'• Jan. 56 - 18,. May 57, H .  ass. 

36. Eight-lined Grille, Lohningen (C" of Schaffhausen). 
in black : 10,. Feb. 55, H .  ass. 
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11111111 111111 111 11111 ••• 
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37 38 39 40 4 1  

37. Bellelay obliteration (Canton o f  Bern). 
in blue : 17'' Jan. - 10" June 54, R. I I .  
i n  black : 16'• Nov. 56 and 1'1 March 57, H .  ass. 

38. Obliteration (place unknown). 
greenish colour, on H. ass. ,  s. det. 

39. Sonceboz obliteration (according lo the Schweizer Briefmarken-Zeitung) .  
in  black : on P.  L. ,  R. I d. ,  s .  det. 

40. Pfyn obliteration (Canton of ThurgoYie). 
in black : on P. L.,  R. I I . ,  R. II, s. det. 

4 1 .  Mark (place un known). 
in blue : R. I d. (Reulerskiold Collection) and R. 1 1 ,  s. det. 

(@ ® 
42 43 44 

42. Bienne obliteration (Canton of Bern). 
in black : 3'" Jan. - 28th June 51, P. L., R. I ! . ,  R. I I .  

43. Obliteration (place unknown). 
in black : R. I I I  b. (Yersin collection, Sentier). 

44. Courrendlin oblileralion ( Canton of Bern). 
in black : 5th April 54, R. I I. 

45. Flims obliteration (Canton of the Grisons). 
in blue : R. I I ,  s. det. 

Franko 
47 48 

47. cc Franko >> obliteration. 

.......... , ,,, .... ,,.,, ... , -.� ........ ............ 
, .... � ..... 

45 

[FRANCO] 
49 

in black : Brugg - Endingen - Klingnau - Zurzach (Postal District of Aarau ). 
14th Nov. 50 - 16th Aug. 51, 0. P., P. L . ,  R. I d ., R. . I I .  

48. cc Franco » obliteration of Rheineck, Schonengrund and Uznach (canton of  St.-Gall) .  
in black : 1Qlh March 51, 0 .  P., R. I,  R. II I. 

The same, in a frame, in black : Altstalten (C•• of Zurich). 

49. cc Franco » obliteration of Basie. 
in black, blue, red : 19\b Nov. 50 - 15" March 54, Ba. D . ,  0. P. ,  P. L., R.  I, 

R. I I ,  R. I I I .  
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FRAN GO 
50 51 

50. « Franco » obliteration of Aarau, Fischenthal, Hinweil, Zurich, in black, red and blue. 

in blue : 3"' Oct. 50, R. I 1 .  

5 1 .  cc Frango » obliteration. 

in blue : Ragatz. 15th Jan. 51 ,  0. P. 

in black : Filisur, Reichenau, Splugen (Postal District of Coire). 24th Jan. 51 -
16" April 51,  R. I, R. I I ,  R. I I I ,  0. P .  

I R. L. I 
53 55 56 

53. J. J. obliteration of Zillis (Canton of the Grisons). 

in blue : 26" June 52, R. 1 !., and H. ass. ,  s.  det. 

54. L. G.  obliteration : Ligne de Geneve (Geneva line) (?). 

in red : 1° on a letter addressed from Geneva to Chene, the 1'' Aug. 45, Small
Eagle. 

2° on a letter addressed from Celigny to Geneva, the I I" Oct. 45, 
Small-Eagle. 

55. R. L. obliteration : Rayon limitrophe (F rontier rayon) (?). 

in black : ·J• on a portion of  a letter, stamped Rolle, 23" July 51, R. I I. 

2° on a letter addressed from Cavigliano (Tessin) to Domodossola 
(the obliteration does not touch the stamp), H. ass. 20 rp. yellow. 

56. R. obliteration of Yverdon (?). 

in black : P. L., R. I d., R. I I ,  s .  det. 

57. L. B. P. IL obliteration (?) . 

fLBl 
� 

57 

Several explanations of this obliteration have been offered , none appear satis
factory to us. We have seen it in red and in black on 0. P., R. I ,  R. I I ,  s. del . 
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pp pp P. P. 
58 60 G1 

P.P. P.P. 
62 63 

P.P. P.P 
58. P. P.  in red 

in black 

in blue 

60. P. P. in black 
in blue 

61. P. P. in black 
62. P.  P. in black 

6!i 65 69 

Lucerne, 51• Nov. 50 - 16'• Dec. 50, O. P., P. L., R. I d., R. I I .  
Dagmersellen - Escholzmalt - Geuensee - Kriens - 1\Iunster 

Sempach - Willisau, 191• Nov. 50 - 28'• March 53, R. I, R. I I .  
Krien s - Ruswyl - Schwyz - Triengen, Sth Nov.50 - 111• March 55, 

O .  P . ,  R. I I ,  R. I I I  b., H. ass. 
These towns are in the Postal District of Lucerne. 

Ruswyl ( Canton of Lucerne), 20th Jan. 52, R. I I I  s., R. I I . 
Ruswyl ( Canton of Lucerne), 25th March 53, H. ass. 

: Zug, 20<• .June and 3'" Aug. 51, R. I ,  R. I T .  
: Altnau - Berlingen - Hauplweil - Hinweil - Horgen - I slikon 

- Zurich, 1 0th Oct. 50 - 1'1 !llay 5'1 ,  4 of Zurich, vVint., 0. P., 
R. I, R .  II. 

in greenish blue : Tiigerweilen, 30'" Nov. 50, P. L. 
in red Zurich, 14th Nov. 50, R. I d.  

63. P. P .  in red 
in black 

These towns are in the Postal District of Zurich. 

Bischoffzell - Schooholzerswilen, 6" Jan. - 18th July 51 , 0. P., R. I .  
Bulach - Diessenhofen - Eulhal - Fischenthal - Frauenfeld -

Gi.ittingen - Manedorf - Meilen - Monchallorf - M i.inchwei
len - Neumunster - Pfyn - Schooren - Stafa - Urdorf -
Uster - \Vadcnschweil - Weinfeldcn - \Vinterthur, 6th Oct. 50 

- 1 2th June 52, \Vint. , 0. P . ,  P. L . ,  R. I, R. I I, R. I I I  els. 
in blue Regensberg - Stein, 6'• Feb. 51 - 1 7th Aug. 51 , R. I ,  0. P .  
in greenish : Happerswil ,  24" Oct. 50, O .  P.  

These towns are in the Postal District of Zurich. 

64. P. P. in black Baden, 81" May - 161• J une 5 1 ,  O .  P . ,  R.  I, R. I I .  
Baden, t,lh Oct. 50, R .  I I .  i n  blue 

65. P. P. in black Glaris - Lachen - Kaltbrunnen - M ollis - Oberriet - Oberus
wyl - Rapperswyl - Rorschach - St. Gall  - Schonengrund 
- Teufen - Uznach - Watlwyl - Wyl, 3'• Nov. 50 - 21'' July 
5 1 ,  0 .  P., P. L.,  R.  l ,  R .  I I .  

i n  blue : Altstatten - Glaris- Herisau - Nett"tall, 22°• Oct. 50 - 171" Dec. 
54, 0. P . ,  R.  l cl.,  H. ass . 
These towns are in the Postal District of St. Gall. 

69. P. P. in black Hongg - Niederglatt, 23'" and 24'" Oct. 50, 4 of Zurich, P. L.,  R. I ,  
R .  I I .  

in blue Hombrechtikon, 41•· Nov. 50, R. I d. 
These towns are in the Postal District of Zurich. 

22 
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PP. pp PP pp 
70 'ii  12 13 74 75 

iO. P .  P .  in black : Effingen, R .  1 I .  - Ballaigues, R. I I .  (Stop farther from P .) 

7L P. P .  in black : Avenches ; in red : Estavayer, 1s1• 1\larch - z21• July 5l, R. I d., R. IL 

72. P.  P.  in black : Roche, P.  L. ,  R.  I I, s. det. 

73. P. P. in blue : obliterating a R. I I ,  on a letter dated the ()lh Oct. 50, addressed from 
Aarau to Gontenschwyl (Canton of Argovie) ; the same, on H. 
ass., s .  de!. 

74. P. P. in black : (place unknown), R. I ,  s.  det. 

75. P. P. in blue : (place unknown), R.  I, R. I J ,  s. det. 

@ @ @ @ 
76 77 78 79 

® ® ® 
80 81 82 

76. P. P .  in black : Aarau - Zezweil, 61' March 51 - 211• June 52, O .  P., R .  I ,  R. I I .  
in  blue : Aarau - Schinznach-Route, 19th Nov. 50 - 5" Jan. 55, R. 1 ,  H .  ass. 
in greenish : Aarau, 1 31• Nov. 50 - 1 61• Dec. 50, 0. P., R. I d . 

These towns are in the Postal District of Aarau . 

77. P. P. in red : Boudry, 23'4 Jan. 51, P. L. 
in black Bassecourt - Brenets - Buttes - Chaux-de-Fonds - Colombier 

- Delemont - Locle - Neuchatel - Ponts-1\fartel - St. Aubin -
St. Blaise, 1 1" Oct. 50 - 28th Dec. 54, 0. P., P. L., R. I ,  
R. I I ,  H. ass. 

in blue : Couvet, 20'h Aug. 55, H. ass. 
in green : Neuchatel, 19'' Oct. 50 - 4'h Feb. 56, P. L., R. I I, R. I I I ,  H. ass. 

These towns are in the Postal District of Neuchatel. 

78. P. P. in red Fribourg (Postal District of Lausanne), 1 1 1• Oct. 50, P. L. 

79. P. P.  in black : Carouge (Postal District of Geneva), 6'" April 55 - 61• Jan. 57, 
H. ass. 

in red : Carouge (Postal District of Geneva), 27th Nov. 56, H. ass. 

80. P.  P. in black : Aarberg, Kalnach (Postal District of Bern), 5'' Oct. 53, R.  I, R. I I .  
81 . P .  P .  i n  red : Basie (Postal District o f  Basle), 1 '' and 3'" Oct. 50, Ba. D. , R. I .  

in black : Basie, 5th and 24'" Oct. 54, H.  ass. 

82. P. P. in black : Courchapoix - Moutier - Schwarzenberg, 21'' Oct. GO - 24'" l\fay 
51 , P. L., R. I, R .  I I ,  R .  I I I .  
These towns are i n  the Postal District o f  Bern. 
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@ 
83 84 85 

86 87 

83. P. P. in black : Olten (Postal District of Aarau), 3"' March - 11th June 51 , R. I ,  
R .  I I .  

84. P .  P.  i n  black : illeyringen (Postal District o f  Bern), 5•• April - 30•• July 51,  R. I I. 

85. P. P. in red : l\Iendrisio, 21" June 51 ,  R. I I .  
i n  black : Bellinzona - Locarno, 241• Dec. 50 and 26'• l\Iarch 51 , P .  L .  

These towns are i n  the Postal District o f  Bellinzona. 

86. P. P. (place unknown). 
in black : R. I, R. I I ,  H. ass.,  s. det. 

87. P.  P. in black : Villeret (C0n of Neuchatel), 27th April 51, P. L. ,  R.  I, R. I I ,  s. de!. 
The same, smaller, in black : Motiers-Travers, 261• Febr. 54, R.  I I I .  

88 89 00 91 92 

88. This type, or one very like it, is met with in the Canton of  Bern ; the same type 
rather taller and thinner, in the Canton of Basie. 

in black : Bern - B iiren - Diessach bei Thun - Erlenbach - Jegistorf 
Langenthal - Murgenthal, 181• Oct. 50 - 121• Febr. 55, 0. P., R. I ,  
R. II, H .  ass. 

in blue : Bern, 5•• Oct. 50 - 3r• Aug. 5f, P.  L., R.  I ,  R. I I .  
T hese towns are in the Postal District of  Bern. 

in black : Gelterkinden - Lausen - Reinach, 1 11• Nov. 50 - _2n• July 51 , R. I, 
R. I I .  

in red : Liestal, 4•• Aug. 51, R. I I .  
Al l  these towns are in th� Canton of Basie. 

89. P.  P. in black : Monthey (Postal District of Lausanne), 16th Oct. 50, P. L .  

90. P .  P .  (place unknown). 
in black : R.  I d. 

91. P. P. in black : Youvry (Postal District of Lausanne), 3r• March 52, R. I I I  cts. 

92. P. P. in blue : Aarwangen (Postal District of Bern), 4th Jan. 51 ,  P. L., R. I .  
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[ff] , ( P. P. I IP P l  
93 94 96 

93. P. P. in red Genevn, 2"2°d Jan. 50 - 1 6\h Nov. 50, Large Eagle, light green, Vaud 
5 c., R. 1 1 .  

94. P.  P. in blue Ragatz (Postal District of Coire). 

95. P. P . in black Orbe - Oron - Saint-Maurice, 12" Oct. - 28" Dec. 50, P. L. ,  R. I ,  
R.  I I .  

T h e  Sierre P.  P. is very similar t o  this type, except that the 
frame and the P's arc not quite so high ; in black : 18" Dec. 50, 
R. I I .  

These towns are in the Postal District o f  Lausanne. 

96. P. P. in black Erlach - Erlenlach - Langnau, 5'" Oct. 50 - 16" l\fay 51 , 0. P. , 
R. I d. 

These towns are in the Pmital District of Bern. 

PD P. D. P.D. 
97 98 99 

97. P. D. in black : Lucerne, 6 .. Feb. 62, H. ass. 

98. P. D. in black : no indication as to place, 21" Oct. 49, H. ass. 
in blue : Ruti, 2•d Sept. 55, H .  ass. 

99. P. D. in black : Winterthur, 25"' Feb. 63, H. ass. 

P. D 
100 

JOO. P. D. in black : Cully - Lausanne - Orbe - Payerne - Vevey - Yverdon (Postal 
District of Lausanne), 30th Oct. 50 - 14'h July 51, P. L., R. I d . ,  
H.  ass. 

P D  P.D. 
101 102 

10L P.  D. in blue : Bern, 1 61• June 50 - 7" July 51, 0. P., P. L., R.  I, R. I I .  
Similar and litlle larger type. 

Poslal l in black : Chateau d'Oex - Lausanne - Sion, 23>"d Jan. 51 - 19" Sept. 54, 
District P. L.,  R. I, R. I I ,  R. I I I . 

of in blue : Fribourg, 23rd July 53, R. I I  and H. as s.,  s. <let. 
Lmanne. in red : Bulle - Estavayer, 251• June 51 - 27" July 54, R. I, R. I I .  

to2. P.  D .  i n  black : Aarwangen - Bern - Porrentruy, 30" Dec. 50 - 21'1 June 51 , 
P. L., R. I ,  R. I I .  

in blue : Bern, 4" Nov. 50 - 3rd Jan. 51, 0. P. ,  R. I I .  
Similar type with slight differences. 

in red : Fribourg, 101• Nov. 50, R. I I .  
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P.D. l!JJ. P.IJ. 
103 104. 105 

103. P. D. in black : Bern, 1'' Feb. - 1 9th April 51 , O. P., R. I, R. I L  

in blue Bern, 71h Jan. 185 .. . , R. I, R. I I .  

104.. P. D. i n  blue : Lenzburg (Postal District of Aarau), 12"' and 13th Nov. 50, R. I d . 
and H .  ass., s. det. 

105. P. D. in black : Zirzers (Postal District of Coire), 5t> Aug. 56, H .  ass . 

P D  P D  
106 107 

106. P. D. in black : Lisle (Postal District of Lausanne), 22•• Oct. 54 - 13th Oct. 62, 
H .  ass. 

107. P. D. (place unknown). 
in black : R. I I . ,  s. det. 

108 109 1 1 0  

I P.n. I 
1 1 1  

108. P .  D.  i n  red Basie, 26th Jan. 52, R. I I I ,  s .  
i n  black Basie, 25'h Feb. 55, H. ass. 
in blue : H. ass . ,  s. det. 

112 

109. P. D .  in black : Thun - Unterseen (Postal District of Bern), 3•• and 12th Nov. 50, 
R. I,  R. I I .  

i n  blue R. I d., s. det. 

110. P. D.  in black : Geneva, 20'" April 57 - 19th April 63, H. ass. 

in black 

1 1 1 .  P. D. in black 

1 12. P. D. in black 

Tramelan (Canton of Bern), P. D. almost similar. 
: 26'h Jan. 55 - S'h Aug. 59, H .  ass. 

Horgen (Canton of Zurich), 17'h and 20'" Dec. 54, H. ass. 

Fleurier - Loclc (Postal District of Neuch&tel), 3 1 '1 July 51 
21" l\Iay 56, R. I I I  b., H. ass. 
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(p.D) 
1 13 114 1 1 6 

H3. P. D. (place unknown) in black : R. I I ,  s. det. 
A similar type, in blue : Couvet, 21'' May 54, R. I .  

1 14 .  D. in  black : Chene - Geneva, 14" June 51  - 241• Feb. 57, Vaud 4 and 5 c . ,  
H. ass. 

in red : Geneva, 2•d Aug. 5i - 24'• Feb. 52, Vaud 5 c., R.  I I I  b., R. I I I  els. 
in blue : Chene - Geneva, 1 11• Dec. 50 - 31'' Dec. 54, Vaud 4 and 5 c . ,  

H. ass. 
These towns are in the Postal District of Geneva. 

1 16. P.  D. in black : Geneva. We have only seen this P.  D. on two letters of the 
2•• Sept. 58 and the 3"' Jan. 59, but not obliterating the stamp, 
H. ass. 

P. 
1 17 

1 17. P. in black Pfaffnau (Postal District of Lucerne), 2°• June 51,  R. I d., R. I I .  

p P. I 
HS 119 120 121 

118. P. in black : Echallens (Postal District of Lausanne), 21" Jan . 51 ,  R. I d.  

119.  P.  in black : Unterseen (Posta! Dislrict orBern),4'" March 51,0. P. , P . L. ,R. I, R . I I . 

120. D. (place unknown). 
in black : R. I I I  els., s. det. 

i2 ! .  Schiipfheim obliteration (Postal District of Lucerne). 
in black : 29'• Oct. 50, R. I d. 
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AUSSERSIHL ALT IS.HOFEN 
122 

122. Aussersihl 

123. Altishofen 

black : 9" Nov. 54, H. ass. 

black : 21'1 Feb. 55, H. ass. 

123 

BUT T I SH OL Z  BUSSIGNY 
124. Buttisholz 

125. Bussigny 

12-! 125 

black : 6"' Dec. 52 - 8"' Jan. 61, R. I I ,  H .  ass. 
blue : 30"' March 55, H.  ass. · 

black : 23•• April 59 - 26 July 62, H. ass . 

EBIKON. FRICK Pf AIFNAU 
126. Ebikon 

127. Frick 

128. Pfaffnau 

126 

black : 28th June 

black : 13t• Feb. 

black : 2•• June 

127 

60, H. ass. 

62, H.  ass. 

51 , R. I d., R. I I .  

128 

BRUG G HASS L I  
129. Brugg 
130. Eich 

13f. Hassli 

129 130 131 

black : 26th Jan. 55 - 24th Nov. 56, H. ass. and R. I d., s. det. 

black : 4t• Nov. 57 and Slh Dec. 62, H. ass. 

blue : 121• Oct. 51 - 4th l\lay 59, P. L . ,  H. ass. 

ENTFELDEN MENZNAU 
132. Entfelden 

133. Menznau 

1 32 1 33 

red : 5t• !\larch 51 - 22•• Dec. 54, 0. P., R. I, R. II,  H. ass. 
black : 23" June 55 - 13th Sept. 56, H. ass. 

black : 1 1t• Nov. 61 - 25th May 62, H.  ass . 

NIDAU RHE IN E CK 
13'1 

134. Nidau 

135. Rheineck 

black : 

black : 14'" Jan. 

135 

R. I I., s .  det. 

54, R. I I I  b. 
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RUSSWY1 ROCHE ZEZ WEiL 
136. Russwyl 

f37. Roche 

138. Zezweil 

136 137 

black : 20,. Jan. and 5'" Aug. 52, R. I I I .  

black : 21" i\!arch 55, H .  ass. 

138 

black : 8th April 51 and 7•• Oct. 52, R. I and I I .  

S! BERNHARDIN WILD EGG 
139 140 

139. Saint-Bernhardin black : 30" July and 71h Aug. 62, H. ass. 

140. Wildegg black : 19•• July 55, H. ass. 

S! MORIZ GOS SAU smNEN 
141  142 143 

141 . Saint-Moriz black : H. ass., s. det. 

142. Gossau black : H. ass. , s. det. 

143. Sibnen black : 28" Dec. 59 and ·1 21• Jan. 60, H. ass. 
blue H. ass., s. det. 

Morat, t. s. blue : 17,. Oct. fH, H .  ass. 

SCANFS ROTH REIN -
144 

144. Scanfs 

1 45. Roth 

146. Rein 

black : 

black : 

black : 

145 

H. ass., s. det. 

H. ass., s. det. 

H. ass. , s. det. 

1 46 

HEIDEN EMMEN 

147. Heiden 

148. Emmen 

i49. Menzberg 

1!.7 ��ZBe� '" . . + 140 q 
black : 

black : 31'' May fr! , 
black : 8'' Sept. 59, 

H .  ass., s. det. 

R. I d.  and H. ass., s. det. 

H. ass. 



! 

150. Ober-Endingen 

OBLITERATIONS 

O B E R  
END IN GEN 

1 fi0 

black : 10" Nov. 50 and 15'° Jan. 51, R. I d. and I I .i 

177 

MUM PF }lte d'AARWANGEN 
151 

151. Mumpf 

152. R .. d'Aarwangen 

red 

blue 

152 

9"' April 51 , , R. I d. 

4"' Jan. 51,  P. L. 

N EUKI RCH a/ Th UDLLGEN SCHWYL 
153 

153. Neukirch a/Th. 

154. Udligenschwyl 

METTLEN 
155 

155. Mettlen 

156. Eggersriet 
Biiron, t.  s. 

1 57. Meggen 

154 

black : 1" and 17th June 51, 0. P., R. I d. 
black : 3'" May 60, H. ass. 
blue : 23" Feb. 54, R. I I. 

EGGERSRIET MEGG EN 
. 156 157 

black : rnth July 51, R. I I. 
black : 23th Aug. 54 and H"' l\farch 56, R. I 1., H. ass. 
blue 4'° !\lay 54, R. I I  and H. ass., s.  <let. 

black : 9" Sept. 60 - 17th Oct. 62, H .  ass. 

SCHUPFHEIM EN T LEBUCH RUTI 
158 

158. Schupfheim 
Hochdorf, t. s. 
Rothenburg, t. s. 

1 5e .  Entlebuch 

Filisur, t. s. 
Neudorl� t. s.  

1 60 .  Riili 

150 i60 

blue : 17th Feb. 52 - 14" June 55, R. III  s., H. ass. 
black : 13th Oct. 50 - 22nd Jan. 51, R. I d. 
black : 12'h Oct. 50 - 31" July 62, R. I d., H. ass. 
blue : f6th Dec. 54, H. ass. and R. I d . ,  s.  <let. 
black : 21'1 Dec. 57, H. ass. 
greenish : 31't Jan. 52, R. I I I  s. and H .  ass., s. <let. 
black : 9•h Oct. 50, R. I d.  
blue : 2"• Sept. 55, H .  ass. 

23 
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E F F I VlGE Vl FR i K  ETTISWYL 
161 

1 61 .  Effingen 

162.  Frik 

1 63.  Etliswyl . 

162 

black : 14th Nov. 50 

blue : 
black : 

blue ; 7th March 

- 1'1 June 

- Hlh Nov. 

163 

56, R. I, R. 1 1 1 ,  H. ass. 

R. I I I  b., s.  det. 

R. II, s. det. 

57, H. ass. 

, VERS OIX NIT FURN STEIN A CH 

164. 

165 . 

166. 

1 64 

Versoix 

Nitfurn 
Mogelsberg, t. s. 
Sursee, t. s .  
Ufhusen, t. s .  

Sleinach 
Rickenbach, t.  s. 

165 

green : 27'" Feb. 

black : 
black : 9'' Dec. 
black : 23•• Jan. 
black : 8'" June 

black : 17'" N ov, 
black : 24'" Aug. 

166 

55, H. ass. 

H. ass., s. det. 
59, H. ass. 
51 - 19" April 52, R. I and I I I .  
57, H .  ass. 

54, H. ass. 
51,  P.  L . 

. .  
KRON BUHL WATTE NWYl B O LL 

167 

167. Wallenwyl 
Lutzwyl, t. s. 
Tiefenkasten, t. s. 

168. Kronbiihl 

169. Boll 
Lulhern, t.  s. 

black : 2•d �lay 
black : 'i'' Oct. 
green : 30th Nov. 

black : 4'" .June 

black : 
black : 23•d Jan. 

168 

60, H. ass. 
62, H. ass. 
GO, 0. P.  

57, H. ass. 

0 .  P., R. I I I  b., s. dct. 
62, H .  ass. 

169 

AARB E R G  B U C H S  LIMPACH 
170 

170. Aarberg 
Cibourg, t. s. 

-171 . Buchs 

172. Limpach 
Allnau, t. s. 
Baenikon, t .  s. 
Weissenburg, t. s. 

171 

black : R. I d., s. det. 
black : 241" Aug. 5 1 ,  R. I I. 

1 72 

black : 2•d March 56 and 25th July 57, H. ass. 

black : 2•d Dec. 52, R. I I I  b. 
black : 2!1 .. Oct. and 25th Nov, 50, O. P . ,  R. I d. 
black : I I" July 54, R. I I .  
black : R. I II s.,  s. det. 
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L ENZ BURG LIT TAU GETTNAU 
173 

173 . Lenzburg 

174. Littau 
Boniswil, t. s. 
Surglen, t. s. 
\Viirenlos, t. s. 

175. Gettnau 

black : 11,<• Feb. 51 and 16'" . . .  52, R. I I .  

black : 27'" Aug. 56, IL ass. 
black : 261• April 54, R .  1 1  I b. 
black : 10'• Feb. 51, R .  I d. 
black : 25lb May 60, H. ass. 

black : f !lb July 57, H. ass. 

175 

HORW MUNSTER WAUW!L KRIENS 
176 

116. Horw 

i 77. .\lunster 

178. Wauwil 

179. Kricns 

178 

black : 8"' June 5S and 15'" July
. 
59, H. ass . 

blue : 24"' Nov. 50 - 13'" June 55, R. I d . ,  R. I I ,  H. ass. 

black : 9 .. Nov. 61, H. ass. 

black : 5 .. Nov. 5U - 29•• Dec. 60, R. I, H. ass. 
blue : Slh Aug. 53, R. I I .  

BRETZWIL HOSPENTHAL 
:ISO. Brelzwil 

181 . Hospenthal 

182. Hombrechtikon 

E N N E NDA 
t83 

183. Ennenda 
Neuenkirch, t. s. 

184. Grossdielwil 

185.  Hellbuhl 

180 

black : 27'" Jan. 62, H .  ass. 

blue : 21'' Aug. 54, R. I I I  b. 

iSf 

black : H. ass ., s. <let. 

- HOMBRECIITIKON 
182 

black : 30'" Oct. 52, R. Ill  b. 

GROSSDIETWIL HELLBUHL 
184 1ffi 

black : 18" Feb. 59 and 18'" April 62, H. ass. 
black : 5'" July 58, H. ass. 
black : 26'" Feb. - 17" March 60, H.  ass. 
blue : 22 .. April 55 - 25'" Dec. 58, H .  ass. 
green : 16 .. Oct. 57, H.  ass. 

black : 14" Feb. 52 - 5'" Juty 57, R. I, R. I I I, H. ass. 
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GEUENSEE INS MULINEN 
186 

186. Genensee 

187. Ins 

188. Mulinen 

187 

black : 17th July 60, H. ass. 

188 

black : !81• Sept. 62, H. ass. and R. I d. ,  s. det. 

black : 4•• Sept. 62, H. ass. 

G ROS SWAN GEN H OTTfNGE N BA LLWYL 
189 

189. Grosswangen 
Hergiswil, t. s. 

190. Hottingen 
Emmishofen, t .  s. 

Weiningen, t. s. 

191 .  Ballwyl 
Russikon, t. s. 

CA P P E L  
192 

192. Cappel 

193. Domdidier 

194. Goldach 
M iirstetten, t .  s. 
Rothrist, t.  s. 
Sempach, t .  s .  
W eyach, t. s.  

mo 

black : 61• and f4th Feb. 62, H. ass. 
black : 261• Sept. 60 - 271• Dec. 62, H. ass. 

black : 23•• M arch 54, R. I I .  
blue : 11" May 55, H .  ass. 
green : 201• Nov. 54, H. ass. 

191 

blue : 27" Jan. 60 and 30th April 62, H. ass. 

black : 171• June 60, H. ass. 
black : R. I I . ,  s. det. 

DOMDID IER GOLDA CH 
f03 

black : 2 1 '' Feb. and I'' April 54, R. I I ,  R. I I I  b.  

black : 12 ..  June 

black : 18 .. Jan. 
black : 21'1 Oct. 
red : 291• Aug. 
black : 41• Nov. 
black : 2°• June 

56 and 3•• Oct. 60, H.  ass. 

55, H. ass. 
59, H. ass. 
55 and 511' May 57, I-I. ass. 
57, I-I. ass. and R. I I., s. det. 
51, R. I I .  

ESC HENZ SCHWARZENBERG MAL T E R S  
195 

1%. Eschenz 
19� . Sch\varzenberg 

Dagmersellen, t. s .  
W erthenstein, t .  s. 

197. Mailers 

196 

blue : 1 11" Sept. 

greenish : 
black : 191• Nov. 
black : 3•• May 

black : 71• June 
blue : 101• June 
green : 13'" June 

55, H. ass. 

R.  II, s.  det. 
50, R. I d. and I I .  
60, H .  ass. 

197 

58 - 21'1 June 59, H .  ass. 
55, H. ass. 
55, H.  ass. 
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ENGELBERG WOHLHAUSEN 
198 199 

1\J8. Engelberg 

199. · Wohlhausen 

'VEE SEN 
200 

200. Weesen 
Thalweil, t.  s .  

201 .  Niederwil-b-Bremg' 

202 . Willisau 

Benken, t. s. 
Untereggen, t. s. 
Walkringen, t. s. 

black : 4th Sept. 61, H. ass. 
greenish : 7•• Aug. 57, H. ass. 

black : 28th Oct. 51, R. I d. and I I .  
blue : 3"' l\larch 52, R .  I I I  s. 

NIEDERWIL B.BREMG! WILLISAU 
201 

black : 31" March 54, R. I I I  b. 
red : 17th July 52, R. I I. 

black : 6th May 52, R. I I. 

202 

black : 24•• !\larch 51 - 7•• Oct. 57, R,. I ,  H .  ass. 
blue : 13th !\larch 55 - 1 8th Sept. 57, H. nss. 
black : 17'" June 55, H. ass. 
black : 29th Sept. 55, H. nss. 
blue : 10th Sept. 51, R. I I. 

ESCHOLSMATT GEROLDSWEIL 
203 

203. Escholzmatt 

204. Geroldsweil 

K�WANG EN 
205 

205 . Klein-Wangen 

206. Schretz 
St-Urban, t. s. 
Schachen, t. s.  
Schlieren, t .  s .  

207 . St-Josephen 

L I S LE 
208 

208 . Lisle 
Oberkulm, t. s. 

209 . Reichenburg 
S'-Bernhardin, t. s. 

210 .  Zell 

blue : 1,•• Oct. 52 and 13'" April 56, R. I I I  b . , IL ass. 

black : 21'' Aug. 55, H. ass. 

S'!'JOSEPHEN 
206 207 

black : 8'h Sept. 52, R. I I .  
black : 29'" Sept. 54 and I" Aug. 56, R. I I . ,  H .  ass. 
black : 2n• June 51, R. I d. and I I .  
black : 2n• Dec. 59, H. ass. and R. I I, s .  <let. 
black : 4" July and 1 1th Dec. 51, R. I I. 

black : 19 .. Sept. 55, H. ass. 

REICHENBURG ZE LL 
209 

black : 29th Sept. 
black : 26th May 

black : 9'h Jan. 
blue : 20th Feb. 

black : 8'" June 

59 - 23'• June 62, H. ass. 
51 and 18th Aug. 54, R. I 1. 
51, O. P. 
56, H. ass. 

57, H. ass. 

210 
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.DOZEN BU[!S 
211 

21 1 .  Biizen 

212.  Buus 

213. Eiken 

212 21 3 

black ; 20" Oct. 53 and filh Nov. 55, R. I I . ,  H .  ass. 

black : 22•• Feb. 58, H. ass. 

black : 6" March 56, H. ass. 

COA'.7'..KKSCfflff£ 
214 215 

214. Gonlenschwil black : 29•• Dec. 56 and 22•• !\fay GS, 11. ass. 

21 5 .  Full 'and Reuenthal black : 3" Dec. 57, H. ass. 

IJEJVSJJDBEN MOREN 
216 

2i6. Densbiiren 

217. Muhen 

218. Hornussen 

.EMJ/JVC.ElV 
219 

219. Endingen 
Diillingen, t. s. 

220 . Hirstal 

221 . Herznach 

222 

222. Leerau 
Lengnau, t.  s. 
Klingnau, t. s. 

223. Magden 

224 . Moehlin 

217 218 

black : 101• Oct. 

black : 14•• July 
blue : 16'" l\lay 

black : 13th May 

55 - 27th May 62, H. ass. 

52 - 3" Sept. 58, R.  I I I  cts., H. ass. 
56, H. ass. 

53 - 31'' Aug. 57, R. I I I  b., H. ass. 

HiRSTAL HBRZNACH 
220 221 

black : 11.'" l\larch 51 - Jan. 59, R. I ,  R. I I ,  R. I I I ,  H. ass. 
black : 27'" May and 17th Nov. 53, R .  I I. 
black : 271• May 60, H. ass. 

black : 5•• July 54 - 1'1 Nov. 60, R. I ,  R. I I ,  H.  ass. 

JPJ(JJ)ffJV 
223 

black : 19" Sept. 57, H. ass. 

MO.EH.lIJV 
224 

black : 23•• Nov. 53 - f 11• Oct. 54, R. I I ,  H. asf' . 
black : 61• April 5 1 ,  0. P .  

black : 10 .. Feb. 55 and 5" Aug. 61, H. ass. 

black : 29th March 51 - 13•• Dec. 57, 0. P., R. Ill, H. ass. 
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O.BSCJl(}.BJV • 

O.-.EBJlE.NJJINCR.N 
225 

225. Oeschgen 

226 . 0 :  Ehrendingcn 

black : 19th Nov. 

black : 

226 

58, H. ass. 

R. I I I  b . , s. det. 

183 

SCBAFISHEIM Zt7'�A' TEUF.ENTJla 
227 

'2:27 , Schafisheim 
Schneisingen, t. s. 

228. Zutzgen 

229. Teufenthal 
Zillis, t. s .  

228 223 

black : 3'" March 53 and 5•• Nov. 54, R. I I ,  H. ass. 
black : 5'" June 55, H.  ass. 

black : Hth April 63, H. ass. 

black : 6th March 51 - 19'" Nov. 54, R. I ,  H. ass. 
blue : H. ass., s. det. 

STACllELBEllG 

230. Stachelberg 

231 . Wegenstetten 

230 

" ' 

blue : 5'" July 56, H .  ass. 

blue : 1 3'" Dec. 55, H. ass. 

231 

SCHINZNACH. SCRINZNACR 
ROUTX DORF · 

232 

232. Schinznach Dorf 

233. Schinznach Route 

234 . Rupperswil 

235, Wolflinswil 

234 

black : 4" Jan. 55, H. ass. 

233 

black : R. I d., s. det. 

black : 17" May 55, H. ass. 

235 

black : 14  .. July and 25" Oct. 59, H. ass. 
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SEON 
236 

236. Seon 

237 . Leimbach 
Wallbach, t. s. 

238. Suez 

H.Z!V/JISCH 
239 

239 . Windisch 
Gansingen, t.  s. 

240. Seengen 

241 . Koblenz 

242 

242 . Ittenthal 
Kaiseraugst, t. s. 
Staffelbach, t. s. 

243. Zeihen 
Rietheim, t. s. 
Zeiningen, t.  s .  

244. Dietwil 
Beinwil, t. s. 
Daetwil, t.  s. 
Zetzwil, t. s. 

.LEIMBACH· SUEZ 
237 

red : 141" Dec. 54, H. ass. 

red : 23'a Feb. 54, R. I 1. 
black : 12'" May 62, H. ass. 
greenish : 3'a March 58, H. ass. 

red : 27" June 58, H. ass. 

238 

.KO.BL.KHZ 
240 241 

black : s•• Sept. and 41" Nov. 55, H, ass. 
black : 26'" Sept. 61, H. ass. 

black : 25th Jan. 55 and 18'" Oct. 55, H. ass. 

black : 15'" June 51 - 13'a Feb. 57, R. I d., H. ass. 

243 244 

blue : 20'" July 56, H. ass. 
blue : 26'" Jan. 55, H. ass. 
black : 131• March 55 - 6'" Jan. 62, H. ass. 
blue : 25'" May 57, H.  ass. 
black : 6'" Jan. 59, H. ass. 
black : 23'a Jau, 55, H. ass. 

blue : 5'" June 55 - 3'a Oct. iJ9, H. ass. 
blue : 14'" Nov. 54, H. ass. 
black : 30'" April 60, H. ass. 
black : 13'" Jan. 53, R. I I .  
blue : HJ'" Feb. 54, R.  I 1. 

JJ:l l1 Jlf P J? J'Iff.££H 
245 . Mumpf 

246. Sisseln 

Kutigen, t. s. 

blue : 15'" Oct. 

blue : 3'a April 
black : 15th Oct. 
black : 31" March 

246 

54 - 2na Feb. 58, H .  ass. 

54 - 19'" May 56, R. II, H. ass. 
6:1 , H. ass. 
62, H. ass. 



247 

247 . Oberwyl 

248. Stalden 

249. Heimiswyl 

250 

250 . Krauchlhal 

251 . Kalnach 

252. Gurzelen 

253 . Wadenschweil 

254 . Wyl 

255 

255 . Basse court 

256. Walkringen 

257. Zol!briick 

258 

258. Schwarzenegg 

259 . Stafa 

260. Giimmenen 

OBLITERATIONS 1 85 

black 

black 

black 

black 

black 

black 

253 

red 

b lack 
red 

black 

red 

black 

black 

black 

black 

248 

12 .. Nov. 52, R. I I J  b. 

t3'• April 51, R. I d. 

H. ass., s .  det. 

251 

R. I !., s. det . 

5th Oct. 53, R. I I. 

H. ass. 

2G4 

249 

2-52 

13" Feb. and 121• Oct. 52, R. I I I .  

·16" Nov. 50 and 17 .. Nov. 59, R. I d. ,  H .  ass. 

256 

9 .. Jan.  

f41h April 

12 .. Feb. 

259 

5 1 ,  R. I d. 

51 , R. I d. 

54, R. I I. 

260 

P. L . ,  s. det. 

H. ass., s. det. 

0. P., s .  det. 

R. I I I ,  s. det. 

z;;,7 

24 
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�· 
261 

261 .  Courchapoix 

262 . Aesch 

263. Courrendin 

264 

264. Buhl 

265. Gsteig bei Saanen 

266 . R'' de Bulle 

267. R'' de Charmey 

268 . Route de Vevey 

269 . R'• de Fribourg 

270 . Birwil-Route 

271 

271 . R'' de Romont 
R'' de Bulle, t. s. 

272. R'• de Gruyeres 

273. R'• de Vevey 

269 

262 

black : ·J6th !\fay 52, R. I I I  cts. 

black H. ass., s. det. 

black R. I I . ,  s. det. 

265 

61• April 54, R. I 1 .  

263 

266 

black 

black 

black 

7•• and 31" J\Iarch 62, H. ass. 

H. ass., s. det. 

267 

black : 27'" Aug. 57, H. ass. 

black : i" Jan. 60, H. ass. 

268 

BIRWiL:: RO U TE 

red : 7th Jan. 55, H. ass. 

red : 3" Feb, 51,  R. I d. 
brown : 19.. Oct. 50, R. I I .  

272 

270 

black 
blue 

H. ass., s .  det. 
R. I d., s. det. 

R ouTE DE 
VE VEY� 

273 

black 

black 
red 

5" Sept. 57 and 18" July 59, H. ass. 

1'1 May 57 - 30 .. March 59, H. ass. 
12•• Dec. 51 , P. L. 



274 . Hasle 

. 

OB LlTERATIONS 

274 

blue : 28th Feb. 56 - 4th May 59, I-I. ass • 

B RITTNAU 
U : RQUTE KEiSERSTUHL 

ROUTE 
Zi3 

275. Brillnau-Route 

276. Keisersluhl-Route 

276 

black : 12"' Aug. 51 and 1'1 Sept. 52, P. L., R. I I .  
blue : 13" Aug. 54, R. I I. 

1 8 7 

( ALTRURON.) (FISCHBACH) ((ALTISHOFEN] 
277 

277 . Altburon 

278. Fischbach 

279 . Allishofen 

278 279 

black : 7th Dec. 62, I-I. ass. 

black : 13th March 60 - 261• Jan. 62, I-I. ass. 

black : 26'" Feb. 60, H. ass. 

ffARLE�HEIM)l _ [UFFJKON.) [NOTTWYL.J 
280 

280. Arlesheim 

281 . U ffikon 
Ermensee, t. s. 

282. Notlwyl 

black 
blue 

black 
black 

black 

281 282 

: 16"' Feb. and 2"" April 59, H. ass. 
: 22 .. Jan. 54, R. I I I  b. 

: i6'" Nov. 62, H. ass. 
: 14"' Nov. 59, H. ass. 

: 12"' Jan. 62, H. ass. 

fiETTJSWn) [PRATTE@ (KERZERS) 
283. Eltiswyl 

284 . Pratteln 

285 . Kerzers 

283 284 285 

black I-I. ass., s. det. 

black : 18th Aug. 62, H. ass. 

red : 121• Nov. 59, H. ass. 
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( KERNS ) 
286 

286. Kerns 

287. Buttisholz 

288. Luthern 

black 

black 

black 

B UTT I S =  
H O L Z .  

287 

H .  ass . ,  s. det. 

3'd Nov. 61 , H.  ass. 

: 28th Oct. 62, H. ass. 

288 

(COSSONNAY) (ORBE) (ONNEN S .) 
289 

289 . Cossonnay 

290. Orbe 

291 .  Onnens 

black : 291• 

black 

black : 17th 

290 291 

Oct. 59, H. ass. 

P. L., s. det. 

Oct. 55 and 141• Oct. 57, H. ass. 

I SERV ION. ) (sEEWEN) f GUNSBERG I 
29'2. Servion 

Granichen, t. s. 

293. Seewen 

294 . Giinsberg 

I HAUENSTEIN.I 
295 

295 . Hauenstein 

296. l\.ienberg 

297 . Mezerlen 
Busserach, t. s. 

~ 
298 

298 . Cevio 

299. Mauensee 

300 . Dongio 

293 294 

black : 24.. April 57, H .  ass. 
black : 13th Sept. and 16'" Dec . 54, R. I I ,  H. ass. 

black 3"' Oct. 57 and 19th Feb. 62, H. ass. 

black H. ass., s. d et. 

IKIENBERGI IMEZERLENJ 
296 297 

blue : 7•• Feb. 54 - 23rd March 57, R. I I ,  H. ass. 

black : 281" Nov. 52 - 251• Aug. 61, R. I 1., H. ass. 

black : 2nd April 55, H. ass. 
black : 141• June 54, R. I I .  

(MAUENSEE.) 
black 

black : 22•• 

black 

299 300 

H. ass., s. det. 

and 301• Sept. 62, H. ass. 

H .  ass., s. det. 

1 



301 

301 . Cugnasco 

302 . S'-Vittore 

303. Lostallo 
Cavigliano, t. s .  

305 

304. Fuet 

305. S'-Gottardo 

306. Ascona 

OBLITERATIONS 

302 

black : 21" March 57, H. ass. 

black : 11lh Dec. 53, R. I I .  
greenish : 5th June 56, H .  ass. 

black R. I I., s. de!. 
black : 21"' �larch 60, H. ass. 

black 

black 

black 

H .  ass., s. det. 

H. ass., s. det. 

H. ass., s. det. 

1 89 

303 

306 



DATED STAMPS O R  PO ST-MAR KS 

Every one knows that dated stamps or post-marks existed 
before postage-stamps were used . It is for this reason we 

have given examples of some of the types used in this early 

period.  
We have classed these dated stamps or post-marks in  

two categories : the first comprises those obliterating the 
stamp itself, the second those placed on the letter when 
leaving, traversing, or reaching the town the name of which 
appears on the stamp .  

' 
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As we have already seen , Bern obli terated its stamps in various ways : 
with. 

308. 
309. 
310. 

311 . 
312. 

P. D.  (types 101-10-2- 103) from the 161h June 50 to the 18th July 51 ;  
P .  P.  (type 88) from the 5'h Oct. 50 lo the 2'i'h Aug. 51 ; 
Federal Grille (types 30-3 1-32) from the 4th Dec. 51 to the J 4th May 57 ; 
And also with the postmarks of the following dales and colours : 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in black : 27 .. June 38, I. w. s. 
in black : 13 .. Jan. 42, l .  w. s. 
in black : 20th Jan. - 28 .. l\Iarch M, 

I .  w. s.  

313. in black : 

in reel : 4th March 46, l. w. s. 
in blue : 1 9th May 49, I .  w. s.  

5th July 51 - 13'' Oct. 54,  P. L. ,  in black : 29" May 47, I. w. s.  
R. I,  H. ass. 

31 4. 
315. in black : /1th Jan. 58 - H ••April 61 , H .  ass. 
316. in black : 1 7th M arch 60, H. ass. 
317. 
318. 
319. 
320. in black : 8"' Aug. 59 - 1"1'" April 62, H . ass. 
321 . 
322. 

323. in black : 13"' Oct. 51, H .  ass. 

Zurich, t. s.  
324. in black : 26th Jan. 61, H .  ass. 

CornE 

in red 
in blue 

711' June 50, l .  s. 
5th Oct. 50 - ·14''April 54, l . s . 

in blue 3•• and - 1 11• Jan. 51,  I. s.  
in blue : 10 ..  Feb. - 14 .. Dec. 51, I. s. 
in black : 7"' June 50 -16"' :\lay 52, l. s. 
in black : 201• Nov. 57 -31" Oct. 62, I. s. 
in blue : 12"' Feb. 52 -13 .. Jan. 54, l. s .  
in black : 12"' l\lay 52 -13" March 54, 

I. s. 
in black : 4'" April 55 - 2°• Feb. 59, I. s. 
in greenish : 121• Feb. 55, I. s. 
in black : 20th Feb. 56- S" Aug. 57, 1 . s . 
in blue : 15th Sep. 60, I. s. 

The Coire obliterations, already described, were the following : 

Grille (type 21) from the 30•h Nov. to the 6'h Dec. 50. 
Federal Grille (types 30-31-32) from the 16'h April 53 to the 14th May 57;  
And the  postmarks of the following dates and colours : 

325. 
326. 
327. 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

in blue 
in blue 
in blue 

328. in black : 26" April - 2°• Dec. 61 , H. ass. in blue 
329. in black : 1 3th Dec. 61 and 1 1 '" April 62, H. 

ass. 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

: 13 .. April 51 -26th July 53, l . s . 
: 12"' Nov. 43, I. w. s.  
: 30th Nov. 50 - 9"' Dec. 52, l . s .  
: 30" Oct. 55 -2l" July 57, J. s .  
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POSTAGE STAMPS OF SWITZERLAi'iD 

GENEVA 

The Geneva obliterations, already described, were the following : 

Rosettes (types 3-4-5-6-7) from the /•h June 44 to the 15'h Jan. 55 ; 
Grilles (types 8-9- 10) from the 9th ;\larch 50 to the 28'h May 57; 
Federal Grille (types 30-31-32) from the 25th March 50 to the 21s1 Dec. 56 ; 
P. P. (type 93) from the 2nd Oct. to the f6•h Nov. 50 ; 
P. D. (types 114-115-116) from the 20'11 Feb. 52 to the 3rd Jan. 59 ; 
And the postmarks of the following dates and colours : 

330. 

331 .  

332. 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

333. in red : 1 2th May and 161h Sept. 46, Small
Eagle. 

334. in red : 30"' Sept. 47, Large-Eagle. 

335. 

336. in red : 13•' :\larch - to"' J une 50, Large
Eagle, Vaud 5 c. 

Interruption till  about 57-58 ; during inter
va I ,  various rosettes and grilles 
were employed, the P. P's, and the 
P. D's. 

in black : gt• April 51 - 20th Feb. 6 1 ,  I. s. 
in black : 1 2t" June 57 - 3" May 61, H .  

ass. 
337. in red : 31'' July 50, Envel. 

in  black : 6th July 57-27'b Feb. 61 , H . ass. 
in blue : 2nd July 53, Envel. 

338. in black : 23'd Dec. 59-29th Feb. 60, H. ass. 

339. in black : 5th Jan. 60, H.  ass. 
340. 
341. in black : 30th !\lay 61 , H .  ass. 
342. in black : 16th J\fay 6 1 - 2 l't Oct. 62, H . ass. 
343. in black : 23t• April 62, H. ass . 
344. in black : 23'd Jan. 62 - 1 7" Jan. 63, H .ass. 

345. in black : 28'" 0ct. 62 - 19t" April 63, H . ass. 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in black : 28th June 38 - 17th Jan. 40, 
I . w. s. 

in red : 30th Nov. 40 - 30th Nov. 44, I. 

in red 
in red 
in red 
in red 

in red 

in red 
in red 
in red 
in red 

w. s. 
: 1 st July 44 - 16th Dec. 44, ! .  s. 
: 2•d April 44, I .  w. s. 
: 28" Aug. - 1 6th Dec. 44, I .  s. 
: 26th Sept. 44 - 30th May 47, 

I. w. s. 
7th June 44 - 14" April 48, 

I. s. 
1'' Sept. - 20'" Nov. 47, I .  w. s. 

: 16th Oct. and 20" Nov. 48, I .  s. 
: 2•d Aug.- 2-1'' ::\ov. 47, I .  w. s. 
: 26'' July 47 - 13th March 49, 

I. s. 
in red : 30'" Aug. 49 - 22•d June 54, 

I. s. 
in blue : 31'' July 52 - 31'' Dec. 54, 

I. s. 
in green : 27"' Oct. - 28th Nov. 54, I. s. 
in greenish : 9" Feb. 54 - 3rd Jan. 55, 

I. s. 

in red : 2•d Aug. 47, I. w. s. 
in red : 28'" July 49 - 20'" Feb. 52, I. s .  
in black : 3'" July 50- 22"' J une 61 , I . s .  
i n  blue : 25t• March GO - 2ot• Dec. M ,  

l .  s. 
in black : 9th March 60 - 26th Feb. 6 1 ,  

I .  s .  

in  blue : !Jth Oct. 60 I .  s .  

i n  black : i'" May - 1" A u g .  6 1  I .  s. 

in  black : 25'" Nov. 61 - 13" March 63 
l. s. 

' 

in black : 5t• Nov. 62, I. s. 
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196 POSTAGE STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND 

LAUSA:'iNE 

The Lausanne obliterations, already described, were the following : 

347. 

P. D. (types 100-101) from lhe 23rd Jan. 51 to the 19th Sept. 54 ; 
Federal Grille (types 30-31-32) from the 19th Sept. 54 to the 15th Feb. 56 ; 
Type 346 is met with on R .  I. cl .  dated the 8'h June 51 ; 
And the postmarks o f  the following dates and colours : 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

348. in black : 28"' Jan. 57 - 7'" l\J arch 62, H. ass. 

in black : 3"' Feb. - 80'" July  45, l .  w. s .  
i n  black : 23"' J a n .  5 1  - 15"' Jan. G2, l .  s .  
in  black : 21'' No\·. 53 - 2'2n• M ay 57, l .  s.  
in black : 18'" July 5 1  - 1 3 .. Aug.  61 ,  l .  s .  
i n  greenish : 30'" i'llarch 58, l .  s .  

349. i n  blac k:  301" June 57 - 23n• Oct. 6·1, H .  ass. 

350. in black : H"' No'; . 59- 25" Nov. 62, H .  ass. in black : 14'" Feb. 56 - 10th Nov. 62, l. s. 

ZURICH 

The Zurich obliterations, already described, were the following : 

323. 
351 . 

352. 

353. 

354. 
355. 
356. 
357. 
358. 

359. 

Rosette (type 1) from the 200 � larch 43 to the 4th July 53 ; 
Federal Grille (types 30-31-3'2) from the 2'200 Sept. 5 1  to the 23rd Feb. 57 ; 
And the postmarks of the following dates and colours : 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

Winterlhur, t .  s. 

Thun, t. s., in black : 2"' July 57, H. ass. 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the lcLter 

in black : 20'" Feb. 56 - 8" Aug. 57, I. s .  
i n  red : f8th Feb. - 171" Jul y  43, I .  w .  s .  
i n  red : 2n• March 43 - 9"' May M, l . s . 
in black : 5'" March 43 and 29'" Nov. 44, 

I. s. 
in red : H1"Sepl. 45 -2110 July 46, l . w . s. 
in red 2"' Aug. 45 - 211• July 46, l .  !'. 
in red : 5'"Aug. 46 - 1 91" Nov. 47, l . w . s .  
in red : 41" Feb. I,/ - 14th June 53, l .  s .  
in red : 21" Jan . - 1" Aug. 51 , I. s.  
in red : 2n• Jan.  - 41" July 51 ,  l .  s .  
in red : 2!,1• April 5 1  - 19'" Oct.  52, l. s. 
in red 'i" July 5 1  - 301• Ocl. 52, I. s.  
in  black : 4•• Feb.  ;;3 - 21'1 March M, 

I .  s. 
in black : 22"' July 5!1 - 9th Oct. 55, I. s. 

360. in black : I'" Nov. G7 - 12'" Oct. 62, H. ass. in black : 251• l\lay 58 - 8th Aug. 62, I. s. 
in black : 1 1" Jan. 56 - 16'" Feb. 61, l. s.  36 1 .  in  black : 1'11" Jan.  59 - 211• Oct.  62, H .  ass. 
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198 

362. 

363. 

PO STAGE STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND 

NEUCHATEL 

The NeuchAtel obliterations, already described, were the following : 

P .  P. (type 77) from the 19'h Oct. 50 lo the 4th Feb . 56 ; 
Federal Grille (types 30-31-32) from the 3•<l Oct. 53 to lhe 3•<l Feb. 55 ; 
Grille (type 35) from the 5th Feb. 56 to the 18'h May 57 ; 
And the postmarks of the following dates and colours : 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

D ated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in blue : 20 .. Jan. - 25•• Nov. 46, 
I. s. 

in greenish : 411' Sept. - !)th Nov. 47, 
I. w. s. 

in greenish : 3•• Jan. 51, I. s. 

364. in greenish : 19'" Oct. 50 - 3•• Feb. 55, 
I. w. s. 

365. in greenish : 3•• Oct. 53 - 29\h l\farch54, 
I.  s. 

366. in black : 12'" July 57 - 51• April 6 1 ,  H. in black : 131" i\lay 59 - 41• �Jarch G!, 
ass. I. s. 

in green : 4"' Feb. 56 - 181h May57, I . s .  
367. in black : 27th March 59 - 1 1th Nov. 62, H .  in black : 29th July 61  - '10'" June 62, 

ass. I .  s. 

369. 

370. 

LUCERNE 

The Lucerne obliterations, already described, were the following : 
P. P. (type 58) from the 5th Nov. 50 to the 16'b Dec. 50;  
Federal Grille (types 30..31-32) from lhe 24'b Oct. 52 lo the 13'b Aug. 5G ;  
Grilles (types 1 1  and 12) from the 10'h Jan. 53 to the 18th '.\lay 57 ; 
P .  D. (type 91) 6'h Feb. 62 ; 
Type 368 : Luzern, i"n red and in blue, from the 28'h Feb. 51 lo the 5'h ;\larch 53; 
And the postmarks of the following dates and colours : 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

in red 

in red 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

·J" March 43 and 20'" Jan. 45, 
1. w. s. 

5'" Nov. 50 and 15'" March 51 ,  
l .  s.  

371 .  in red : 6'" NO\'. 50 - 5th Jan. 54, O.  P., 
R. I ,  R. II, R. I I I . 

in red : 201" Jan. and 5'" June 45, I. w. s.  
in red : 1G" Jan. and 5"' Aug. 47, l . w. s . 

in red : 5"' Nov. 50 - 10'" Jan. 53, I. s .  
in blue : 3'• April 53 - 9'" Nov. 53, l. s .  

372. in red : 1 2" Oct. 51 - 6'" Dec. 52, I. s. 
in blue : 5th and 1 1 '"April53, l. s .  

373. in black : 2"" Nov. G7 - 18'• Jan.  58, H. ass. in black : 25'" July 55 - 9'" Dec. 58, l .s .  
in blue : 18" Sept. 54 - 211• Oct. 55, l .  s .  

374. in  blue : 22•• Feb. 55, H .  nss. in blue : 8" Sept. - 25'" Oct. 54, I. s. 
in black : 22•• July C>5, I. s. 

375. in black : 30'" March - 13'" June 55, 
I. s. 

in blue : 8" Sept. 52 - 21'" Feb. 55, I. s. 
376. in black : 2••• Feb. 59-25th April 62, H.ass. in black : 13'" l\Inrch 59 - 9'" Jan. 61 , 

I. s. 
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200 POSTAGE STAMPS O F  SWITZERLAND 

BAS LE 

The Basie obliterations, already described, were the following : 

P. P .  (type 81)  from the t•t Oct. 50 to the 24th Oct. 54 ; 
Franco (type 49) from the 19th Nov. 50 to the 15th !\larch 54 ; 
P. D .  (type 1 08) from the 26th Jan. 52 to the 25th Feb. 55 ; 
Federal Grilles (types 30-31-32) from the 26th Sept. 55 to the 271h Jan. 57 ;  
Type 377 which we have seen in blue : 30th Oct. 54, H. ass. 
And the postmarks of the following dates and colours : 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itseH 

378. in red : 24th Jan. 46 - 17'" July 48, Ba. D.  
379. in red : 29'" Dec. 48and2••Jan. 5f, Ba. D. ,  

P. L. 
380. in black : 4'" Nov. 53, R. I I .  

in ultramarine : 16t" June 53, R. Il l  b. 

T hun, t. s. 
381 . 

382. in black : 16th Sept. - HJth Nov. 54, R. I I I  b. ,  
H.  ass. 

in blue : 29th Jan. 55, H.  ass. 
383. 
384. in black : 17th !\larch and 1 1th l\Iay 54, R. 

I ,  R. I I ,  R .  I I I .  
385. 
386. in black : 16th Feb. 57- 13'" 1'\ov. 62, H. ass. 
387. in black : 4th Jan. 58- 19"' Jan. 63, H. ass. 
388. 
389. 

GLARIS 

in red 
in red 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

: 19t• Dec.46-23'•0ct. 47, l .  w.s .  
1•t Oct. 50 - 7th May 51 , I .  s. 

in black : Sth and 25th Nov. 53, I. s. 
in ultramarine : 22•• June 53, I .  s. 
in red : 191h Nov. 50 - 17t• Nov. 52, I .  s. 
in black : 31''  !\fay 54, I. s.  
in ultramarine : 23'" April and 30th May 

53, I. s. 
in black : 2ot• July 54 - 13th Dec. 55, ! ,  s. 

in blue : 4th Aug. 52 and 31'1 Oct. 54, I .  s. 
in black : 30th July 54 - Hlh April 56, I .  s.  
in black : 301• i\lay 53 - /th Feb.  54,  I.  s. 

in black:  14"' June 55 - 2"2 .. Oct. 56, l .  s. 
in black : 5th Dec. 56 - 201• Aug. 60, I .  s. 
in black : 22•• Feb. 58 - J lth Jan. 62, I .  s. 
in black : 15'" :\lay 54, I .  s. 
in black : 9"' Jan. 56 - 17 June 62, I .  s. 

The Glaris obliterations, already described, were the following : 

Federal Grille (types 30-31 - 32) from the 30th Oct. 50 to the 14th May 57 ; 

P. P. (type 65) from the 141h Nov. 50 to the 8t" March 51 ; 

And the postmarks of the following dates and colours : 

390. 

39 1 .  
392. 
393. 
394. 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

39:>. in black : 14" Aug. 58 and 18th Feb. 59, 
H. ass. 

396. in black : 14th l\larch 58, H. ass. 
397. in black : 16'" Feb. 6 1 ,  H. ass. 
398. in black : 18th April - 9t• Nov. 62, H. ass. 

Dated postmarks 
defacin g  only the letter 

in blue : 201• Oct. 50 - 91h Feb. 46, I .  s. 
in greenish : 141• Nov. 50 - 29th April 

51 , I. s .  
in black : 141• Jan.  40, I .  w. s.  
in blue : 2/lh Sept. - 1 • t  Dec. 54, I .  s. 
in blue : 291" May and I" July 53, I. s.  
in blue : 1 •t March and 17th Dec.  54, I .  s. 
in blue : 21t• Jan. 56 and gt• !\lay 57, 1. s. 

in black : H'" Dec. 58, 1. s.  
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399. 

400. 

!101. 

POSTAGE STAl\IPS OF SWITZERLAN D 

FRIBOURG 

The Fribourg obliterations, already described, were the following : 

P. P .  (type 78) the H th Oct. 50 ;  
Federal Grille (types 30-31-32) from the 13'h Sept. 52 to the 22·• Oct. 56 ; 
P. D. (type 101 )  the 23n1 July 53 ; 

And the postmarks of the following dates and colours : 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

in blue : 16'" Sept. 53, H. I l l  b. 

in black J tl th Dec. 57, H. ass. 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in red : 21, to July 45 - 22•• April 47, 
1. w. s. 

in red : 10th Nov. - 22°• Dec. 50, I .  s.  
in blue : 13t• Sept. 52 - 25'" May 55, 

]. s. 
in greenish : 26th l\Iay 55 - 20'h Feb. 

56, I. s. 
in black : 7 th Dec . 55 - 22·• Oct. 56, 

I .  s. 
in red : gth March and 25'" Nov. !14 ,  

l . w. s. 

402. in greenish black : 26'" OcL. 57 and 30'h 
Dec. 58, H. ass. 

in red : 11 t• Oct. 50, I .  s. 
in greenish : 2•• Oct. 5 1 ,  I .  s. 
in black : 1 9 th Jan. 56 and 26th Oct. 57, 

I. s. 
403. in black : 24th July 60 - 27th Aug. 62, 

H. ass. 
404. 

in black : 25th July and 21'1 Aug. 62, 
I. s. 

in black : :?:-2 '"' Oct. 58, I. s. 

SAI:"IT-GALL 

The Saint-Gall obliterations, already described, were the following : 

405. 

406. 

P. P .  (type 65) from 2 1st Nov. 50 to the 30th July 5 1 ; 

Grille (type 13) from the 24th Jan. to the 2411i June 54 ; 

Federal Grille (types 30-31 -32) from the 1 9'h Oct. 55 to the 1 51h May 57 ; 

And the postmarks of the following dates and colours : 

Dated postmarks 
obl iterating the stamp itself 

D ated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in black : 3'• i\larch and 1 1 th Aug. 1,7, 
I .  w. s .  

in red : 6'" Oct. 50 - 10th Oct. 55, 
I. s .  

in black : 3 1 ' '  July 50, 0. P. in black : 19th Oct. 55 - 1 J th .\larch 56, 
I. s. 

407. in black : 22°• Feb. 57 - toth Nov. 59, 
I .  s. 

408. in black : 'l'h .\larch 6 1 ,  I. s. 
409. in black : 14th Nov. 61 - 161h Feb. 63, 

H. ass. 
'1 10. in black : 141• Nov. 6 1  - 16'" Feb. 63, 

I .  s. 
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204 PO STAGE STAl\IPS O F  SWITZ ERLAND 

l\IORGES 

Of the �forges obliterations we know on ly th e postmarks of lhe undermen

tioned dates and colours. 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the sLamp itself 

41 l .  in black : 19th Sept. i>7-29'" July 61,H .ass. 
Cossonay, t.  s. 

in black : 22°•Sept. 57-22°• 0ct. G2,I I.ass. 
Villeneuve, t. s. 

in black : 25"' Feb. G I ,  H. ass., 
vVillisau, t. s. 

in black : 4'" June 59-29111Sept.62,H.ass. 
Yverdon, t. s. 

in black : 8th Feb. - G'" April 59, H.  ass. 
1,12. 
ld3. in black : 1 1  '" Oct. GS- 2111• Sept. 59,H.ass. 

Cully, t. s. 
Lutry, t. s. 
Payerne, t. s. 

in black : 19'" Oct. 57-29 .. Jan. 59,H .ass. 
Yverdon, t.  s. 

I, 14. in black : 101• Nov. 59-30'" Oct. 6 1 , I I .ass. 
Payerne, t. s. · 

in black : 24"' April 62, H. ass. 
Sion, t .  s. 

in black : 4"' April 62, H .  as:;. 
Vernex, t .  s. 

in black : 4•• .\larch 61 - I'" Aug. 62, H.ass. 
YYerdon,  t. s. 

in black : 15'" April 60 - 1 7'"  Oct.62,H.ass. 
4 15. in black : -1'1 Feb. - 24" Dec. 62,I I.ass. 

Payerne, t. s. 
in black : 281hi\farch GI 6'" Sept.  G2, 

I T .  ass. 

So LE URE 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in black 12" Jan. 56 - 28 .. Oct. 59, 
I. s. 

in black : 17'" July 61 - 181" Oct. G2, 
I. s. 

in black : 24'" Nov. 62, l .  s . 
in black : ·IS" Aug. 38, I. w. s.  
in black : 15'" Oct. 58 - 8" i\lay 59, 

I .  s. 
in blue : 30'" Oct. 58 - 2011' March 59, 

I. s. 
in black : 21" Nov. 57, I .  s .  
in black : 14t• April 59, I .  s .  
in black : 26'" Jan. 57, I .  s .  
in black : 811' Nov. 57, I .  s.  
in black : 15th Nov. 59 - 17th Oct.  62, 

J. ;; .  

in black : 5111 Jan. 62, l. s. 

in black : 27" :'11nrch59 - 21'' Oct. 62, 
I .  s. 

in black 1 1" Jan. 62 - Slh Jan. 63, 
l . s .  

Of the Soleure obl iterations we know only the postmarks of lhe undermen
tioned dates and colours : 

4 1 G. 
41 7. 
4 18. 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

4 19. in  black : Gth J\oY. 58 - !'' July 61 , l l . ass. 
420. in  black : 2 1'1 ;\oY. Gt - 22°• Nov.62, I I . ass. 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in black : 28"' ;\oY, 40, I. w. s .  
in  black : 3l''July and 21"Aug 47, I .  w. s. 
in blue : 19'" Ocl. 50 - 25'" Dec. 54, 

I. s.  
in greenish : '111 Dec.  56, I .  s. 
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2 0 6  POSTAGE STAMPS OF SWITZERLAN D 

VEVEY 

The Vevey obliterations, already described, were lhe following : 

Federal Grille (types 30-31-32) from the 15'" Sept. 52 to the 3•• Jan. 56. 
And the postmarks of the following dates and colours : 

42 1 .  
422. 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

423. in black : 13th July 50 - 17"' June 59, 
P. L., R. I, R. I I I ,  H. ass. 

424. in black : [,th Feb. - 2C>lh Oct. 59, H. ass. 
425. in black : l\!arch 60 - 13t• i\Iarch 63, 

H. ass. 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in black : 1 1 "' Feb. 4L" I. w. s. 
in black : 24"' Dec. 39, I. w. s. 
in black : 1'' April and 23r• Aug. 44, 

I. w. s. 
in black : 15'" Jan. 52 - 29'h May 57, 

I. s. 

WINTERTHUR 
The Winterthur obliterations, already described, were the following : 

Rosette (type 1 )  : from the 5t1i March 43 to the 29'" May 5 1 ; 
P. P. (type 63) about the 1 6th Nov. 50 ; 
Federal Grille (types 30-31-32) from the 1 1  'h Sept. 52 to the 151h Jan. 56 ; 
P. D. (type 99) about lhe 25th Feb. 63 ; 

And the postmarks of lhe following dates and colours : 

426. 

427. 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in black : 25th Sept. 50 
I .  s. 

in black : 2•• Dec. 5/1 
I .  s. 

15•• June 52, 

15th Jan. 56, 

428. in black : Sib Sept. 61 - 25•• Feb. 63, in black : 25th Jan. 57, I. s .  
H. ass. 

BELLINZONA, LocARNO, ETC. 

Dated postmarks 
obliteraling the stamp itself 

429. in blue : 28" Dec. 52, R. l l l  b.  
in black : 1Qlb April 57, H. ass. 

430. in black : 23"' Jan. 58, H. ass. 
431. in black : 18th Oct. and 10" Dec. 62, H. ass. 
1,02. in black : 9th July 59 - 26'h Jan. 60, 

I-I. ass .. 
433. in black : 14'":\larch 59, H .  nss. 
!13�. 
435. 

t,36. in black : 9th April 59 and 3'• June 18 . . . , 
R. 1 1 ,  H .  ass. 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in black : 2.�lh March 57, I. s .  

in black : 51• July 53 - 9<• Aug. 59, 

I .  s. -

in blue : 1'1 Feb. - /lh Oct. 5 1 ,  I. s. 
in black : 27'" March 52 - 13"' April 55, 

I. s. 



DATED POSTl\IARKS 

V E  V E Y  

4�1 422 423 

425 

WINTER THUR 

426 427 4?.8 

BELLINZONA, LOCARNO, ETC . 

BELLINZONA LO CA RNO A I ROLO 
1852 DIC 28·S 

429 

B I EN NE 
1853.FEVR 11.S 

432 

1857 MAR·24- M 

430 

CHIASSO 
1859 MAR 14 S 
- - -

433 

1862 DIC 10 S 

431 

STE I N  
1 6  FEB t85 1 

NE UNKIRC H  
27MA RT 1852 

UN TERHALLAU 
9 APR. 1 8 5 9  

435 436 

207 
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A ARAU 

The Aarau obliterations, already described, were the following : 

438. 

439. 

440. 

441 . 

4'\2. 

Franco (type 50) about the 3rd Oct. 50 ; 
Grilles (types 17 and 19) from the 3 1'1 Oct. 50 lo the 14th Nov. 50 ; 
P .  P .  ( type 30) from the 131h Nov. 50 to the 5th Jan. 55 ; 
Federal Grille (types 30-3'1 -32) from the 25'h Feb. 52 to the 24th Feb. 57 ; 
Grille (type 34) about the 24'h Dec. 55 ; 
Type 437 from the 26th Dec.  60 to the 17th Feb. 63 ; 

And the postmarks of the following dales and colours : 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in blue : 3'" Oct. 50-19'" Nov. 50, l. s. 
in black : 16'" Dec. 50 - 1 3lh Dec. 51 , I. s. 

in violet-blue : 1311' May 53, I. s. 
in  blue : 10lh June 53- 1 7"' Aug. 54, I .  s. 

in black : 141• March 51 - 17'" July 51 , 
I. s. 

in blue : 25'" Feb. 52- 18'" Aug. 54, l. s. 
in blue : 14th June - 23'• Dec. 54, I .  s. 

'143. in greenish : 22•• Sept. 54, R. I I . ,  
R. I I I  b. 

in greenish : 13'" :\larch - 1 6'" Oct. 54, 
I .  s.  

in blue : 14'" Jan. 55, H. nss. 

in black : 30'" :\Jay- 271• July 57, H.  ass. 

444. 

445. 
in black : 22"'1 l\Iarch 59, H. ass. 

446. in black : 21,1• March 56 - 15th i\Iay 62, 
H. ass. 

!147. in black : 911' Nov. 50 - 2511' Nov. 62, 
H. ass. 

448. in black : 30th April 63, H. ass. 

41,9, 

in blue : H"' - 25  .. Jan. 55, I .  s. 
in black : 15'" Feb.55 -261• July57, l .  s. 

in greenish : 1 1 1• Feb. 52 - 22•• April 55, 
I .  s. 

in blue : 31'' Oct. - 14"' Nov. 50,, l .  s. 
in black : 4'" Aug. 5t - 14.lh March 62, 

I .  s. 
in greenish : 20'" Dec. 50 - 12th July 59 , 

I. s. 

in black : 9'" Sept. 57- 1 '' Nov. 62, l. s. 

in black : 30th April, 63, I. s. 



AARAU 
29.Novmb.50 

.\38 

AARAU 
18. 8. 54. 

41, ! 

447 

DATED P OSTMARKS 

AARAU 

AARAU 
11. APR 54 

NAC.H M.  
439 

AARAU 
2 1. 2. J/j. 

442 

4.;s 

RAU 
14. Marfius 31. 

AARAV 
0. 5.51.N. 

443 

446 

27 



210 POSTAGE STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND 

TYPES OF LARGE DATED POSTMARKS LE SENTIER, VAUL!ON, ETC. 

Dated postmarks Dated postmarks 

obliterating tbe stamp itsetr defacing only tbe letter 

450. in black : 12th April 55, H. ass. 

45!. in black : 8th July 51 and 15th March 
55, I. s. 

!152. 

453. 

,;54, 

455. 

456. 

457. 

458. 

459. 

460. 

461 .  

462. 

463. 

464. 

Begnins, t. s. 
in black : 3"' Oct. 57, H .  ass. 

( Date reduced lo the last two flgures.} 

Vouvry, t. s. 

C6te-aux-Fees, I. s. 
Serriere, t. s.  

Locle, t. s. 
in black : 7"' Nov. 51,  P. L 

Buttes; t. s. 
in black : 22nd Nov. 58, H .  ass. 

Motiers-Travers, t. s. 

St. Aubin, t. s. 

Unterstrass, t. s. 

Fehraltorf, t. s. 

in black : 26th April and 6th May 51, I. s. 

54, I. s. in black : 2Dd June 
in black : 12"' Oct. 50 and 13"' April 55, 

l. s. 

in black : 30'• May 55, I. s. 

in black : 16'• Oct. 50, I. s. 

in black : 18'• Dec. 50, I. s. 
in black : 3•d March 52, I. s. 

in black : 20th Dec. 50, I. s. 

in black : 26'• March 46, 1. w. s. 

in red : 12"' May 46, I. w. s. 
in red : 27"' Feb. 51, I. s.  
in black : 10'" Nov. ;;.;, I. s. 
in black : 25'" Oct. 50, I. s. 

in black : 20" Oct. 50 - i"' Feb. �l 

in black : 22"" June 51 ,  I. s. 

in black : 2;<• Dec. 54, I .  s. 
in black : 28'• Dec. 54, ), s. 

in black : 281• Dec. 50, I. s. 

l . s. 

in black : 22•d Oct. 45 - 2•d Jan.51,I.  s. 
in black : 17"' April 43 - 19•• March 48, 

I. s. 

in black : 1'' May 44, I. s. 

in black : 181• Feb. 51, 1. s. 
in black : 6"' April 53, I. s. 



DATED PO STMARKS 21 1 

451 452 

453 454 455 

� s 
4 

( \]; )  
456 457 /i58 

459 460 461 

462 463 464 
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465 4f>6 467 

468 469 470 

471 472 473 

lii4 475 476 

\,�SA �� ��\>EBO. 0� � 1 2  � 
MARS MAI 

85 1855 
..,, .. � .. ., .. � .,, ... "II� 
4i7 478 4i9 



214 POSTAGE STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND 

TYPE OF LARGE DATED POSTMARKS J3RUGG, FRICK, ETC. 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

480. in greenish-blue : 29•• Nov. 5 . . .  , R. I d. 

in black : 29'" Nov. 51 - 1'' June 52, 

R .  I, R. I I .  

in blue : 14" Nov. 50, I. s. 

in black : 1s•• Feb. 51 -22nd Dec. 52,I. s. 

481. in black : 18 .. March - 11th May 51 , R.  I d .  
i n  blue : 13th March 54, R. I I ! .  

in black : 4'" March 5'1,  I. s. 

in blue : 141• Sept. 51-24'" 0ct.54,I. s. 

in black : 22•d Feb. and291" May 51, I. s . 482. 

l,83. 
!184. 

485. 

486. 

487. 

Rheinfelden, t. s. 
in black : 2n• i\Iay 5'1  - 11• Aug. 52, P.L. in black : 19 .. Oct. 50-5'" Dec. 51, l .  s. 

R. I ,  R II .  

in  black : 28"' Nov. 

in black : 13" Nov. 

in blue : 241• Oct. 

in black : 41• Feb. 

in black : 241" May 

in blue : 51" Oct. 

in green : 12th Jan. 

in black : 11" Feb. 

52, I. s. 

50, I .  s. 
- 1811' Dec. 50, I. s. 

51-24lh 0ct. 52, 1. s. 

and 1 1th July 52,I. s. 

50, 1 .  s .  

31 ,  I .  s.  

5 1 - ·t2"April53,1.s. 
1,ss. in blue : 13" March 54, R. I I 1 b. in blue : 1 1'" .'>Iarch 53-·J3" 0ct. 54, 1 .s.  

in black : 11th July 5 1 ,  I. s. 

489. 

490. 

1,9-1 .  

492. 

1,93. 

494. 

Maenedorf, t. s. 

Munster, t. s .  

in  black : 14'" Nov. 52 - 201• June 59, R. 

ll, H. ass. 

in black : H"' April 52, R. "ll . 

in black : 141• June 51 , I. s. 

in black : W" Jan. - 3 1 March 51 , l . s . 

in black : 6"' Dec G2and 26'" Feb. GO, I. s. 

in blue : 2•• Nov. Mand 1'1 Feb. 55,l.s. 

in blue : 10" Nov. 50, I. s. 

in black : 13'" Jan. 51 - 1811' May52, l. s. 

in black : 1211' Oct. W-9'" July 51, l. s. 

in black : 22•d Feb. '15 and 30'" Jan. 46, 
I. w. s. 

in brown : 251" July U0 - 291• March 51,  
I . s.  

Mendrisio, t. s. in red : 21'' June 51 , l. s. 
Willisau, t. s.  

in black : 11• Oct. and 22n• Dec. 577 IL in black : -13" March 55, I. s .  
ass. 

in  red 

in blue 

1'' Nov. 51 -'ith Oct. 54, I. s. 

2n• Nov. 54-24"'March55,1.s. 

in black ; 6'" l\Iay - 13'" Dec. 51,1. s. 
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� 5 $}��� I' .,,, 

480 481 482 

483 484 485 

� 8 
53 ���� 

486 487 488 

� 8 
5 "!!</ �'· � �·' 

489 490 491 

493 494 



216 POSTAGE STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

495. in red : 6'" Aug. 46, Small-Eagle. 

496. in black : 2.51" .Aug. 60, H. ass. 
1'i afels, t. s.  

497. 
498. in black : 29'" Dec. 59, H. ass. 
499. 

f>OO. 

501 .  

Oberriet, t .  s .  - Schonengrund, t. s. 

Sevelen, l. s. 
502. 

503. 
504. in black : Z<J'" Dec. 50, R. I d .  

503. 
\Va<lenschweil, t. s. 

506. in blue : 2°• Feb. 55, H. ass. 
507. 

in black : 28'"Dec. 54and29'" Dec.t.6,H. ass. 
508. 

500. in black : 2 .. July 58, H. ass. 

510. 

511 . 

5 12. 

513. 

5 14. 

Pfaffikon, t. s. 

Uster, t. s. 

\Vaid, t.  s. 
Zollikon, t. s. 

Stafa, t. s. 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

in red : -16'" March 43, l. w. s. 
in black : 28th Feb. - 28'" July 51 , l. s. 
in black : 12'" May 5 1 - 9  .. April 57, l. s. 
in blue : 27"' July - 29'" Oct. 53, l .  s. 
in blue : 17'" Dec. 54, I .  s .  

i n  black : rn•• !\larch 5 5  and 1 11• Oct. 60, 
I. s. 

in black : 21" Feb. 51 - 20th March 53, 
I. s. 

in black : 5•• Feb. 
in blue : 29'" July 
in black : 9'" Nov. 

I. s. 

5 1 - 17"June55,l.s. 
56, I. s. 
50 - 10'" March 5 1 ,  

i n  greenish : 51" Oct. 52, I .  s.  
in black : 25'" Feb. M - 19'" March 55, 

l. s. 
in black : iS'" and 26'" !\larch 51, I .  s. 
in blue : 4•• - 291• Oct. 50, I. s. 
in black : 3"' Dec. 50-25"' Nov.5i,l.s. 
in blue : 4'" Nov. 50-2•• June 51, l.s. 
in black : 17th April 51,  I . s. 
in blue : 20th March 55, I .  s. 
in blue : 4'• Nov. 50, I. s. 
in black : 19'" Oct. 52, I .  s. 
in blue : 6'" April 54, I. s. 
in black : 24•• l\Iarch and S" July 55, I. s. 
in black : 211• Oct. 50 - 1'' Dec. 56, 1. s. 
in black : 29" Oct. 54, I. s. 
in black : 3" :\lay 51, I .  s. 
in black : 201• :\lay 51, I. s. 
in black : 31" March .. . ,  I. s. 
in blue : 6 .. Sept. . . . ,  I. s.  
in black : 30'" July 47, I.  s. 
in black : 1 51" Oct. 50 - 19'" March 52, 

I. s. 
in black : 22•• Oct. 50, 1. s .  
in greenish-blue : 6'"Feb. 49- Sth Feb. 5 1 ,  

].  s. 
in blue : 24th Oct. 50-28'" April 54, I. s. 
in greenish : 13'" �farch 53- 5•• Jan. 55, 

I. s. 
in black : 17'" Nov. 57 - f9th March 60, in black : 26'" i\lay 55- 12'"Jan. 60, l. s. 

H .  ass. 
515. in blue : 7th Aug. 57, H .  ass. 
516. 

Kopplishaus, t. s. 
517. 

Diessenhofen, t. s. - Steckborn, t. s. 
518. in  lilac-blue : 1'1 Feb. 54, R. I I I  b. 

Lenzburg, Meilen, Sulgen, t. s. 

in black : IS'" Aug 60, 1. s. 
in black : 20th March 51 and 21'1 Nov. 55, 

I. s. 
in green : 2.Slh Sept. 
in black : 30'" Nov. 
in blue : 2•• July 
in black : 5 .. Jan. 
in blue : gth Sept. 
in green : 1'1 Jan. 
in black : 15"' May 

I. s. 
in black : 61" Oct. 

53, I. s. 
51, I. s. 
51 -2•• Sept. 55, I. s. 
51 -2•• Sept. 55, 1. s. 
51 ,  I. s. 
51, I .  s. 
57 and 12•• Jan. 60, 

50-22•• Feb. 56, l.s. 
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495 496 4\)7 4!J8 

500 501 502 

503 504 500 

507 508 50\) 510 

511  5 12 513 Gl4 

515 516 517 518 

28 
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Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itselr 

5 1 9  520 521 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the stamp 

522 523 

5 19. in black : 26th Feb. 6 1 '-- 27'11Jan.62,H .ass. 
520. in blue : 21'' March60 - 21" !\lay 6 1 , in blue 

H .  ass. 
6'h Dec. 52 - 16"' Nov. 56, 

I. s.  

521. 
in  black : 25111 Nov. 62, H .  ass. 

Brenets, t. s. 
in black : 1 1th Oct. 50 -B'" Jan. 53, l . s . 
in black : :2/th Nov. 30, I. s. 

522. in black : 111" Sept. 57, H. ass. 
523. in black : 2°• Aug. 62,H .  ass. in black : 2"' i\Iay 5 1 ,  I .  s.  

52.'J 525 526 

524. in black : 2"" May :> I ,  I. s. 
525. in red : 4'" Aug. and 3"' Dec. 5 1 ,  I. s. 

in black : 8 .. Sept. 57 - 27'" June 61,  in black : 1 1'" :\ov. 50 - 27,. Jan. 62, 

526. 

527. 

H .  ass. I. s. 
in  black : 5 .. :\ov. 54, I .  s. 

527 528 529 530 

i n  black : 31'' Dec. 57, H .  ass. 
528. in black : 121• Dec. 57, H. ass. 

in blue : 22°• Aug. 52 - 11,. Dec.54,1.s. 
in black : 26th Dec. 55 - :27lhi\Iay57,l.s. 
in black : 1'1 July 52 - 22°• Jan.56,l.s. 
in blue : 10 .. Dec. 52 - Jli'' June 54, 

529. 

Breitenbach, t. s. 
Estavayer, t. s.  

in  black : 29th Nov. 62, H. ass. 
I .  s. 

in red : 23th June 5 1 ,  I .  s. 
in  red : 14th Jan. 52 - 22"" March 55, 

l. s .  
in black : 25111 Aug. 57 -23"'Sept.62,II.ass in black : 23'' i\Iarch - 1'1 i\Iay 57, I .  s. 

530. in red : 12th June 5 1 ,  I. s .  



DATED POST MARKS 219 
Dated postmarks Dated postmarks 

obliterating the stamp itself defacing only the letter 

531 532 

531 .  
Spenzell, t .  s .  

532. i n  black : 11"'0ct. 51 - t llhSept. 6 1 , H . ass. 

533. 

534. in black : J7th Oct. 58, H. ass. 

535. in black : 11 1• Oct . 57 - 23'a Oct. 62, H. ass. 
Aigle, t .  s. 

in black : 9th and 17" Feb. 58, H.  ass. 

536. 

531 

537. in black : '14th Oct. 51 - S"' June 58, H. ass. 

Avenches, t. s. 
Ballaigue, t. s. 
Bex, t. s. 
Echallens, t .  s. 

in black : 2na Nov. 57, H. ass. 

La Sarraz, t .  s. 
in black : 6'" Dec. 57, II. ass. 

Villeneuve, t .  s. 

538. in  black : 21'1 June 60 - 28" April 62, 
II. ass. 

533 534 

in green : 5th Nov.50- 19'" Dec. 55, l.s. 
in black : 30t• Oct. 54, I. s.  
in black : 16"' July 51 - 9th June 55, 

I. s. 
in black : 13"' June ::Jl - 2l't June 53, 

I. s.  

536 

in black : 19th March - 13'" Nov. 57, 
1. s. 

in black : 21'' May 51 - 12'" April 57, 
]. s.  

in black : 271" Oct.  54 - 30" April 57, 
I. s. 

538 

in black : 201• i\lay 45, I. w. s. 
in black : 30lh 0ct. 50 - 9'" June 57, 

I. s. 
in greenish : 17 .. �larch and 21'1 April 

57, I. s.  
in  black : 18'" i\Iarch51, I .  s. 
in black : 1'' July 52, 1. s. 
in black : 91h Dec. 56, I. s.  

in  black : 21•t Jan. 51 and 22na July 
55, I. s. 

in black : 23'a Nov. 56, I .  s. 
in black : 24t• April 55 and 2'1'" Jan. 

56, I. s .  
i n  black : 15th l\farch 51 - 9'" Oct. 59, 

I. s.  



220 PO STAGE STA1\1PS OF SWITZERLAND 

Dated postmarks 

obliterating the stamp itself 

539 540 

539. in black : H" Nov.58, H. ass. 

Brique, t. s. 

Lachen, t .  s. 
540. in black : 6lh Jan. and 271h !\lay 51, R. I, 

R. I I .  

541. 

Lutry, t. s. 
in black _: 291h Nov. 6f - 1 1lh Jan . 62, H . ass. 

Grandson, t. s. 
in black : 30'h Oct. 58, H. ass. 

Moudon, t .  s. 
Payerne, t. s. 

in black : 20lh Jan. 50, I-I . ass. 
Sainte-Croix, t. s. 

in black : 25'h Sept.57 - 3'd April 5!l, H. ass. 
542. in black : 25'" July 52 and 12'' June 54, 

R. J, R. l l l .  

543 544 

543. 

Gross-Hochstelten, t. s. 
544. in black : 1 71• !\'lay 61 and 18'h March 62, 

H. ass. 
in blue : 191h June 57, H.  ass. 

545. in black : 11" Oct. 57, H. ass. 
Sonvillier, t. s. 
Thun, t. s. 

in black : 29 .. Sept. 50, 0. P.  

546. in  black : 23'" l\farch 60 ,  H. ass. 

Porrentruy, t. R. 
Schwarzenberg , !. s. 

541 

Dated postmarks 

defacing only the letter 

542 

in black : 24th March51 - 10th April 
53, I. s. 

in black : 911' April 53 - 2811' July 54, 
!. s. 

in black : 22°' Nov. 50, I. s .  
in black : 4•h March 52, I. s .  

in black : 2i" Jan. 51 - 91" April 57, 
J. s. 

in black : 121• May 57, I .  s. 

in black : 28th Sept. 52 - s•• Dec. 56, 
I. s. 

in black : 11• Feb. 51 - 3'" !\fay 57, 
!. s. 

545 546 

in black : 3'' l\lay 51 and 28th !\fay 
5 . . .  , I .  s. 

in green : 17'h M arch 54, !. s. 
in black : 3'' May 51, I. s. 

in blue : 12'hJuneand151b July56, I. s. 
in black : Hlb May 52, l. s. 
in black : 121• !\lay 53, I. s. 

in black : 121• Nov. 50 - 211• March 
52, I .  s. 

in black : 1 1" April 46 - Hlh Sept. 
47. I. w. s. 

in black : 13'h April 55, I .  s. 
in black : 2°• April 51 - 5•hApril 5'i, 

I. s .  
in  black : 9'" Nov. 50 - 21,•• i\Jay 57, 

I. s. 



547. 

5�8. 

549 

550. 
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Dated postmarks Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself defacing only the letter 

Aarwangen, l. s. 
in black : 1•1 Feb. 5'1 , P. L. 

Fraubrunnen, t. s. 

in black : 2'2"4i'iov. 59, H. ass. 

Brienz, t. s. 
Erlenbacb, t. s. 

Goldacb, t.  s. 
Giimmenen, t .  s. 
Hul.wyl, t .  s. 
Langenthal, t. s. 

in black : 12'" Dec. 57 - 29u' Dec. 58, H. ass. 

.Moutier, t. s. 

Muren, t. s. 
Renan, t. s. 
St-lmier, t .  s. 
Tramelan, t .  s. 

in black : 81" Aug. 59, H. ass. 
Unterseen, t. s. 

549 

Burgdorf, t. s. 

Biiren, t .  s. 
in black : 29th Dec. 50, 0. P.  

MS 

in blue : 4th Jan. 51 and 18th April 
5..\, I .  s. 

in black : 51" Jan. 5 1 ,  l. s.  
in blue : 6'" Oct. 50, I. s. 
in black : 181" Feb. 51 - 12'" Dec. 57, 

l. s. 
in black : 20th Feb. 5 1 ,  l .  s. 
in black : 61" Oct. 50 - 18'" Jan. 57, 

I. s. 
in black : 5th July  51, l .  s. 
i n  black : 1 01• i\lay 62, l .  s .  
i n  black : 7th July 51 , I .  s. 

in black : 21s1 Nov. 50 - 22n• Nov. 61 , 
l. s. 

in black : 21'' Oct. 50 - 3•• Aug. 5'!, 
I. s. 

in black : 2•• Feb. 51 , I. s.  
in black : 61" April 54, I. s. 
in black : 20" Oct. 50, I. s. 

in black : 26 .. June 55, I. s. 
in black : 29th Sept. 50 - 2811' March 

52, I .  s. 

5GO 

in black 3•• Jan. - 611'Aug. 5·l , l. s. 
in black : 29th Oct. 50 - 111• March 

55, I .  s .  

in black : 7th Feb. 51 - 12" July 55, 
I. s .  

in black : 51" Dec. 50 - 251•April56, 
I. s. 

in blue : 201• July 54, I. s. 
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Dated postmarks 

obliterating the stamp itself 

551 552 

551 . in blue : 9"' Aug. 56, H .  ass. 
552. 

Sargans, t. s. 
black : 19"' April 54, R. I I .  
Vallenstadt, t. s. 

533. in black : 27'' Oct. 58, H. ass. 

554. in black : 41" Ocl. 62, H. ass. 
Ballstall, t. s. 

555 556 

555. 

Fischenlhal, t. s.  
556. 

G57. 

Tiefenkasten, t. s .  
558. 

559 5(:)0 

559. 

560. in black : 13'h April 60, H .  ass. 
5ol. in black : 3•• Sept. 60 - 3•• Jan. G3, H. ass. 

Dated postmarks 

defacing only the letter 

553 554 

in blue : 23'" Nov. 54, I. s. 
i n  black : 8" May - 4 .. Nov. 54, l. s. 

in black : 3•• Oct. 55, I. s. 
in black : 22°• June 54 - 15thApril 59, 

I .  s. 

in black : 201h April 54, I .  s. 

557 558 

in black : 26" '.\larch 51 and 21" March 
57, I. s. 

in black : 10 .. Jan. 51 , I. s. 
in greenish : 7th Jan. 56, I. s. 
in blue : 24th Dec. 55 - 15th Feb. 56, 

l. s. 
in green : 1 5th Aug. 51 - 23•• Dec. 53, 

l. s. 
in blue : 17" Aug. 51, I. s. 
in black : 1 '' Nov. 54 - H '" Sept. 55, 

I. s. 
in  green : 31'' Jan. 52, l. s .  
in  blue : 1 '1 Dec. 54- 5 .. July 56, l. s.  

561 562 

in black : 2°• Jan. 57 and 21'1 June 
61, l. s. 

562. in black : 23•• Jan. 57, I. s. 
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Dated postmarks Dated postmarks 

obliterating the stamp itself defacing only the letter 

563 . 

Schleitheim, t. s. 

564 

563 

565 

in black : 10th Oct. 50 -2;:;•• Sept.53, 
I. s. 

in black : 11• Oct. 55, I .  s. 

566 

564. in black : 201• Oct. 53 - 151" 1\fay57, H. ass. in black : 20'" May 53 -17'" April 57, 

Courrendlin, t. s. 
565. 

Kaiserstuhl, t. s. 
i n  black : 4•• July 59 and 1 1 '" March 60, 

H. ass. 
566. in black : 261• Jan. 60 - 191h Feb. 6 1 , H . ass. 

567 

567. Locle, t. s. 

f>68 

568. in black : HJlh J une 54, R. I ,  R.  I I I  b.  

569. in black : 1 1'" Oct .  (55?), H .  ass . 
570. 

I. s. 
in black : 5'" April 54, I. s. 
in black : 13'" !\fay 57, I. s. 

569 570 

in black : Slh Nov. 53, I. s. 
in black : 26'" Dec. 53, I .  s. 
in black : 26'" F cb. 55 - 1 ''April 56, 

I. s. 
in black : 12" Dec. 62, I. s. 
in black : 26'" 1\!arch 62, I. s.  
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571. 

572. 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

57·1 572 

573. in blue : 1 1 '" Nov. 5l1, H. ass. 
in black : 1" Jan. and 16th March 51, 0. P., 

R .  I .  
Frauenfeld, t. s. 

Splugen, t. s. 
in blue : 23"' July 51 , 1. s. 

574. in blue : 31'1 Oct. 54, H .  ass. 

575 576 

575. 
F rauenfeld , t. s. 

576. 
Adlischweil, t. s. 

in black : 30th July 60, H. ass. 
577. 
578. in black : 6th Feb. 60 - 26th Nov.62,H .  ass. 

573 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

574 

in blue : 26th Sept. 54, 1.  s. 
in black : 12" i\Iarch 53 - 1 '' Oct.  

56, I .  s.  
i n  black : 251• 0cl. 50-27lhJ une 51, l. s. 
in blue : 1''April 5 1 - 'i'hSept.51i, l. s . 
in black : 28th Jan. 51 - 11th Aug. 56, 

I. s. 
in black : 23'• Jan. 51 - 13th Feb.52, 

1 .  s. 

in black : 1 1th Dec. 53 - 2•d April 56, 
I .  s. 

in blue : 10th June 53 -61hfeb.53,l. s. 
in greenish : 29th July 53, I .  s. 
in black : 29"' April 53 - 9th July 56, 

I. s. 

577 578 

in black : 6th Aug. 5 . . .  , 1. s. 
in black : 15" Jan. 51 - 17 June 53, 

L s. 
in black : 23'• Feb. 5 1 ,  1. s. 

i n  black : 12th �larch 51 , 1. s. 
in black : 61• Jan. 59, 1. s. 
in black : 16th Dec. 50 - Ht• June 51 , 

L s. 
in red 
in blue 

4th Nov. 50, I. s. 
S'h Feb. 54, I. s. 
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Daletl postmarks Dalctl postmarks 

obliterating the stamp itself defacing only the letter 

57\) 580 581 582 

579. in greenish : \:J'h Feb. 55, H .  ass. in greenish : ;,•• July ;,r, - 30" Oct. Gi, 
l. s. 

580 .  
58 1 .  
582 . 

in blue : 20"' July 53 - 30'" Aug. ;,1, 
R. I ,  R. I l l , H. ass. 

in black : 2G'" l\Iarch 58 - 28.. .\lay 60, 
I-I. ass. 

l\!Uri, t. s. 
in  black : z-2•• Sept. :>8, H. ass. 

583 

in blue : 16 .. June ;,3 - ·16'" May 57, 
I. s. 

in black : 6 .. .\larch55 - 7'" June GO, 
I. s. 

in black : 22•• April G5, I. s. 
in black : 1'' Sept. 53, I .  s. 
in black : 23'" Oct. 53, I .  s. 

586 

583. in blue : JO"' Dec. G3, R I I ! .  i n  blue : 3•• _-\pril o4 - 1 1 '" July >»6, 
l. s. 

584 . 

in black : 12'" Jan. G\:J - -1711' Dec. G l ,  H .  
ass. 

Aarburg, t. s. 

in greenish : G'" i,\;ov. 54 - 3•• March 58, 
I .  s.  

in  black : 5'" April 53 - 5'" Aug. 61,  
I .  s. 

in black : 5'" i\Iay 57, I .  s.  
i n  blue : G"' Sept. 53 - 25"' l\lay 57, 

I. s. 

in black : 18'" Jilly 50, I-I. ass. in black : 21'' Aug. 55 - mu, Sepl. 59, 
I. s. 

585 . in black : 26'• Aug. 58 - 18u' l\lay G l ,  I I .  in black : 23'• Nov. 51, - 1'1 Aug. 56, 

ass . I. s. 

586 . in black : 251• June G7 - 8'" June 58, H .  i n  black : 3 1 '' Aug. 53 - 171• i\larch G7, 

ass. I .  s. 
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587. 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

587 588 

in black : 13th Jan. 58 - 181" Feb. 62, 
H .  ass . 

588. in black : 8th Sept.and 29" Dec. 58, H. ass. 
589. in black : 27th June 57 - 19•• June 62, 

H .  ass . 
590 . in black : 5'" Sept. 57 - 19 .. Sept. 6 1 , H. 

ass. 

59'2 

592 . 
593 . in greenish : 1G" July 37, H. ass. 

594 , 

505 . 
5()6. 

597 . 

in black : 26'" J<m. 58, H. ass. 

595 596 

598. in black : 1Gth i\larch58, H. ass. 

589 

Dated postmorks 
defacing only the letter 

590 

in blue : 18'" July 53 and 121• Dec. 54, 
I. s .  

in black : 1" Aug. 55 - 111• Jan. 63, 
I. s. 

in black : 30'" May 61, I .  s. 
in black : 29th April 52 - 111\h ;Oct. 58, 

] .  s .  
in  black : 13"' Feb. and 3"' !\fay 57, 

I. s. 

593 594 

in blue : 25"' Feb. 54, I. s. 
in greenish-blue : 3"' June 53 - ,;•• 

:'.\lay 5.5, I. s .  
in black : 14 .. Aug. 53, I .  s .  
in greenish : 25'" Feb. - :w• l\larch 

55, I. s.  
in black : H'" Aug. 56, I .  s .  
in black : 8\h Nov. 52 - 6'• Oct.  55, 

I. s. 

598 

in black : 18'" June 3\, 1. s. 
in black : ts•• June 20'" .July 50, 

I. s. 
in black : -111• Aug. 52, 1. s. 
in blue : -11 lh Dec. 50, I. s. 
in black : ·14'" June 51 - 121• Oct. 55, 

I. s. 



599. 
GOO . 

601 . 
002 . 

DATED PO STMARKS 2:'ti 

Dated postmarks Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself defacing only the letter 

599 600 

in black : 101• Nov. 57, H. nss. 

Diirnlen, l. s. 

603 604 

601 602 

in blue : 18'" Sept . . .  , l. s. 
in red : 23•• July - -111• Nov. 5 1 ,  1. s .  
in black : 151• June 53 - 1s1• Jan. 57, 

I. s. 
in black : 281• :\fay 53, 1. s. 
in black : 20 .. June 51 - 161• July GZ, 

1 .  s .  
in black : 13th Oct.  46, I .  s .  

605 606 

603 . in black : 1'1 July 60 and 4•• l\!arch 6 1 ,  
H.  ass. 

604 . in black : 10'" Sept. 58 - 23"' April 61 , 
H .  ass. 

Altstadten, t .  s. 
in black : 1'1 and 21'1 Feb. 59, H. ass. 

Amrisweil, t. s. 
in black : 23"' Jan. and 24 .. i\!ay 58, H. ass. 

Sempach, t .  s. 
in black : 241•March63, H. ass. 

603 . in black : 121h Dec. 62, H. ass. 
Buren, t. s. 

Moral, t. s. 

in blue : S\h Feb. 5/i, I .  s. 

in black : 8 .. Dec. 62, 1. s. 

in greenish : 161• Nov. 53 and 61h March 
56, 1. s. 

in black : 13'" Nov. 59 - 1,•• April 62, in black : Hlh May 62, 1 .  s. 
H .  ass . 

606 . in blue : 22"• Feb. and 61" July 51,  
I .  s. 

in red : 101• April 53, I. s .  
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Daled postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itseit 

G07 608 G09 

Dated postmarks 
<lefacing only the leller 

GIO 

G07 . in black : 5th Feb. GI - 10\h .June G2, in black : 10\h Sept. 62, 1. s .  
H .  ass. 

Goldbach, t. s. 
in black : 10th Sept. - 18th Nov. 62, H. ass. 

Hochdorf, t. s .  
in black : 18th March and 15'h Nov. 59, in blue : 3 pt Jan. 55, I .  s .  

I-I .  ass .  
608. i n  black : ·J3'"l\farch59 - 271" Jan. 62, 

I-I. ass. 
609 . in blue ri'" and z5th i\Iarch 55, H. ass. 

610, in black : 24" Feb. 59 -9" Sept.61 ,l-I.ass. 

611 G 12 

611 . in black : 29th Sept. 59- 8"' Oct. 62, H. ass. 

612. 

Escholzmatt, t. s. 
i n  black : 8th June 58 and 1 't i\Iarch GO, in  black : z3th :\lay 57, I .  s. 

H. ass. 
Grandson, t. s. 

in black : 2•• Feb. 60 and 24th Nov. 62, 
H. ass. 

Samaden, t. s. 

Henniez, t. s. 
in black : 29'• Aug. 59, H. ass. 

vVattwyl, t. s. 

in blue : 13th :\lay 57, I. s. 
in black : 14"':\Iarch 5!1 - 19'" Oct. 55, 

I .  s. 

in black : 8th Aug. 53 - 21,th Feb. 54, 
I. s. 
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Dated postmarks Dated postmarks 
obli Lerating the stamp itseir defacing only the letter 

() l '.l 614 

6!:3. in black : 211• fan. GO - 30th Oct . G2. 
H .  ass . 

Langentbal, t. s. 
in black : 2 July 62, H. ass. in black : I" Oct. 62, I. s.  

La Sarraz, t .  s. 
in black : 2•'" :\Iarch- 13" :'\o;-. 62, H. ass. 

Sion, l. s. 
in black : 2•"' Sept. 62, H.  as3. 

6 14. in greenish : 5" July 59, H.  ass. in blue : 30"'>larch 55
. 

and 3 1 '' July 

Dissenlis, t. s. 

613 616,  

61;,. in black : 19" Dec. 53, R. I I I  b.  
Gossau, t .  s .  
1\leiringen, t. s .  
l\Iezieres, t. s. 

610. in black : 21'1 i\Iay 59, H .  ass. 
norschach, t. s. 

6 1 7 .  
l\fayenfeld, l .  s. 

in black : 10th Oct. 60, H. ass. 
G IS .  in black : 5th April 60 - 24th Oct. G� 

H. ass. 

56, I. s. 
in black : 20th Feb. 55 - s•• Nov. 56, 

I. s. 
i n  blue : 29"' Sept. 53, I. s. 

617 

in green : 10th July 53, I .  s. 
in black : 6 .. Sept. 52, I .  s. 

618 

in black : 291• July 54 and 31" May G7, 
I. s. 

in black : 10•• July 53 - 12th May 5G, 
I. s. 

in black : 24"' Nov. 55, I .  s. 
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619. 

620 . 

Dated postmarks 

obliterating the stamp itsell 

619 620 

Bischoffzell, t. s. 

in black : 27'" Nov. 58, H. ass. 

Lichtensteig, t. s. 
in black : 29th Nov. 54, H. ass. 

621 . in black : 14th Oct. 58, H. ass. 
Filisur, t. s. 
Reichenau, t.  s. 

622 . in black : 9•• �oY. 59 -2 .. Oct. 62, H. ass. 

G23. 

624 . 

623 

in black : 20 " Aug. 57 - 41" April 62, 
H. ass. 

Lachen, t. s. 

in black : 6'" Aug. 57, H. ass. 

Triengen, t. s. 
in blue : 271" Oct. 53, R. 1 1 1  b. 

in black : 22•• Aug. 5!1 - 6'0 Jan . 62, 
H. ass. 

Dated postmorks 

c!efacing onl;· the Jetter 

621 622 

in black : 6,. Jan. 51 - 27th June 57, 
l .  s. 

in blue : rn•• Feb. 51, - 1 3'" July 55, 
l. s .  

in red : 6'" Jan. 51 - 14'" July 52, 
I .  s. 

in red : G'" June 5'1, 1 .  s. 
in  black : 30th July 56 and 13th July 58, 

I . s .  

in black : 5th March 54, I. s. 
in black : 1 1'" Nov. 56, I .  s. 
in  blue : 1'' Feb. 51, 1. s. 
in blue : 24'" Jan. 51, !. s. 

624 

in blue : s1• Nov. 50 - 21'' Nov. 54, 
I. s.  

in black : 151° Feb. 56 - 1s•• Sept. 62, 
I. s. 

in black : 22•• Nov. 50 and 21" Feb. 5·!, 
l .  s. 

in blue : 121• Sept. 54, I .  s. 
in black : 7th June 56 - 201• Jan. 58, 

I .  s .  

in blue : 5" April 54 - 24'" Sept. 56, 
I .  s. 

in black : 15'0 Jan. 56 - 1 6  .. Feb . 59, 
I. s. 



625. 
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Dated postmarks Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp llself defacing only the letter 

625 

Rougemont, t. s. 
in black : 13 .. May 6 1 ,  II .  ass. 

626 

in black : 4'" l\Iay 55 and 18 .. Sept. 62, 
1. s.  

626. in  black : 19  . .  l\Iarch 62, H .  ass. 

627. 

S'-:\laurice, t. s. 
in black : 5 .. 0ct. 60 - l'i"' Aug. 61 ,H.ass. 

Sursee, t. s. 
in black : 27,. June - 16'" Oct. 62, H. ass. 

\Valkringen, t. s. 
in greenish : 25,. Nov. 53 - J!ith :\lay 5'., 

R. I ,  R. I I I .  
Wohlhausen, t. s. 

in greenish : 1 1th and 2 1'' l\Iarch 59, 
H. ass. 

in black : 18lh and 25'" Sept. 62, H. ass. 

627 628 

Saanen, t .  s.  
in black : 3 1 '' :\larch 62, H .  ass. 

628 . in blue : ! ! lh July 57, H. ass. 

in black : 8'" June 57 - 7'" Dec. 62, H. ass. 
Erlach, t. s. 

Ins, t. s. 
Wyl, t .  s. 

62\J. in black : 25lh April 58, H. ass. 
Vernex, t.  s. 

in black : 1'' June 61 - 20•• Sept. 62, 
H. ass. 

630. in black : 18lh Aug. 62, H. ass. 

in black : 6'" l\Iay 57 - 30" Sept. 62, 
l .  s. 

in black : 30" Jan. 56 and 20'" July 6 1 ,  
I .  s. 

629 630 

in blue : 24,. April 56, I .  s. 

in blue : 26'" l\Iarch 55 - 101• July 57, 
I. s. 

in black : 2•• l\larch - 9" Aug. 54 , 
! .  s. 

in black : 4 .. March 54, I. s. 
in black : 31'' July 51 , I. s. 

in black : 161• April 53 and 5 .. Aug. 56 , 

I, s, 

.. 
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Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp ilselt 

631 632 
63 1 .  in black : 291• July 58 -- 20th Oct. 62, IL 

ass. 
632 . in black : 7th Oct. 52, I I .  ass. 

Bremgarten, t .  s. 
in black : 5th Nov. 57, I I .  ass. 

Fleurier, t. s .  
in black : ·19th Dec. 6 1 ,  I I .  ass. 

Niederschonthal, t. s. 
in black : 201• Nov. 62, l [ .  ass. 

633 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

63'1 

in black : 20"' :\lay 57 - 2°• Aug. 62, 
I .  s. 

in black : 29 .. l\ov. 53 - 91• Dec.54, l. s .  

633. in black : 2" June 57 - 25'" Aug. 62, in  black : zn• !\fay 56, I .  s. 
H.  ass. 

634. in black : 12'" Dec. 57, II. ass. 

635 636 
635. 

Biitschwyl, t. s.  
636. 

Altnau, t. s. 
in black : 16th l\Jarch 60, H. ass. 

Schweizerhalle, t. s. 
in black : 2l'' Jan. 59 - 7  .. Sept.60, H. ass. 

637. 
Hollstein, t. s. 
Schaffhausen, t. s. 

638 

638. in black : 2°• Dec. 59 - 23'• Nov. 6 1 ,  H. ass. 
Courlelary, t .  s. 

in black : 3•• March 62, H .  ass. 
Lengnau, t. s. 

in black : 61• Jan. 60, H. ass. 
639. in blue : 14" Aug. 57, H. ass. 

in black : 301" Sept. 59, H. ass. 
Kirchleerau, t.  s. 

in black : 12 .. July and 12'" Sept. 62, H. ass. 

637 

in blue : 16'" :\ov. 54, I. s. 
in black : 23"' Feb. 57, I. s .  
in black : JO'" Oct. and 28"' Dec. 62 , I .  s .  

in black : 7'" Feb. 57, I .  s .  
in black : 26'" .Jan.  51, - 28th Oct. 5D, I .  s. 
in black : 23n• April 57, I. s. 
in black : 25'" Jan. 54, I .  s. 

639 
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Doted postmarks Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself defacing only the letter 

G40 . 

64 1 .  

in black : 

640 

1,11• Oct. 
Herisau, t. s. 
Vallorbes, t. s. 

in black : 29'" No\·. 
H .  ass. 

62, f I. ass. 

59 and 25'" May 

in black : S'" �larch 60 and 28'" July 
H. ass. 

Bischoffzell, t. s. 
in black : 19'" �lay 62, H. ass. 

,\lonthey, I. s. 
in black : 27'" April 

Stein, t. s. 
in black : 2•• Sept. 

60, H. ass. 

642 . in black : 6th Dec. 
62, H. ass. 
54, H. ass. 

Frauenfeld, t.  s. 

643 

643 . 

G1 t 

62, 

62, 

644 . in black : 22•• Oct. - 211• Dec. 59, H. ass. 
645 . in black : 2s1• July 60 - 29•• Sept. 62, 

H. ass. 
646. in black : 3•• July 57 and 23"' Dec. 60, 

H. ass. 

G-'12 

in black : 2011' June ::;;:;, I .  s. 

in black : 28'" Dec. GO - 2•• i\!ay 
I. s. 

in black : 101• Oct. 62, I .  s. 

in black : 29"' Nov, 53, I. s. 

646 

62, 

in blue : 5" May - G'" Sept. 55, I. s. 
in black : 15" Aug. 58, I .  s. 
in black : i3 Sept. 60 - 2•• Aug. 62, 

I .  s.  

30 
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Dated postmarks Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself defacing only the letter 

6.',7 6!18 649 650 

647. in black : 5•• Feb. 59 - 29'•<Aug. 62, 

648. 

649. 

650. 

651 . 

652 . 

653. 
654. 

H. ass. 
Yverdon, t .  s. 

in black : 5"' Nov. 59 - 91• i\larch 62, 
H. ass. 

Peseux, t. s. 
in black : 191• :\lay 59 - 18th i'l!ay 

H. ass. 
in black : 101• July 58, H. ass. 

Lenzburg, t .  s. 
in black : 23'• June 58 - 161• Oct. 

H .  ass. 
Waldenburg, t. s. 

in black : 3'" March 58, H .  ass. 

631 652 

Mellingen, t. s.  
Savenwyl, t. s. 

in black : 23'" Feb. 60, H .  ass. 
Tramelan, t. s. 

in black : 15'" Aug. 62, H.  nss. 
U etiko n ,  t. s. 

in black : 14•• Jan. 62, IL ass. 
W ohlen, t. s. 

"\-Vollerau, t. s. 
in black : 12th Dec. 58, H .  ass. 

in black : 191• Jan. 60 - 2'4 Aug, 
H. ass. 

in black : 23"' May 61 ,  H. ass. 
in black : 14'" March 61 and 1 1 •• Jan. 

H. ass. 
Couvet, t. s .  

in black : 11,th March 60 and 27 .. July 
H. ass. 

60, 

59, 

6" -, 

63, 

62, 

in black : 22•• Aug. 56 and 3•• Jan. 
I .  s. 

in black : 21'1 Oct. 62, ] .  s. 

in blf..Lck : ()lh r-J::iy 57, 1. s. 

in black : 4'" Nov. 6 1 ,  I. s. 

653 654 

57, 

in black : S .. Nov. 58 - 1 p• April 63, 
I. s.  

in blue : 1" and 22•• Dec. 54, I. s. 

in black : 2•·1 April 57 and 111• June 58, 
I .  s. 

in black : 16" Aug. 58 - 23•• Sepl.62, 
I. s. 

in blue : 20tb Aug. 55, I .  s. 
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Dated postmarks Dated postmarks 

obliterating the stamp itself defacing only the letter 

655 6Ci6 6fi7 

655. in black : 18'" Aug. 57, H. �ss. in blue : 171• .Tan. 56, I. s. 
in black : I "  Dec. 56, I .  s. Diessenhofen, t. s. 

Engstringen, t. s. 
in black : J91• Sept. 61,  H .  ass. 

Munchweilen, t. s. 
Niederwyl, t. s. 
Thalweil, t. s. 

in black :25" .July 58, H. ass. 
Wiedikon, t .  s. 

inblack : S" Dec. 59, H.  ass. 
656 . inblack : 1" July 57-1 1 .. Feb. 63,H .ass. 

in blue : 26'" Jan. 55, H.  ass. 

657. 
Regensberg, t. s. 
Sissach, t. s .  

inblack : S" Aug. 59and 16"Aug. 60,H.ass . 
Weesen, t. s. 

658 . in black : 22•• Nov. 56- 3'4 Nov. 61 ,H.ass. 

659 660 

in black : 10•• Aug. 57, I .  s. 
in black : 121• July 54 - 12'" i'iov. 56, I. s. 
in blue : 18'":\larch 58, I .  s .  

in black : 28'" Feb. 55- 13" April 63, I .  s .  
in blue : 1,1• Dec. 52- 5•• Aug. 6 1 ,  l .  s .  
i n  green : 2r1 .. April 53, I .  s.  
in blue : 3 1'1 Jan. 56, 1. s .  
in black : 301• Ju ly  56, I .  s.  

in black : n•• June 55 and 7•• July 58, 
I. s. 

in black : 131bMarch 55 - 30th April 63, 
I. s.  

in blue : 29" April 53- 20" l\fay 57, 1 . s. 

661 662 

659 . in black : 25" Oct. 61- 16"' i'\ov. 62.H .ass. in black : JG" Jan. 60- 11'" May 62. I. s. 
in'.black : 26" July 57 - 4" Oct. 62, I .  s. 660 . in black : 9" Feb. 5B-30"' Aug. 62,H.ass. 

Lenzburg, !. s. 
in black : Hl" .July 60-25'":'.larch 63,H .ass. in black : I '' Feb. 61 - 4•• i\lay 63, I. s. 

Romanshorn, t .  s. 
in black : 3'" Jan. ;-,s- I '' April 6 1 .H.ass. 

Uzwyl, I.. s .  i n  black : 12"' June 62. I .  s .  
661 . i n  black : Hl1• Aug. 57- "i'" Aug. 62,H .ass. in black : 14'" Feb. 55 - w• Aug. 60, I .  s. 

662. 

Baden, t. s. 
in black : 10" Jan. 63, H. ass. 

Frauenfeld, t. s. 
in black : '12th !\fay 5B- 9'h Oct. 62,H.ass. in black : 22•• Nov. 55- 5to Sept. 6 1 ,  I. s.  

Schaffhausen, t. s. 
in black : H>" l\larch 59-2 1•1 April 62,H.ass. 

Rheinek, t. s. 
in black : 2 1'1 June 6 1 ,  H.  ass. 

in black : 91• Dec. 59- 21'1 Oct. 62, I. s. 
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Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

663 66'1 

663. in black : 24th July and 21" Aug. 62, II .  ass. 
664. in black : 19" Feb. 61 ,  H. ass. 

Gossau, t. s. 
in black : 3•• Nov.57, H. ass. 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

665 666 

665. in black : ·13th Dec. 58, H. ass. in black : 16th i\Iay 57 and 28th Oct. 5'.J, 
I. s. 

666. in black : 27'h Nov.60- 13 .. Feb. 62, H. ass. in black : 9th May 61 - 1 7'h Sept. 62, 

Oberrieden, t. s. I. s .  

in black : 22••April 60, H.  ass. 

667 668 66\l 

667. in black : lilh Jan. 58- 6'"Aug. 62, H . ass. 
Aarburg, t. s. 

in black : 23"'Sept.60- 4'" :\lay 63, H.  ass. in black : 2-i" Feb. 60, I. s. 
668. in black : 2-i'" June 58- 19 .\pril 59, H. ass. 

Bienne, t. s. 
in black : 181• July - 3 1" Oct. 62, H. ass. 

Flilntern, t .  s. 
in black : 6'h July 58, H .  ass. 

669. in black : 4'" Aug. 59, H.  ass. 

670 67 1 

6/0. in black : 26" Dec. 57, IL ass. 
Hiesbach, t. s. 

in black : 8"Aug. 62, H .  ass. 
Uznach, t. s. 

in black : 16 .. �larch 62, H.  ass. 
Zurzach, t. s .  

i n  black : 28th April and 1'1 :\lay 60, H.  ass. 

67 l .  
672. i n  black : 12'" Jan. 60, H .  ass. 
673. in black : 18thSept.60- IO" Nov. 62, fl . ass. 

672 673 
in black : :2\J1• Sepl. 55 - 10th i\larch 62, 

I. s .  

in black : 23•• :\larch 60 - 121h Nov. 62, 
I .  s. 

in black : 22•• i\lay 6 1 ,  I. s .  
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Dated postmarks Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itscli defacing only the letter 

ffi 't 675 676 

674. in black : 24'" June 57- 20" Feb. 62, H . ass. in black : 2•• Sept. 50, 1. s. 
Zug, t.  s. 

in black : 4" Oct. 59-26'" Jan. 62, H. ass. 

675. 
in black : 12'" Feb. 58--21'1 July 62, H. ass. 

Porrentruy, t. s. 
in black : 8"' Jan. 56, H. ass. 

6"i6. in blue : 18"' June and !" Oct. &7, H . ass. 
Bellinzona, t. s. 

677 678 

677. in black : ·J51hFeb.59and 2'•'hAug.61 ,H .ass. 
Andelflngen, t. s. 

in black : 5 .. l\larch and 7" l\lay 59, H.  ass. 
Richtersweil, t .  s. 
Watlwyl, t. s. 

in black : 15'" �larch 36 and 2•• Sept. 50, 
I. s. 

in blue : 14" Feb. 5.'5 - JOlh April 56, I . s. 
in black : "7" Feb. 56, I. s. 

in black : ·'•'' Aug. 61,  I. s. 

in black : 30" July - 1 1" Dec. 62, I. s. 

67() 680 

in black : 13" Sept. 62, I. s. 
in black : 14th :\larch and IQlh July 5$, 

I. s. 
678. in black : 2••:-.ray 62, H .  ass. in black : 19" Oct. 62, I. s. 
679. in black : 5" April 60, H. ass. 

Verrieres, t. s. 
in black : 23"' Sept. 6 1  and 14"' Sept. 62, 

H. ass. 
680. in black : 18" i'iov. 5.; and 21" Aug. 59, in black : 23'4 i'iov. 5 � ,  I. s. 

H. ass. 
r.leilen, t. s. in black : 12th i'iov. 55, I. s. 
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681 . 

682 . 

Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

681 682 

Yverdon, t. s. 

Otmarsingen, t. s. 
in black : 12th Aug. 61,  H. ass. 

683 

Dated postmarlrn 
defacing only the letter 

in black : 21'' !\fay 6 1 ,  I. s. 
in black : f9th Aug. 56, I .  s.  
in black : 30lh Jan. - s•• Dec. b6, I .  s .  

683 . in black : 29" Sept. 57 - 8" Jan. 63, in black : 2•• Feb. - 2•• Sept. 57, l. s. 
H. ass. 

684 . in black : 10•• March 62, H. ass. in  black : ·121• April and JS" Aug. 62, I .  s. 

685. in black : 24"' Jan. - 20 .. May 62, H. ass. 
Ettiswyl, t .  s. 

in black : 16'" July 62, H. ass. 
Niederschonthal, t. s. 

in greenish : 24th July 62, H. ass. 
686. in black : 14'" May 60 - ·JS'" Sept. 62, 

H. ass. 
Bruggen, t. s. 

in black : 1 1'" June 62, H. ass. 
Langenbruck, t. s .  

in black : 7" Feb. 63, H. ass. 
Wildhaus, t. s. in black : 1 1 th Oct. 60, l. s. 



687. 

688. 

689. 
690. 

DATED POSTMARKS 

B U R E A U X  A M B U L A N T S  

Dated postmarks Dated postmarks 

239 

oblit.erating the stamp itself dcracing only the letter 

687 688 

691 69'2 

689 690 

in black : 1" Feb. 59 and 27'" June 61 , 
I. s.  

in black : 2•• Feb. G9 and 20•• Feb. 61 , 
I .  s.  

in black : 21" Feb. 59, I .  s. 
in black : 1 1" Nov. 60, I .  s.  

693 694 

691. in black : 18'" May 59, H. ass. in black : n•• Oct. 58 -21'' Oct. 59, l .  s. 
in black : 61• May 59, ! .  s. 

692. 

693. 
694. 

695. 
696. 
697. 

Aarau-Zurich, t. s. 

695 696 

St-Gallen-Zurich, t. s.  

in black : 19 .. Oct. 60 and 25•• Aug. tH , 
I. s. 

in black : 2s1• Aug. 60, I. s. 
in black : 201• Aug. and 1'' Oct. 60, I. s. 

697 

in black : 16th Feb. 61 , ! .  s. 
in black : 16'" March 62, !. s. 
in black : 1 1'" June - 28th July 62, I. s. 
in black : 12"' June 62, I. s. 
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Dated postmarks 
obliterating the stamp itself 

698 Q\)\) 

608. in black : 2 1'' J une 62, H .  ass. 
Aarau-\Vinterlhur, l. s. 

G99. in black : \)th Ocl. 62, If. n;;f;, 
700. 
70 1 .  

100 

Dated postmarks 
defacing only the letter 

10 1 

in bbck : 101• Oct. G2 and 16th Jan. 63, l. s.  

in black : H" Sept. G2, l .  s.  
in black : 8" Aug. and 4" Oct. 62, I .  s.  
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(1 890), p.  5 [ .  

Gl . L .  B�lanchard] . - Devons-nous 
ou non collectionner Ies timbres 
suisses cou pes ? 

Schweizer Briejmarken-Journal, I I  
( 1890), p ,  59-60, 78-79. 

G3. 0. P[fenninger] . - Sind hal
bierte Schweizermarken sammel
berechtigt ? 

Sclzweiz.er Briefmarken-Journal, I I  
('1890), p .  67-68 . 

64. R[euterskii:ild] (A. DE) . - De
vons-nous ou non collectionner 
!es timbres suisses coupes ? 

Schweiz.er Briefmarken-Journal, I I  
(1 890), p .  78 . 

G:>.  [Cut stamps] . 

See Lhe article quoted below (n° 182) 
by Hans Kirchhofer entitled : 
Einiges itber Schweiz.ermarken, 
relative to the framing of the 
Federal cross, and to cut stamps. 

(lllustrirtes Briefmarken-Journal, 
H:l9 1 ,  p .  194-'196 .) 

66. Philippe. - Sch,,·indel-Vorsichl 
[Forgeries of cut stamps] . 

Schweiz.er Briefmarken-Journal, I l l  
(1891) ,  p .  42-43. 

3° 0HLITERATIO?\S 

67. Kirchhofer (H . ) .  - Les Oblite-
1·ations des timbres-paste suisses. 

Revue philatelique suisse, I ( 189 1  ) , 
p. 266-272, and plates XV III  
to XXV. 

68. Pfenninger (O tto). - Kanlonnle 
und Schweizerische Post- entwer
tungsstempel aus den Jahrcn 
1 850-54 .  

Schweiz..er Briejmarken-Journal, I I I  
(1891) ,  p .  '17-'19. 

69. Pfenninger (OUo). - Kanlonale 
und schweizerische Poslentwer
tungsstempel aus den Jahren 
1850-54 . - Lausanne, s. cl. [189 1 ] ,  
in-8°, 8 p .  with plates. 

(Cf. Der Philatelist, 1891 , p.  Hl4.) 

70. Werg an die Kunkel [Swiss 
obliterations] . 

Schweiz.er Briefmarken-Journal, IV 
( 1892), p .  '18. 

71 . Girsewald (Baron DE) . - Zeil
. gemasse Anregungen [Oblitera

tions] . 

Schwei1er Briefmarken-.!ournal, I V  
(1892), p .  29-32. Cf. ibid., p .  33-34. 

Tl.. Das Philat. Fegnest, N. 1.. -
Riickbezugliches [S"·iss oblitera
tions] . 

Schweizer Briefmarken-Journal, I V  
( 1 892), p .  58-59 . 

73. Rebsamen (E .-E . ) .  -- Preis
bewerbung [Swiss obliterations] . 

Schweiz.er Briefmarken-Journal, I V  
('1892), p .  67-68. 
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74. J. (E. DE) [Kirchhofer] . - Zur 
Entwertungs-Slem pelfrage. 

Sclzwei71er Briefinarken-Jozmzal, IV 

(1892), p. 75-76. 

75. Beilage for Abstempelungs
sammler. Aus dem Postetat auf 
'l. Januar 1850. 

Schwei71er Briefmarken-Journal, V 

(1892), p .  59-63. 

76. Rakso (sic) [Rapso] . - Welche 
Bedeutung hat das Sammeln von 
Abstempelungen ? 

Schwei:z.er Briefmarken -Journal ,  
v v  (1892), p .  84-85. 

77. Rapso. - Nach welchen Ge
sichtspunkten ist eine Spezial
sammlung Schweiz. Abstempe
lungen einzurichten ? 

Sclzweiz.er Briefmarken-Journal, V 

('1892), p. 90-92. 

78. Tagsatzungs-Zeiten [Obli tera
tions]. 

Schwei'{_er Briefmarken-Journal, IV 

(1892), p .  92-93. 

79. [Jaquier (J . ) .] - Fausses obli
terations suisses. 

La Philatelic helvetique, I (1894) , 
p .  24. 

4° Swiss PHILATELIC PUBLICATIONS 

80. SCHWEIZERISCHE BRIEF�IARKEN

ZEITUNG, published by Ed .  R iesen
Schwanden, '1 875-1876 (9 num
bers). 

Cf. H .  Fraenkel. Chronologische 
Tabelle der cleutschen philate
!istischen Zei tschriften. Berlin, 
1 889, in-4°. 

8 '1 . ScHWEIZER BR1EnIARKEN-ZEITUNG, 

Organ fiir die Gesamt-lnteressen 
der Briefmarkenkunde (published 
by R. Deyhle, in Berne), in-4°, 
1879-'1886 (8 years). From 1 880, 
the title is : ScHWEIZER ILLUS

TRIRTE BmEFMARKEN-ZE1TUNG, Or
gan fitr die Gesamt-lnteressen 
der Philatelic. 

82. MITTE!LUNGE:'\ DES SCHWEIZER 

PmLATELISTEN-V EREINS, published 
by R. Deyhle, '1884 ('l number). 

Cf. H. Fraenkel. Chronologische Ta
belle der deutschen philalelis
lischen Zeilschriften. Berlin, 1894, 
in--'i.0• 

83. V E R E l :'\ S - :\l 1 T T E I L U 1\ GE :'\ D E S  

SCH\VEIZERISCHEN PHILATELISTEK

VEREINS Zumcu, '1884-85 ('1 2 mun
bers) . 

Cf. Fraenkel. Ibid. 

84. LE PmLATELISTE su1ssE, published 
by T. Geisendorf, 1888 - 1889, 
in-8°. 

85. SCHWEIZER BRIEFMARKEN-JOURNAL, 

journal suisse de timbrologie. 
Organ fiir die Gesamt-lnteressen 
der Briefmarkenkunde. Redaction 
und Verlag : Hans Kirchhofer in 
Lausanne. Offiz.ielles Organ des 
Philatelisten- Vereins Lu:z.ern. Or
gane officiel de la Societe lausan-
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noise de timbrologie. ln-4°, '1889-
1895. 

In 1890, 1891 and 1892 we find a number 
of Swiss philatelic clubs added to the list 
of the Societies of which this publication 
is described as the official organ , and in 
1891 the word Redaction is written Redak
tion. 

From the fourth year (1892), for the words 
Redaktion and Verlag : Hans Kirclzlzofer 
in Lausanne, the following are substituted 
Herausge{{eben imter der Le itung des 
Redactionscomite der Sclnvei:rer Plzilate
listen- Ve1·eine von Hans Ki1·chhofer in 
Lausanne. The first seven monlhs of 1892 
are described as belonging to the fourth 
year, while, beginning with Lhe August 
number of 1892, the title has on it : V 
Jahrgang. 

From the sixth year, 1893, the title is as 
follows : 

SCHWEIZER BRIEF:\IARKEN-JocRNAL , 

Organ des Centralverbandes der 
Schwei{erischen Plzilatelisten
Vereine (Philatelisten-Club St
Gallen, etc.) .  Herausgegeben vom 
Schwei{. Philatelisten - Verein , 
Basel. In-4°, printed in Basie. 

From the seventh year (1894), there is a 
new and more impo1·tant modificalion of 
the title, which henceforward runs as fol
l ows : 

SCHWEIZER BRIEF:\IARKE:\-ZEITU:\G, 

Of.fi{ielles Organ des Verbandes 
Schweiz._erischer Philatelisten
Vereine.  - Organe officiel de 
l' Union des Societes philateliques 
suisses ( Verein fiir Briefmar
kenkunde Aarau, etc . ) .  

Dating from 1896, the editing or  this 
journal passes into the hands of the Phi
latelic Society of Geneva. There is simply 
added the name of the Secretary : A. 
Gernandt-Roux. In  1898, the same journal 
passes over to the « Societe lausannoise 
der Timbrologie n, wi th A. de Reuters 

kiold and P. Rosselet as editors. Editorial 
offices, Lausanne ; Publisher, J.  J a qui er,  
Morges. 

86. REVUE PHILATELIQuE SUISSE, or
gane mensuel de la timbrologie 
postale, telegraphique et .fiscale, 
publie sous la direction de Paul 
StrCl!hlin, avec le concours des 
principaux philatelistes. Organe 
officiel de la Societe lausannoise 
de timbrologie. 

From the second year, the title is modi
fied thus : 

REVUE PHILATELrQuE sUissE, publiee 
sous la direction de Paul Strrehlin, 
avec le concours des principaux 
philatelistes. Organe of.ficiel de la 
Societe lausannoise de timbrolo
gie et de !'Association des So
cietes philateliques suisses. (On 
numbers 7 and 8 is added : et or
gane proviso ire de la Societe phila
tetique de Geneve.) 

In the first year (1891) 9 numbers ap
peared ; in the second ( 1892), 8 numbers. 
These represent the whole of this publica
tion. 

87. LA PHILATELIE HELVETIQUE, 

journal des collectionneurs de 
timbres-paste, publie sous la di
rection de J. Jaquier, collection
neur, a Morges, 1 893-1897. 

Small in-folio, 4 pages to each number. 
Number 2 was also published in German, 

under the title of Die Helvetische Phila
telie. 

N ° 1 is merely a price list. 
From the 1'' of January 1896, the size 

changes, and each number consists o f  
I 6  pages large octavo, i n  a cover. This 
journal ceased to appear in December 
1897. 

32 
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I I .  - CANTONAL STAMPS 

1° CANTO:'\AL STA\IPS ! '.'!  GENEHAL 

88. D [eyhle] (R.) .  - Ueber Fal
schungen von Kantonalmarken. 

Schweiz.er Briefmarken-Z eitung, I 
(1879), n° 1 ,  p. 3 ;  n° 2, p. 2 ;  n° 3, 
p. 2-3 (Basle Dove). - II (1880), 
n° 1 ,  p .  4-5 ; n° 3 ,  p. 21 - 22 ;  
11° 4 ,  p .  30 - 3 1 ; n° 5, p. 40-4 1 ; 
n° 8, p .  66-67 ; n° 9, p. 75-76 ; 
n° 12 ,  p .  103 - 105 (Geneva 
Stamps). - IV ('1882), n° 5, p. 38-
39 ; n° 9, p .  72-73 (Vaud stamps). 
- V (1883), n° 1 , p. 5 ;  n° 5, p .  41 
(Neuchatel stamp) . 

89. Photographien der r...:antonal
marken [Advertisement of photo
graphic re productions of Swiss 
cantonal stamps] . 

Schweiz.er Briefmarken-Z eitung, 
I (1879), n° 6, p. 6. 

90. Schulze (A.) . - Falsche Kan
tonalmarken. 

Weltpost, V (1880), n° 5, p. 42-43. 

91 . Schulze (A.) .  - Warnung vor 
falschen Kantonalmarken. 

Der Philatelist, V ('1884), n° '10, 
p. 121-'122. 

92. G[eisendorf] (T .). - Apergu sur 
les timbres cantonaux suisses.  

Le Philateliste suisse, I (1888), 
p. 20, 29 and 32. 

93. Reuterski5ld (A .  DE) . - Les 
t imbres cantonaux de la Suisse 
et leurs falsification s .  Travail 
presente par M. A. de Reuters
kiold et publie par les soins de la 
Societe lausannoise de timbro
logie. - Lausanne, octobre 1889, 
in-8° , 4 7 p . ,  with plaLes (cf. 
the Adjonctions et rectifications 
published in the Schweiz.er Brief
marken-Journal, I I  ('1890), p.  30-
3 1 ) .  

A second edition was published in 
October 1898. 

A German translation of th·s work has 
been published under Lhe following title : 

Die Kantonalmarken der Schweiz 
und deren Fabchungen. Bea rbei
tet  von A. de Reuterskiold. In 
deulscher Sprache veroffenUich t 
clurch die Redaklion der « Post
wertzeichenkunde >> und Hans 
Kirchhofer. - Lausanne (Extract 
from the Postwertz.eichenkunde). 

In ff90, the Lausanne Philatelic Society 
sold to an American the right of reprodu
cing in the English language 1\1. de Reu
terskiold's work. 

(See Schweizer Briefmarken-Jour
nal, II (1 890), p. 29. )  

This English translation appeared in 
Th e ll1etropolitan Philatelist under the 
following title : 

The Cantonal Stamps of Switzer
land and their Falsifications, 
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translated by Charles Gregory 
from the recent work issued by 
the « Societe lausannoise de Tim
brologie ». 

The Metropo litan Philate list, 
(1890), p. 30-33 ; 53-57 , 80-82 ; 
'10 1- 102 ; H5-H6 ; 144-147. 

94 . Reuterskiiild (A. DE) . - Les 
Timbres cantonaux de la Suisse 
et leurs falsifications. Adjonc
tions et rectifications. 

Schweiz.er Briefmarken -Journal� II 

(1890), p. 30-31 [Supplement to 
the above work] . 

95. Flandrin (V1cTOR). - ·wetter
leuchten oder !es Timbres canto
naux de la Suisse (Extract from 
the « Union postale universelle )) 
the 10'h of March 1892). 

Schweiz.er Briefinarken-Journal, 
IV ( '1892), p. 43-44. 

96. Veneziani (E.) .  - Vente de tim
bres [at Geneva on the 4th of Au
gust 1895, and consisting chiefly 
of Cantonal stampsj .  

Schweiz.er Briefinarken-Z eitung, 
VIII ('1895), p. 70. 

97. Falsche Kantonalmarken.  

Schweiz.er Briefmarken - Z  eitzmg, 
VIII  ('1895), p .  77-78. 

98. La Chasse aux cantonaux. 

La Philatelie lzelvetique, I I  ( '1895), 
n° 12, p. 44. 

99. Pfenninger (OTTo).  - Allge
meine ilber Schweizer und Kan
tonale Postmarken. 

Sclzweiz.er Briefmarken -Z eitung, 
IX (1896), p .  5-6, 15-16, etc. 

2° ZURICH CANTONAL STAMPS 

100. Pemberton (EnwARn-L .) .  

[« Double Geneya JJ and Zurich 
stamp of 1843] . 

The Stamp-Collector's Magaz.ine 
II (1864), p. 62-63 . 

101 . Zurich dated Stamps. 

The Stamp-Collector's Magaz.ine, 
IV (1865), p.  47. 

102. Trieb. - Une Fantaisie an
glaise [Forged Zurich stamp of 
'1843) . 

Le Timbrophile, I (1864-65),  n° 1 ,  
p .  6. 

103. Deux Mythes [Zurich 4 and 6 
rappen stamps, with date of 
year] . 

Le Timbre-Paste, III  ('1865), p. 60-
6L 

104. Magnus (Dr) [Dr  Legrand]. 
Les Timbres de Zurich . 

Le Timbrophile, VI ( 1870), p .  506-
507. 

In this article the pornts of difference 
between lhe fhe types of lhe plates of 
Zurich stamps were established for the 
first time. 

105. P. (J. ) .  - Les Timbres de Zu
rich [Letter dated February 21 si, 

1870 on their different types] . 

Le Timbre-Paste, VIII ( '1870), n° 87, 
p .  24. 
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106. Pemberton. - Notes and com
mentaries on recent discussions 
[Zurich stamps] . 

The Stamp-Collector's Maga{ine, 
IX ( '187 1 ) ,  p. 29-30. 

107. Earee (THE REv. R. B. ) .  - The 
Spud Papers ; or, notes on Phila
telic \Veeds. LIII. Zurich . 

The Philatelist, IX (1875), p .  169-
17'1 .  

See above (n° 44) a mention o f  the 
work in which the Rev. R .B. Earee pub
lishes his articles on forgeries under the 
title of A lbum Weeds. 

'108. Moschkau (Dr). - Ziirich-Fal
schungen. 

Illustrirtes Briefmarken - Journal, 
(1 876), p. 26.  

'109. Schulze (An. ) .  - Ueber Miss
brauch Yon Zuricher Kantonal
marken. 

Schweiz.er Briefmarken - Z eitung, 
( '1 879), n° 6, p. 'l-2. 

Viele, in n° 1 1  of the year 1885 of this 
journal, the completion of the article. 

HO. [Zurich 4 rappen s tamp, with 
cantonal taxe instead of local 
taxe. - A forgery submilted by 
Mr. Anderson to the French Phila
telic Society for examination.] 

Bulletin de la Societe franqaise de 
timbrologie ('1880), p. 164-165. 

1 1 '1 .  Ziirichermarken von 1843 ohne 
rote Linien. 

Scl21veiz.er illustrirte Briefmai·ken
Z eitung, III ( 1 88 1 ), n° 1 ,  p. 6 ,  and 
n° 12, p. '101 . 

'112. Krause (RICHARD) .  - Fiilschun
gen von Kantonalmarken Zurich . 

Der Philatelist, IV ('1883), p .  52-53 
and 66. 

1' 1 3. Falschungen, ZuRICH [with dates 

in the corners] . 

Schweiz.er illustrirte Briefmarken
Z eitung, VII (1885), 11° 1 ,  p .  1 1 .  

H4. Schulze (An . ) .  - Ueber Miss
brauch von Zuricher Kantonal
marken. 

Schweiz.er illustrirte Briefmarken
Z eitung, VII ('1885), n° 1 1 ,  p. 92-
93. 

Reproduction of an article which ap· 
peared in 1879, with some modifications. 

1 1 5. Mitteilung des Schweizeri
schen Philatelisten-V ereins Z u
rich [Imitation of a Zurich 4 rap
pen} . 

Schwei71.er Briefmarken -Journal, 
v ( 1892), p. 70. 

1 16. Leutwyler (R.) .  - Reparierte 
Platte der Zurich 6, type 3 .  

Schweiz.er Briefmarken - Z  eitung, 
VIII (1895), p .  98-99. 

3° GEi\EVA CANTONAL STAMPS 

1 17 .  Pemberton (EnwARn-L .) .  -
[Double Geneva and Zurich stamp 
of '1843] . 

The Stamp-Collector's Magaz.ine: 
II (1864), p .  62-63. 
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HS. Le Double de Geneve .  

Th e Stamp-Collector's Magat_ine, 
III  (1865), p. 48. 

1 19. Boley (Dr). - Notes on the 
later stamp forgeries [Double 
Geneva] . 

The Stamp-Collector's Magat_ine, 
VI (1866), p. 78. 

120. Repandunensis . - A few Re
marks on some of the Genevese 
stamps. 

The Philatelist, I (1867), p. 138-139. 

12'1 . A propos des timbres de Ge
neve [Letter on the adhesiYe 
stamp of 5 centimes on white 
paper] . 

Le Timbre-Paste, VI ( 1 868), n° 7 1 ,  
p.  87-88. 

122. Concerning Reprints [Swiss : 
Basle and Geneva] . 

The Stamp-Collector's Magatine, 
VII (1 869), p. 1 19 .  

123. Deyhle (R. ) .  - Die Genfer 
Couverte. 

Schweit_er illustrirte Briefmarken
Z eitung, I I I  ('1881), n° 8, p .  68 .  

124 .  Bosredon (PH. DE) . - [Gene
va stamps printed in green on 
white paper]. 

Bulletin de la Societe franc;aise de 
timbrologie (1881 ) ,  p .  266. 

Dissertation inserted in a report pre
sented in the name of the Commission 
entrusted to propose the prizes to be 
given at the competition of 1881. 

125. Sanson (EDOUARD). - Histoire 
des timbres-poste de Geneve. 

Bulletin de la Societe jranc;aise de 
timbrologie, III  (1883), p .  21-23. 

Cf. in the same Bulletin, year 1881 , 
p. 266, a report presented by Ph. de Bos
redon upon the prizes awarded by that 
Society. 

This memoir has appeared in German 
under the following title : 

Geschichte der Genfermarken. 

Schweit_er illustrirte Briejmarken
Z eitung, IV (1E82), n° 7, p .  55-
57 ; n° 8, p . . 61-62, and n° 10, 
p .  80-81 . 

Ed. Sanson's work was afterwards 
translated into English under the following 
title : 

The Postage - Stamps of Geneva 
(Translated from the B ulletin of 
the French society). 

The Philatelic Record, VI (1884), 
p. 94-95. 

126 . Deyhle (R. ) .  - E iniges iiber 
Kantonalmarken [Rep rint of the 
Geneva envelope] . 

Sclzwei;_er illustrirte Briejmarken
Z eitzmg, Vlll (1886), n° 1 ,  p .  3-4. 

127. Schulze (Ao.) .  - Einiges iiber 
Kantonalmarken. Genfer Cou
yert, IV. Format.  

Sclnvei;_er illustrirte Briefinarken
Z eitung, VIII (1886), n° 3, p. 24. 

Reproduction of an article in Der Phila
telist. 

128.  Schulze (Ao .) .  - Genf 5 c.  
griin auf weiss. 

Der Philatelist, IX ( 1888), p.  55-56 . 
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This article also appeared in the Jll11s
t1·irte Bi·iefmarken Zeitung, I (1888), p. 90-
91 and 107. 

129 .  Stroehlin (P.) .  - Documents 
relatifs a la creation des timbres

poste a Geneve et a l'h istoire de 
cette poste. 

Revue philatelique suisse, I (1891 ) ,  

p .  20-33 and 36-54 . 

130. Charles I-Ientsch e t  !es timbres 
de Geneve. 

Revue plzilatelique suisse, I (1891 ) ,  
p .  55 . 

Cf. Schweizer Briefmarken-Z eitung. 
IX (1896), p .  3-4 and 14 .  

1 3'1 .  Collectionneurs , a ltention 
[Forgery of Geneva envelopes] . 

Schweiz.er Briefmarken - Z eitung, 
IX (1896), p. 17. 

132.  Caras .  - Austrian and Swiss 
Stamps Forgeries [Basle stamp] . 

The Stamp-Collector's Magaz.ine, I I  
(1864), p .  79. 

133. Fentonia. - The Basie Stamp.  

The Stamp-Collector's Magaz.ine, 
II (1864), p. '181-182.  

134 .  Magnus (Dr) [Dr Legrand]. -

136.  Moschkau (D'') . - Falschun
gen. I. Baseler Taubchen. 

Illustrirtes Briefmarken - Journal 
('1874), p. 1 -2. 

'137. Steffan (J .-C . ) .  - Stadt- Post 
Basel. 

Allgemeiner Briefmarken- Anz.eiger 
( 1878), N° 1 6'1 .  

138. Sch [ulze] (A.) .  - [On the arms 
of the Basie stamps] . 

Sc!ZJveiz.er Briefmarken - Z  eitung, 
I (1879), n° 5, p. Ii .  

139. Deyhle (RoB . ) .  - Falschungen . 
Basel,  '\845, 2 1/2 Rp. 

Sclzweiz.er illustrirte Briefmarken
Z eitung, VII (1885), n" 6, p. 55-56; 
n° 7, p. 63-64 ; n° 1 1 ,  p. 92 ; n° 12, 
p. 97. 

140. Philatelisten - Vereins Basel 
(Kommission der Schweiz). -
Briefmarkenfalschungs [ Basie 
stamp] . 

lllustrirtes Briefmarken - Journal, 
1887, p .  64 . 

1 4 1 .  Knorr (Loms) . - Falschungen. 
Baseler Taubchen. 

Illustrirtes Briefinarken - Journal 
(1888), p.  141-'142 .  

Des reimpressions [Basie stamps 142. Die Frankozettelchen oder 
of 1 845] . Baseler Taubchen.  

Le Timbroplzile, I I I  (1867), p .  287. 

135 .  Cooper (J.-A.) .  - The Emblem 
of the Basie Stamp.  

The Stamp-Collector's Afagaz.ine, VI 
('1 868), p .  61 . 

Schweiz.er Briefmarken-Journal, V I  
('1893), p .  10-H . 

A yery important article on the Basie 
stamps, detet·mining the exact date of their 
issue and pointing out the true character
istics of the green « Doves ». 
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III .  - TRANSITIONAL STAM PS 

143. Jaccottet (PAUL). - Correspon
denzen [Upon the name improp
erly applied to the so-called 
« \Vinterthur >> stamps] .  

Allgemeine deutsche Briejmarken
Z eitung, I (1864), n° 8, p .  68. 

Cf. ibid. , n° '12, p .  95. 

144 .  Pemberlon's corrections and 
criticisms [Neuchatel stamp].  

The Stamp-Collector's Magazine, II 
(1864), p . 188. 

145. Le Timbre de Winterthur. 

Le Timbre-Paste, I I  (1864), n° 16, 
p .  30-31 [Extract from the article 
published by N atalis Rondot in 
the Af.agasin pittoresque] . 

146. Unused Vaud and Geneva 
Stamps. 

The Stamp-Collector's Maga'{_ine, 
l f I  ('1865), p. 16 .  

1 47.  Genuine and forged \Vinter

thur Stamp .  

The Stamp-Collector's Magazine,  
III ('1865), p.  '191 . 

148. Deyhle (ROBERT). - Eine in
teressan te N euenburg. 

Schweizer illustrirte Briefmarken
Z eitung, IV ('1882) , n° 6, p .  49-
50. 

149. Deyhle (RoBERT) .  - Kantonal 
oder e idgenossisch ? [Transition
al stamps] . 

Schweizer illustrirte Briejmarken
Z eitung, VI (1884), n° 1 ,  p. 6-7. 

150. Kirchhofer (HANS) . - Die Ein
fiihrung der ersten Postwert
zeichen in den eidgenossischen 
Postdienst [Transitional stamps 
and first Federal stam ps] . 

Schweiz.er Briejmarken-Journal, 
('1889), n° 1 ,  p .  1-3.  

151 . Falschungen, Schweiz [Stamp 
known as « Neuchatel >l] . 

Illustrirtes Briefmarken - Journal 
( '1892), p .  278. 

1 52. Girsewald (Baron DE). - Aus 
elem Gebiete der SclnYeizer
marken [Winterthur stamps]. 

Scliwei;,er Briejmarken-Journal, V 
(1892), p .  82-84. 

1 53. Die \Vurzburg - Champion -
Angelegenheit. - Ein Streit um 
zwei waadtlandische Kantonal
marken [Discussion on the 
genuineness of two 4 centime 
« Vaud )) stamps] . 

Sch1veizei- Briejmarken - Journal, 
VI ('1 893), p. 3-4 . 
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IV . - FEDERAL ST AMPS 

1° GENERAL WORKS ON THE FEDERAL 

STAMPS 

154. Postage-Stamp paper and 
Watermarks [Switzerland. Fe
deral Stamps] . 

The Stamp-Collector's Magaz._ine, IV 
(1866), p. 33 and 66. 

1 55. Dudley Atlee (W .) .  - The 

Federal Stamps of Switzerland. 

The Stamp-Collector's Magaz._ine, 
VIII (1870), p. 1 78-180, and IX 
(1871 ), p. 45. 

156. Schulze (An .) .  - Anciens tim
bres suisses [« Poste locale >> and 
« Rayons »]. 

Le Timbre-Paste, X (1872) , n° '1 18 ,  

p.  77. 

1 57. Parisian Collector (A). - On 
the varieties of type of the early 
Swiss Federal Stamps. 

The Stamp-Collector's Magaz._ine, 
XI (1873), p .  12-1 4. 

158. Deyhle (ROBERT).- Eine Stimme 
aus der Schweiz [Forgeries] . 

Berliner illustrirte Briefmarken
Z eitung (1878), p .  62. 

·159. Die neuen Schweizermarken 
[with an account of the types 
employed since 1850] . 

Schwei'{er il!ustrirte Briefmarken
Z eitung, IV (1882), n° 3, p .  21-23. 

2° 0RTSPOST 

'160. Falschungen. Schweiz. 
[Forgery of « Poste Locale >> 

stamps, effected by scraping the 
fra me and applying over it red 
colour]. 

Illustrirtes Briefmarken-Journal, 
XIV (1887), n° 9, p .  127.  

'16'1. Les Anciens Timbres de Suisse 
[« Poste Locale ii with the framed 
cross] . 

Le Timbre-Paste (1871 ) ,  n° 345, 

p .  '194. 

Vide under the next number, in the 
Schweizer Briefmarken-Journal, I I  I (1891), 
p. 65-66, a reply by Ed. von Leman to this 
article. 

162. Leman (E. voN) [HANS Kirch
hofer] . - Die alten Briefmarken 
der Schweiz [Reply to an article 
by Moens upon the framing of 
the Federal cross in the « Poste 
Locale ll] . 

Sclzweiz..er Briefinarken -Journal, III 
(1891 ) ,  p. 65-66. 

163. [Forgery of « Poste Locale ii 

stamps effected by effacing the 
frame] . 
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Mittei!ungen des osterreich ischen 
Ph i!atelisten-Club, VI ( 1891 ), n° '10, 
p. 7. 

164. A. M[unk] . - Ortspost ohne 
Einfassung. 

Schweiz._er Briefinarken-Journal, IV 
(1892), p. 4 .  

lG5. Les  Anciens Timbres suisses 
[(( Poste locale >> with framed 
cross] . 

Le Timbre-Foste (1892), n° 355, 
p. 82, and n° 357, p .  104 [Correc
tion of an article that appeared 
in 1891] . 

166. Les Anciens Timbres suisses. 
(Article by l\1oens extracted from 
the Timbre-Foste, n° 355) . 

Revue philatelique suisse 2c annee 
(1892) , p. 190-193. 

'167. N° 1, S[aint]-G[all] . [OTTo 
Pfenninger] . - Poste Locale 
[with framed cross] . 

Schweiz._er Briefmarken -Journal, 
IV (1 892), p. 44-46. 

'168. U. R. L. �U. Reich Langhans� . 
[Poste Locale with framed cross� . 

Sclzweii_er Briefmarken - Journal, 
IV ( 1872), p. 63. 

169.  Winter (An. ) .  - Ortspost
Typen tafel. 

Schweiz._er Briefmarken - Z eitung, 
VIII ('1895), p .  48. 

170 .  Pfenninger (OTTo) . - Anrc
gungen und \V(insche [Pl ate o f  

the  (( Ortspost >i ] .  

Schweizer Briefmarken - Z eitung, 
VIII (1 895) , p. 53-55. 

17'1 . Reuterski61d (A . DE) . - La Ta
belle des 0 rtspost. 

Schwei;:;_er Briejmarken - Z eitung, 
VIII ('1895), p. 69-70. 

172. C .  P. - Quelques remarques 
sur le 15 rappen '1851 de Suisse. 

Le Timbre-Foste,  XlV ('1876) , 
n° '167, p. 86-88, and n° 168, p. 94-
96 . 

'173. A. Z. - [« Rayon >J 5 Rp. 
dark blue, black print, coloured 
paper] . 

Sclzweii_er Briefmarken - Zeitung, 
I ( 1 879), n° 5, p .  4. 

1 74. Die �llteste Too Late-Marke 
[« Rayon )J with « zu spat ll] .  

Berliner illustrirte Briejmarken
Z eitung, I (1 878-79), n° 12, p. 94. 

175. Deyhle (ROBERT) . - Rayon 
1851 ; 10 Rp. gelb mit einge
fasstem fu-euz. 

Sclzweii_er illustrirte Briejmarken
z eitzmg, I\" (188"2), n° 1 , p. 5. 

176. Lane (H . ) .  - [Forgeries of the 
5 rappen stamps of '1852] . 

Flzilatelistisclzer Borsen - Courier, 
II (1887), n° 1 ,  p. Ii. 

177. N° 1 ,  Saint-Gallen [O. Pfennin
ger] . - (Framing of the cross of 
« Rayons )J I and I I] .  

Sclzweii_er Briefmarken - Journal, 
I ( 1889), p. 78 (cf. ibid. , p. 82). 

33 
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178.  M. G[randjean] . :- Cause 
rie [Framing of the cross of 
(( Rayon lh]. 

Scl11vei{_er Briefmarken - Journal, 
I (1889), p .  8:2. 

'1" 79. Schulze (An.) .  - Die Rayon
marken der Schweiz . - Ein 
Kapitel aus der Geschichte cler 
Schweizer - Marken [Upon the 
framing of the Federal cross] . 

Der Philatelist ( 1890), p. '1 95- 196 
and 207-21 /i .  

180.  Falschung von Rayonmarken . 

Wiener Briefinarken-Z eitung, XI 
(1890) . 

Article mentioned in the Suppant
schitsch bibliography. 

1 8 1 .  Leman (En . yo:-;) [HA;-.;s Kirch
hofer] . - Eine neu entdeckle 
i\Iarke ! [Proof of (( Rayon )) II 
printed in yellow on white� . 

Scl1Jvei{_er Briefmarken - Journal, 
I I I  ('1 891 ) , p .  li9-50. 

1 82.  Kirchhofer (HANS) .  - Einiges 
fiber Schweizer Marken [Framing 
of the Federal cross ; cut stamps ] .  

Illustrirtes Briefmarken - Journal 
(1891 ), p. '194-196. 

'1 83. In's Blaue hinein [Framing 
of the Federal cross of the 
Rayons] . 

Schwei{_er Briefmarken - Journal, 
IV (189:2), p. 34-35. 

184 .  Tilrler-Turrian (C. ) .  - Ach-

lung vor falschen Rayons I I I  Cts. 
und kleiner Zahl . 

Schwei{_er Briefmarken - Journal, 
VI (1893), p .  15-16. 

185. [Forgery of « Rayon )) II with 
framed cross] . 

Le Timbre-Paste, XXI (1894), n° 375, 
p. 36. 

186. S [iegrist]-M[oser] . - Falsche 
dunkelblaue. 

Schwei{_er Briefmarken - Z eitung, 
VII I  (1895), p. 40-41 . 

4° SILK THREADS 

187. Thevenot (G.) .  - Korrespon
denzen [Unknown stamp resem
bling the Swiss s tamps of '1854] .  

A llgemeine Briefinarken -Z eitzmg, 
I ( 1864). n° 1 :2. p. 95-96. 

1 88. Moroy (E.) . - Le 20 rappen 
brun , '1854, de Suisse. 

Le Timbre-Paste, XIV (1876), n° 1 67, 
p. 8/i . 

'189. D[eyhle] (R.) .  - Schweizer 
Essais Yon 1854. 

Sclzwei::;_er illustrirte Briefmarken
Z eitung, I l l (1881 ) ,  n° 5, p .  li1 . 

'190 . [Head of Helvetia on the Swiss 
stamps of 1854] . 

Schweizer illustrirte Briefmarken
Z eitung, I I I  ('1881 ) ,  n° 1 ,  p. 1 ,  
and n° :2 ,  p . 18 .  

Query addressed t o  the readers o f  this 
journal. 
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'191 . [Swiss 20 centime stamp, 
brown (in place of orange)] .  

Bulletin de la Societe Jranqaise de 
timbrologie, I I I  (1883), p .  73 and 
75. 

192 .  [Mention of a brown 5 rappen 
stamp of the 1854 issue with two 
black silk threads, and of a brown 
'10 rappen stamp with two orange 
silk threads] . 

Deutsche Plzilatelisten-Z eitung, V 
('1883), n° 62, p .  298. 

193. Heuberger (J . ) .  - Schweiz .  

Emission 1854 Fehldruck [20 Rap
pen, printed in brown] . 

SchJVeiz.er Briefmarken - Z eitzmg, 
VII ('1894), p .  46. 

'1 94. Langhard (OscAR). - Un
gezahnte Helvetia ohne Seiden
faden. 

Illustrirtes Briefinarken - Journal. 
(1894), p. 268-269. 

195. Kirchhofer ( HANS) , - Schweiz . 
Emission '1854 Fehldruck [brown 
20 rappen and blue 5 rappen] 

Sclzweiz.er Briefinarken - Z eitung, 
VII (1894), p .  55. 
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A. Z . ,  n• 173 .  

Berger-Levrault (0 .) ,  n• '10. 
Bernet (TH. ) ,  n• 53. 
Blanchard (L.) ,  n• 62. 
Boley (Dr), n• 1 19. 
Bosredon (PH. DE), n• 124.  

Caros, n• 132. 
Cooper (J .-A.) ,  n• 135 .  
C.  P . ,  n• 172.  

Deyhle (ROBERT), n•• 25,  26,  27,  28, 
31 , 88, 123, 126, 139, 1 48, 149, 
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Jaquier (J . ) ,  n" 49, 79 . 
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Leman (E. voN) . See Kirchhofer 
(HANS) . 

Leutwyler (H.) ,  11° '1 16 .  

Magnus (Dr). See Legrand (D') .  
Marmaduke Stourton (Jom<), n °  1 4 .  

Meyer (FERD.) ,  n° 21 . 

Moroy (E.) ,  n° 1 88. 

Moschkau (Dr), n°s 108, 1 36. 

Munk (A . ) ,  n° '164. 

N° 1.. Saint-Gall . See Pfenninger 
(OTTO) . 

P .  (J .) ,  n° 105. 

Parisian Collector (A), n° 157.  

Pemberton (EDWARD L.) ,  nos '100, 

106, 1 17. 

Pfenninger (OTTO), n°s 37, 40, 63, 68, 

69, 99, '167, 170, 1 77. 

Philat.-Fegnest (DAs) , n° 72. 
Philatelisten-Vereins Basel, n° 1 40. 

Philippe, n° 66. 

Rapso, n°' 76, 77. 

Rebsamen (E .-E .), n° 73. 

Regnard (E.), 11° 4 .  

Reich Langhans (U.) ,  n °  '168. 

Repandunensis, n° 120. 
Reuterskiold ( A .  DE), n°s 6.'J, 93, 94, 

171 . 

Rondot (NATALIS), n° 1 .  

S. S . ,  11° 2.  

Sanson (EnouARD), 11° 125. 

Schulze (An.),  n°' 18, 29, 90, 91 , 109, 

1 1 4, 127, 128, '138, '1 56, 179 .  

Siegrist-Moser (E .), n°' 42, 50, 60, 

186. 

Steffan (J .-C.), n°' '19, '137 . 

Stroehlin (P.) ,  n° '129 . 

Suppantschitsch, n° 4.3. 

Taylor (OVERY), n° 8. 

Thevenot (G.),  n° 187.  

Trieb, n° 102.  

Tiirler-Turrian (C.), 11° '184. 

Veneziani (E.), n° 96. 

W.,  11° '17. 

Winter (An .), n° '169. 
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<( Double Geneva >>, the « Small Eagle », the « Large Eagle » 
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3 limes) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

PLATE XI. - The forty types of « Rayon I 11 black on blue . .  
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PLATE XII I .  - The forty types of <( Rayon I » blue on white. 
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E R H A  TA 

Page 18, l ine 1 7 ,  read accelerating i11stead of accerleating. 

Page 32, l ine 26, 1·ead decision instead of de cision. 

Page 51, l ine '10, read indemnify instead of indenrni t.;·. 

Page 63, l ine 14 ,  read postillions instead of postilions. 

Page 73, in the margin, line 3, read Ortspost instead of Ortpost. 

Page 76, l ine 33, read .\. similar design instead of Similar design. 

Page ·1 19, l ine 9, read oxidation instead of oxidaz ion. 

Page 125, in  the margin, line :3, read annulling i11stead of annuling. 

Page 126, in the note, read 2921 instead of 29l l .  

Page 127, line 1 ,  read A'\;'\ULLING instead of ANNULING. 
Page 13';, in the note, read p. 122 instead of p. 12 1 . 

Page 151 , l ine 27, read A'\'\ULLlNG instead of AN'\ULl'\G. 
Page 163, No. 2:2, l ine :2, read 23rd April instead of 23 anil. 

Page 1G5, l ine 18, 1·ead I lanz i11ste,1d of Hanz. 

Page 172, No. 9G, line l, read Erlenbach i11stead of Erlenlach . 

Page 180, l ine 1 ,  read Geuensee instead of Genensee. 

Page 248, No .  76, line 5, 1·ead XV instead of VV. 
Page 254, No. 140, 2ctn col . ,  line :3, read Briefmarkenfolschung i11stead of 

Briefmarkenfolschungs. 
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